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COMMUNICATIONS

Color television sales are soaring.
And so is the demand for trained
repairmen. If you can service TV
sets, portable'radios, tape recorders,
hi-fi sets, phonographs and auto
radios, you'll always be in demand.
It's one of your best routes to spare time earnings, a good paying job or
trains
a business of your own. NRI
you quickly and expertly, showing
you how to get started in servicing
soon after yoú enroll, earning as you
learn. NRI trains you in today's
method of installing and repairing
all electronic equipment for the home
-including solid state Color TV. You
even build, experiment with and
keep to enjoy your own solid-state
radio plus your choice of black -and white or the new 25" solid state Color
TV receiver f'jRl developed from the
chassis up for training. Like thousands of others, you can soon be
earning good money in your spare
time ... the easy NRI way.

The experience you gain from intensely practical NRI training in

Complete Communications equals
as much as two years of training on
the job. With NRI, you can train for
a choice of careers ranging from
mobile, marine and aviation radio to
TV broadcasting and space communications. You learn how to install, maintain and operate today's
remarkable transmitting and receiving equipment by actually doing it.
You build and experiment with test
equipment, like a VTVM you keep.
You build and operate amplifier circuits, transmission line and antenna
systems, even build and use a
phone-cw transmitter suitable for
transmission on the 80 -meter amateur band. Whichever of five NRI
Communications courses you
choose, you prepare for your FCC
License exams, and you must pass
your FCC exams or NR! refunds your
tuition in full.

fast growing industry as

Electronics touches everyone's lives.
This vast field of opportunity is open
to you with NRI training. Industrial/
Military Electronics training-like all
NRI courses-prepares you quickly,
thoroughly the practical "hands on"
way. You build with, and learn to
understand the functions of, today's
miracle solid-state components like
printed circuits, diodes and transistors. You build and experiment with
Electronic circuitry used in automation, data processing, ultrasonics,
telemetry. Bite -size texts make
studying easier. Whatever your interest in Electronics, NRI training
can fill your needs. Prove to yourself
what nearly a million NRI students
could tell you ... that you get more
for your money from NRI. Check the
postage -free card and mail it today
for your FREE NRI Color Catalog.
NO SALESMAN WILL CALL. NRI
Training, 3939 Wisconsin Ave.,
Washington, D.C. 20016.

NRI
YOU GET MORE FOR YOUR MONEY FROM
1
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NEW NRI-25"
SOLID STATEI
COLOR TV.
-

TOTALLY ENGINEERED
FOR

f

TRAINING

NRI

Kits

and Equipment
Dollar for dollar, you get more value'
from NRI training kits, because they
are designed as educational tools.
In the TV -Radio Servicing Course,
fcr instance, the end product is a
superb 25" color TV your whole family
will enjoy. The set is designed so
that, while building it, you can intro-

for
duce and correct defects
trouble -shooting and hands-on experience in circuitry and servicing.
The kits include, at no additional
cost, a wide -band service type oscilloscope and color crosshatch generator, and other valuable equipment
that will let you start earning money
...
in your spare time making repairs
even before the course is completed.
.
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Editorial
By Milton S. Snitzer, Editor

THE HI-FI POWER RATING HASSLE
About a year and a half ago the Federal Trade
Commission (FTC) held an open
hearing on hi-fi amplifier power ratings. Their idea was to
issue a rule on how the
ratings were to he promoted and advertised. Long
overdue, the rule would be a
giant step forward in clearing up the confusion that exists.
We've all seen ads and catalogs giving amplifier power in
terms of instantaneous
peak, peak, dynamic, music, IHF, EIA, and
continuous or average (incorrectly
called "rms") power. Depending on which power is given,
a stereo
continuous power rating of 10 watts per channel could be rated at 20amplifier with a
watts
continuous power (total power of both chanels), 30 watts
music or dynamic
power, 60 watts peak music power, 80 watts
peak power at some lower impedance
load (say 4 ohms rather than 8 ohms), or 100 watts
peak power with only a single
channel driven rather than both channels. If the distortion is
permitted to be 5
percent rather than say 1 percent, even higher power
figures, can be quoted.
With this ten to one power ratio possible and with all
the figures describing the
same ampilfier, it is no wonder that the consumer is
baffled 'and confused.
What the FTC was proposing is a return to the
conservative continuous power
per channel rating, with all channels driven, and at a
given load
specified distortion. They also want the power bandwidth to be impedance and
expressed by
quoting the minimum power output of the amplifier over
the
ratings could be disclosed but these would have to be less band. Other power
prominently advertised
and promoted.
We are bringing this up now since it was
expected that the new FTC rules
would be issued by June in time for the Consumer
Electronics Show. Instead
Federal Courts decided that the FTC had exceeded
their authority by publishing
any such trade regulations. The FTC is appealing
the ruling and they may wind up
in the Supreme Court for the final
decision. In the meantime any rules
promulgated by the FTC are advisory rather than
mandatcry.
The EIA, in the meantime, went on record as
the disclosure of the
amount of distortion provided it was 5% or less. opposing
"For most consumers" they
said, "there will be little or no perceptible
improvement in the sound they hear as
the total harmonic distortion is reduced below this
point." They would like to see as
the advertised ratings the sum of the output of each
channel rather than a
per -channel figure. They also object to the FTC's
proposal that the minimum
power over the bandwidth be quoted rather than the
maximum power.
We feel sure that some sort of ruling will come out but
that it won't be
effective until next June at the earliest. In the meantime we
expect to see more
and more manufacturers coming around to the FTC's
will continue our practice, which has never changed, ofproposal. As for us, we
specifying loads and
distortion and of quoting only the continuous power rating
of all the amplifiers
we test or that are tested for us by Hirsch
-Houck Labs.
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INTRODUCTION and widespread
popularity of the cassette recording
medium in home entertainment have raised
Inane questions by owners and potential
owners of cassette equipment-particularly
about the cassette itself. Over the years,
many people have attempted to answer such
questions and explain the pro's and con's
of cassettes. Recently, Harry \lavnard interviewed Delos Filers of 3M on' the subject of cassettes. The following is the
transcript of that interview.

-Editor

3M welds their cassettes, making them impossible to open and edit. Other manufacturers assemble their cassettes with screws.
Why slid 3\I go to welding?
E: \Ve elected this method because we
feel that it makes the cassette stronger and

more rigid. As machines

and cassettes

get better, I think you will find that all
cassettes will be welded. \Ve ealized when
we went to welded cassettes that splicing
would be a problem. Our answer was to
build a cassette component that is reliable
enough so that there should be no need to

repair it.
MAYNARD: Let us discuss some problems
inherent to all cassettes. The first that comes
to mind is that they are difficult to edit. Is

this correct?

EILERS: Yes. Cassettes are difficult to
splice without getting fingerprints on the
tape. A cassette tape carries such a narrow
track and at such a slow speed that fingerprints can create very large dropouts. If
yore go across the splice. you are going to
hear the dropouts. Another obstacle to the
average home splicer is that the 150 -mil
splicing tape is not readily available to the
general public.
M: \Vhenever I have managed to splice
a cassette tape,
feel that I have won a
great victory. Scotch recording cassettes
pose a special problem for the tape splicer:
I

8

M: A BASF executive recently wrote that
the reliability of cassettes still leaves something to be desired. \Vould you care to
comment?
E: Any system-whether cassette. 8 -track
cartridge, or some of the new BASF systems-has to go through an evolution before it is mechanical!\ reliable. An approach
toward better reliability is welding-in 3M's
case, sonically sealing-the cassettes.
M: What do your studies show is the
reliability factor of cassettes?
E: Cassettes are not 100 -percent reliable;
but what is? The 60-minute (C-60) cassette is the most reliable as compared to the
C -90's and C- 20's. \Ve conducted long,
involved statistical experiments using several
hundred cassettes to test reliability. \Ve
found that 95 percent of the C -60's tested
I
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Pickering 100%
Music Power Cartridges
tell the truth,
the whole truth
and nothing but
the truth:'
The "truth" in recorded music
the sound in the record grooves.
All Pickering XV -15 Series,
100% Music Power cartridges,
deliver that truth. They reproduce evenly across the musical
spectrum. They don't add. They
don't subtract. They don't distort. And each model has a DCF
(Dynamic Coupling Factor) rating which helps you determine
the equipment in which it provides maximum performance so
that you can select the model
that's best for you.
For more information write:
Pickering & Co., Inc., Dept. E,
101 Sunnyside Boulevard, Plainview, New York 11803.
is

PICKERING
"for those who can hear the difference"
All Pickering cartridges are designed for use with all
2

and 4 channel matrix derived compatible systems.
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can make 200 passes without
any sign of
flutter and wow. This is a big
improvement
over the early cassettes.
The C-90's and C -120's are less
reliable.
Our research and development
people are
trying to find the answers,
especially for
the C-120's. It and the
machines have to
be improved. We are looking
for ways to
make a more perfect marriage
between
the
tape and the machine.
M: What part of failure
would you blame
on the cassette? What part on the
machine?
E: Any number of things
can go wrong
with a cassette, the more so with
the
"cheapies." For example, all the parts of a
cassette may be 100 percent up to tolerance
but poorly assembled. The inside
of
the cassette may not allow enoughhousing
room for
the tape to pass through.
\Ve had that problem some years
ago
with a cassette that had a glue -in
window.
Some of the windows were not seating
themselves all the way in the cassette. They
hung down into the area where the tape
should have been turning and winding. This
added drag on the tape.
1 have seen jammed
cassettes where the
hub was perfectly free. The trouble was
that the capstan was not driving the tape
in a straight line because a small
pinch
roller in the machine was not meeting the
capstan squarely. The tape began to climb
oil the capstan, eventually breaking.
Philips has quite a reasonable list of performance specifications which cassettes
should meet. Our parts are checked and
are, in design, 100 percent correct. A high
percentage are quality tested for meeting
torque requirements-the force it takes to
turn the hubs in a cassette.
I have seen cases in battery -operated
machines where the batteries were so run
down that they could not turn the cassette
reel.
M: Would you advise running a
cassette
recorder off ac power whenever possible?
E: Yes.

M: Is there an easy way for the
consumer
to evaluate a cassette without running a

frequency response check and without opening the cassette?
E: There is quite a variety of
cassette
tapes available. The first suggestion I have
is to avoid cheap cassettes.
M: Can. the consumer examine the type
of pressure pad used, se'e' if the tape is
polished, and check to see that the cassette
halves fit together?
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THE FAMOUS ELECTRONIC BRANDS
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save now on everything in electronics
YOUR COMPLETE BUYING GUIDE
Big! Beautiful (many full -color pages)!
Value -packed! Your one dependable
source for everything in audio and electronics. Enjoy every buying advantage at
Olson: low money-saving prices, fastest
shipment, personal service, satisfaction
guaranteed or money back.

Stereo components &the newest in 4 -channel
Tape recorders & recording accessories
. Radios & phonographs of all kinds
Money -saving do-it-yourself kits
Auto electronics & accessories
. Citizens Band two-way radios
. VHF & UHF police/fire monitors
. Amateur radio station equipment ,
. Public address & intercom systems
Parts bargains
Test Gear

Olson Exclusive Values

. Electronic security equipment
. TV -FM antennas & accessories

Besides the best of the famous
brands you'll find 100's of money -sav-

Books, tools, hardware, parts
Batteries, transistors, tubes,
wire, cable, & more!

ing items sold only by Olson. See our

all -new TELEDYNE stereo line, recorders & radios, parts bargains.

MAIL COUPON NOW
OLSON ELECTRONICS Dept. IY
Rush FREE 1973 Olson

more of the best
of everything
in electronics

Name
Address
City
State

where the values are!
CIRCLE NO.
OCTOBER 1972
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Akron, Ohio 44327

catalogs to:

Name
Address
City
State

Olson Electronics

1

260 S. Forge St.,

Apt.

Zip
Apt.

Zip
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POLY- PLANAR IS
THE ANYWHERE

SPEAKER.

r1

A thin, lightweight, rugged, weatherproof
hi-fi speaker.Convert tables,
chairs, walls, doors, cabinets-anything- into a hi-fi
speaker system. Send for
detailed specifications.

'~

THE SPEAKER YOU DON'T
HAVE TO SEE TO.:HEAR.

The Magitran Company
N.

311 East Park Street Moonachie, New Jersey 07074
24 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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TUNER SERVICE
VHF, UHF, FM or IF Modules ...

ok

-Fast

cassettes?

hr. Service!

t.

1

YEAR GUARANTEE
VHF-UHF -FM
UV -COMB.

V.

9.95
$16.95
$12.50
Major Parts charged at Net Price
P.T.S. is overhauling more tuners for
more technicians than any other
tuner company in the world!
$

IF -MODULE

tLLR

!

All Makes

^4Y'It

'f

.

LIKE TO DO IT YOURSELF?
Send one Dollar (redeemable) for our
60 pages of top information
TUNER REPLACEMENT GUIDE
PARTS CATALOG

AND

fastest service, send faulty tuner with
tubes, shields and all broken parts to:

For

PIS

'ELECTRONICS, INC.
'"7 cik04 7B4Ú Sewiu"

'

s

.

OFFICEBloomington. Ind. 47401 Tel. 812. 824-9331
WESTBox 41354
Sacramento. Calif. 9841 Tel. 916. 482-6220
SOUTHBox 7332 Longview, Tea. 75601
Tel. 214. 733-4334
SOUTHEASTBox 9881
Jacksonville. Fla. 32205 Tel. 904. 389-9952
EASTlox 3189 Springfield. Mars. 01103 Tel. 413. 734.2737
MOUNTAINBox 4245
1.,.cer. Colo. 80204 Tel. 303. 244-2818
HOME

Box 272

CIRCLE NO.
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E: If the buyer is interested in recording
music, he should look only 1st tapes with
some kind of surface polish. This generally
indicates a better cassette.
M: \Vhat suggestions would you have
which will help the consumer faced with
deciding which cassette to buy among ten
shown to him?
E: Check to see if the oxide coating
conies off on your fingernail. The cheap
cassettes are generally not formulated with
the same care as are the better tapes.
M: \Vhy did 3\1 decide on fixed posts
when most of the other cassettes on the
market employ roller guides?
E: The original Philips cassette design
was for roller corner turnaround posts in
the front corners of the cassette. If you
look at a cassette, you will note that the
tape opening is in front. Roller guides have
virtues, but they have some disadvantages
we want to avoid. The roller guide is a steel
axle pin and roller with guides or shoulders
at the top and bottom. These parts must
be assembled perfectly or the tape will be
steered incorrectly and will drag and bind.
M: You avoid this?
E: \Ve use a precision molded part with
stationary posts to insure that the corner
post is absolutely perpendicular to the plane
of the deck. The tape is not forced upwards or downwards.
M: What is the major failure problem in

ON READER SERVICE CARD

E: The classical failure is when the
takeup hub stops. The machine's torque
and clutch mechanism cannot turn the takeup hub. The capstan still pulls tape off
the supply reel, but the takeup hub is not
taking up this tape.
M: Is this a machine or a cassette
problem?
E: It can be ether. With a battery operated machine, it is more likely the
machine's fault. It can be a cassette problem
in that the cassette may be dragging. This
failure is catastrophic because tape piles up
around the capstan and has nowhere to go.
The small hole around the capstan gets
crammed full of tape. In some cases, you
cannot even get the cassette out of the
machine because of the jammed tape. The
tape then must be cut.
In less drastic cases, where the tape does
not wind well, I suggest that the cassette
be removed from the machine and slammed
fiat on a table. Mind you, I do not suggest
that this works all the time.
POPULAR ELECTRONICS Including Electronics World

still another
benefit for new
Phototactot-the-Month
Club members...
The best reason for subscribing to Photofact"-of-theMonth is, of course, that every month you'll receive six new Photofact sets containing detailed
oist circuit inlormation on at least 50 of the newest
12a
model TVs, radios, stereos, record changers, etc.
3

u

.-`

And you get them at the special Club price that
saves you $54 a year. In addition, Photofact sends
you, every month, bonuses of "advance" color
schematics, preliminary data on the latest equipment to fill your immediate servicing needs ... a file

;

^

...

a Photofact Servicer with
folder for each set
helpful service hints, and coupons toward permanent,
metal Photofact set files.
And now this ... you will also receive this 10 -piece
PS -120 Nutdriver set (a $6.15 value) FREE for
enrolling now!

A,

Sign up today and get it all ! Just use
the coupon.

r
PE -102

1.1.10WARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.
4300 WEST 62nd

ST.

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46268

agree to pay
Please enroll me as a new member of the Pholofact-of-the-Month Club.
and I agree to
513.50 per month for my subscription, which will begin
maintain this subscription for at least 9 months.
I

,

My Photofact Distributor is

Name
Company Name

Address

Address
City

L
OCTOBER 1972

State

Zip

City

State

Zip

J
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took guts to
-- n a
CB radio and then
put it in the same

familiar cabinet.

We know today's CBer is looking for
real value. So we redesigned our
Messenger 123 where it counts-on
the inside. Our engineers gave the
model "A" new improved circuitry.

With

new acoustically isolated

a

speaker and voice -tailored audio that
cuts noise-increases clarity. Plus a

new ceramic selectivity

filter that

rejects adjacent channel chatter. And,
of course it has built-in electronic
speech compression for famous Johnson "talk power." At $149.95, the
Messenger 123A is a real value. And
come to think about it, it's still a great
looking CB radio just the way it is.
p.

:

.,..<._:

::

%ahem it

5111fiaále

trea
JOHNSON

Waseca, Minnesota 56093

Full

backed by

CIRCLE
14

1

-year parts and labor

warranty-

,---, 550 authorized service centers nationwide.
21 ON READER SERVICE CARD

quality of the tape

is ahead of the quality of the recorder?
E: Yes. The oxide in the cassette
has not

yet been pushed to its limit. The trouble is
with the resolution on playback. The playback head leaves something to be desired.
You are putting a given frequency of tone
information on a very small area of tape.
This tape is also running very slowlyroughly 2 in./second. It is quite a job putting
15,000 little sound waves on every 2 in. of
tape. The gap in the head actually approaches the length of the signal recorded
on the tape when, ideally, it should be 25
percent smaller than the wavelength of the
highest frequency tone to be put on the
tape.
M: Is the next improvement in cassette
recorders going to be in the heads?
E: I believe so. 12,500 1Iz is very adequate for audio recording. We have long
known this in professional areas. Marty
people talk in the area of 20,000 and 22,000
Hz, which are great figures for amplifiers
and electronics. But if you have a tape limited response out to 10,000 or 12,500
Hz, you have a recording that is very
difficult to distinguish from the original
source.
M: \Vhat about chromium dioxide tapes?
E: A tape of higher coercivity such as
chromium dioxide is a product that is not
as sensitive as standard oxide tapes are at
most frequencies. This can be a problem
unless you use a machine that can handle
chromium dioxide formulations. It takes more
drive to get the same sound out of chromium
dioxide as you get out of a standard iron
oxide tape. Chromium dioxide takes about
25 percent more signal and 2% times more
drive than does a standard iron oxide tape
to achieve the same output.
Yost have to design a new machine around
chromium dioxide tapes. Wollensak and
Advent have clone this. Their machines record with an exaggerated high end. On
playback, the frequency response is changed
so the frequency response curve comes out
flat. \Vhen they bring the high end clown,
these recorders bring back down the tape
noise on playback.
Chromium dioxide is less sensitive at the
low end than are standard tapes. So, you
have to flip a switch on recording to put
50 percent more bias and 25 percent more
level on the tape. On playback, you have to
flip the switch to the Cr02 setting to assure
a flat frequency response.
OO
POPVi.P 11.ECTEONICS Including Electronics World

our fourth generation family...
1435

\aa

^\

_

16 digits, the highest output capacity of any MITS
calculator, are available on the 816 models only.
Constant data memory and computed fixed decimal
system makes the 816 a useful tool for business or

Square root operation and fourteen digit LED display
makes this machine the choice of those who want the
very best.
Sophisticated functions (made possible by unique
MOS-LSI circuitry) include a constant data memory,
14 digit independent data memory, negative number
all are one touch
entry, and exchange of operands

home use.
Human -engineered color coded keyboard and large
electro-flourescent display gives both 816 models a
degree of operating ease and flexibility unmatched in
machines costing hundreds more.

...

operations!
MITS has provided expanding capability for the 816
and 1440 by providing interfacing for the soon to be
released programming module and printer to convert
the basic unit into an impressive desk top computer.
$199.95
1440 Kit
$249.95
1440 Assembled

816A
816A
816B
816B

Kit
Assembled

.

Kit
Assembled

.

$149.95
$179.95
$159.95
$189.95

Here are two new members in our fourth generation

family of MITS digital products. MITS digital clocks
feature large LED displays, 12 or 24 hour operation,
components, A.C. operation, and
individual time set buttons.
MITS' DC4 has minute and hour timekeeping and the
DC6 model gives seconds as an additional feature.

,.

highest quality

Available
4 DIGIT [hours, minutes, and
DC4-E [electronics only]

DC4-K [complete kit]
DC4-M [assembled unit]

...
...

1

as

electronics only,

sec. pulsed

colon(

DIGIT [hours, minutes, seconds]

...

$49.50
$58.50
$99.50

ti
I am interested in additional literature.
Kit
Enclosed is check for item #
Assembled
Check amount (include $3.00 for postage

micro Instrumentation 8
Telemetry Systems, Inc.

2016 San Mateo NE, Albuquerque, NM 87110
(505) 266-2330
OCTOBER 1972

6
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EMT
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kit or assembled.
DC6-E [electronics only]
DC6-K [complete kit]
DC6-M [assembled unit]

$39.50
$48.50
$89.50

For information on the complete line
of MITS products, write:

°

as a

25

and handling.)
Name
Address
City and Zip

P

S

J
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THAT LITTLE OLD
WINEMAKER YOU!
Home winemaking is easy,
fun and economical
with ingredients

and equipment
from Wine -Art,

Letters

America's lead-

ing source of

wine, beer,
liqueur and

soft drink do- o
it-yourself sup-

Needs Tube Tester Manual

plies. Start today
on this fascinating

hobby by ordering our
CREATIVE HOBBY KIT S9.95 postpaid
Everything you need to make your
first five bottles of Burgundy, Chablis
or Rosé. FREE with order colorful
Wine -Art Handbook, complete

-

catalog of over 1,000 home
winemaking and brewing items.

_O Wine vi

100

S

I recently obtained a tube tester,. Model
599-A, made by Supreme Instruments Corp. of
Greenwood, Hass. Unfortunately, no instruction
manual came with the instrument, which incidentally, is in operating order. My problem,
lacking a manual, is that the tester has several
functions that I and at a loss to decipher. I have
tried in vain to track clown the manufacturer.
Can anyone he p me?

MARK WALLACE
201 Pleasant St.
Greenfield, MA 01501

HOPS COAST TO COAST

WINE -ART. Dept. E. 4324 Geary Blvd.. San Francisco, Ca. 94118.

[] Burgundy

Send
CREATIVE HOBBY KIT(s)
A $9.95 postpaid. Calif. res. add 5% tax.

l7 Chablis
Rosé

Name

If

am/one can help, please write directly to

Mark.

Address
Zip

CIRCLE NO.
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A true bargain

by Post

The
famous
PA 263

B

plus

heatsink/
pc board

for $5.80

The PA263 monolithic audio power amp.
provides 3.5W rms. IOW peak. to a 16
ohm load, Ideal for mono or stereo
players. tape, disc or intercom amplifiers.
AM receivers. Op. Amp.boosters etc.
Now we supply it complete with special ready drilled heavy duty pc board,
no other heatsink necessary. ONLY $5.80 COMPLETE (plus appropriate
sales tax) including delivery by return and 4.PAGE PA263 DATA SHEET
(for DAl A SHEET ONLY, send a quarter- no stamps please) PLUS DESIGN
INFORMATION WITH ALL ORDERS.
Send ChecktMoney order payable Bordeaux Industries Inc, to

Jermyn 712, Montgomery Street,
San Francisco. Caltlornia 941 11.

CIRCLE NO.
16
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Med Electronics Course Booster

While reading the Letters column in vottr
March 1972 issue, I happened across a reader's
request for some form of medical electronics
course. This item interested me since I am at
present enrolled at the University of \Vate'loo
where I hope to he doing graduate work in
medical electronics. I must admit that the type
of course which integrates medicine and electronics is a rarity.
My own particular interest is in the area of
communication and medical aids for the handicapped. I have had some experience with the
Ontario Crippled Childrens' Centre in Toronto
which points out the tremendous opportunities
for people who have the combination of medical
and electronics skills.
I think that if you could do some prodding
to get such a course started, it would be a step
in the right direction. Even if the course merely
involved the use of hospital electrical apparatus,
it would be worth it.
PETER NEWnY

Niagara Falls,
Ontario, Canada
tVe agree that there is a pressing need for
suitably trained medical electronics technicians,
and so do the home -study schools-up to a
point. Past experience with surveys have shown
that there is just not enough interest in this
area for the schools to make the tremendous
investment such an undertaking would involve.
In fact, our own survey yielded only 52 letters
POPULAR ELECTRONICS Including Electronics World

in favor of a medical electronics coarse-and
tyotirs was number 52.

the

Popular Electronics For Sale
I am offering for sale a complete set of
POPOLAII ELECTRONICS from the October 1954
through the Decenlbe 1964 issue (Volumes 1
through 21) for $65.00 postpaid. All issues arc
in mint condition.
'Pox! Rose

EL SOCKET.

-

-

a

3410 Rockbluff Dr.
Dallas, 'I'\ 75227

::ir..P -ev

Interested readers, please write directly to
Toni.

Test new circuit ideas...

More Surplus Nostalgia

\Ir. Chesson's letter ("Letters," jnne 1972)
concerning early Courtland Street'; radio conglomeration brought back memories. I assure
Mr. Chesson that there are a few old timers
around. Old Courtland St. and its radio bargains seem only a few short years in the past.
(Please note that it was "radio" in those days"electronics" had not arrived.)
During 1924-1926, when shipping nut of
New York, I often browsed around Courtland
St. radioland. One day I found an old Canadian Marconi spark transmitter, complete with
rotary gap. At this time, Courtland St. was the
resting place for surplus \V\VI spark equipment
like the Navy's SE -143's and SE-t220's, Navy
Standard 1 and 2 -kW spark transmitters, and
a few \larconi 1'-4's and P -8's. All used
quenched gap sections, making salvage worthwhile.
EDWARD C. C.\rr'cltY
San Antonio, Tes.

Getting "Surf" From Synthesizer
After assembling the Surf Synthesizer (Feb.
1972),
the
real
the
arc

i

ventured to the Pacific Ocean along

.,Mexican coast to listen. Guess what? The

ocean (at least there) doesn't sound like
synthesized ocean. The real occaui's cycles
longer and, as the foam breaks on the
beach, the hiss has a different roar/rumble
characteristic. 'I he PAIA ci chit also produces
a "pop" every two minutes or so as the flip-flops
get synchronized at their switching plaints.
To. eliminate the pop. lengthen the cycles,
and produce higher hiss tones front my -Synthesizer, I made the following changes: I reversed 1)1 first. Then i substituted 27(1 k, 3:3 k,
I(i0 k, 22 k, 5(i0, and 22 k values in place of
those called for in the Parts List for R:3. 1113,
R7, 1114, R I , and R15, respectively. Finally',
I changed the value of C3 from :30 ¿tF to 80
it,F. Now, the sound from the Synthesizer
sounds more like the real thing
C. L. AnuoYo
I

.

Ilollontau, .APR,
OC1OBER 1972

:
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I. C. circuits...=

-

:.discreet components...

at -no risk!
Money back guarantee!
$1725

...

just
All you need are #4 mounting screws
like 1/4 watt resistors,
plug -ir. components
ceramic capacitors, diodes, I.C.s, transistors
and more ... and your circuit's built! No special patch cords needed! Components interconnected with any solid No. 22-26 gauge wire.

...

And you can try it with absolutely no risk for
5 days. If not .satisfied, just return your EL
Socket and receive a full refund. Trying is
believing. How can you go wrong? Order your
EL Socket now!

Nickel/silver plated terminals-very low contact
resistance
Low insertion force
Mounts with #4 screws

Initial contact characteristics beyond 10,000
insertions
Vertical, horizontal interconnecting matrices
Accommodates wide range of wire and
component leads from .015"-.032"
Send check or M.O. today!
Add 50¢ for postage and handling
25% deposit on C.O.D.s
O EL INSTRUMENTS, INC
01 First St., Derby, Conn. 06418
Telephone: 203/735-8774
CIRCLE NO. 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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One ofour
most successful. students
wrote this ad!
Harry Remmert decided he
needed more electronics
training to get ahead. He
carefully "shopped around"
for the best training he could
find. His detailed report on why
he chose CIE and how it worked
out makes a better "ad" than
anything we could tell you.
Here's his story, as he wrote it
to us in his own words.

By Harry Remmert
(,A FTER SEVEN YEARS in my present position, I was made
painfully aware of the fact that I had gotten just about
all the on-the-job training available. When I asked my
supervisor for an increase in pay, he said, "In what way
are you a more valuable employee now than when you
received your last raise?" Fortunately, I did receive the
raise that time, but I realized that my pay was approaching the maximum for a person with my limited training.
"Education was the obvious answer, but I had enrolled

in three different night school courses over the years and
had not completed any of them. I'd be tired, or want to
do something else on class night, and would miss so many
classes that I'd fall behind, lose interest, and drop out.

The Advantages of Home Study

"Therefore, it was easy to decide that home study was the
answer for someone like me, who doesn't want to be tied
down. With home study there is no schedule. I am the
boss and I set the pace. There is no cramming for exams
because I decide when I am ready, and only then do I
take the exam. I never miss a point in the lecture because
it is right there in print for as many re-readings as I find
18

Harry Remmert gives his CIE Electronics course much of the credit for
starting him on a rewarding career. He tells his own story on these pages.

neccessary. If I feel tired, stay late at work, or just feel lazy,
I can skip school for a night or two and never fall behind.
The total absence of all pressure helps me to learn more
than I'd be able to grasp íf I were just cramming it in to
meet an exam deadline schedule. For me, these points
give home study courses an overwhelming advantage over
scheduled classroom instruction.
"Having decided on home study, why did I choose CIE?
I had catalogs from six different schools offering home
study courses. The CIE catalog arrived in less than one
week (four days beforé I received any of the other catalogs). This indicated (correctly) that from CIE I could
expect fast service txt grades, questions, etc. I eliminated
those schools which were slow in sending catalogs.
FCC License Warranty Important

"The First Class FCC Warranty* was also an attractive
point. I had seen "Q" and "A" manuals for the FCC exams,
and the material had always seemed just a little beyond
my grasp. Score another point for CIE.
*CIE backs its courses with. this famous Money -Back Warranty: when you
complete a CIE license preparation course, you'll be able to pass your FCC
exam or be entitled to a full refund of all tuition paid. Warranty is valid
during completion time allowed for your course.

POPULAR ELECTRONICS Including Electronics World

that CIE offered a complete package:
FCC License and technical school diploma. Completion
time was reasonably short, and I could attain something
definite without dragging it out over an interminable number of years. Here I eliminated those schools which gave
college credits instead of graduation diplomas. I work in
the R and D department of a large company and it's been
my observation that technical school graduates generally
hold better positions than men with a few college credits.
A college degree is one thing, but I'm 32 years old, and
10 or 15 years of part-time college just isn't for me. No,
1 wanted to graduate in a year or two, not just start.
"When a school offers both resident and correspondence
training, it's my feeling that the correspondence men are
sort of on the outside of things. 1 wanted to be a full-fledged
student instead of just a tag -a -long, so CIE's exclusive
home -study program naturally attracted me.
"Then, too, it's the men who know their theory who
are moving ahead where I work. They can read schematics
and understand circuit operation. I want to he a good
theory man.
"From the foregoing, you can see I did not select CIE
in any haphazard fashion. I knew what I was looking for,
and only CIE had all the things I wanted.

"Another thing

is

times over, both in increased wages and in personal

satisfaction."
Perhaps you too, like Harry Remmert, have realized that
to get ahead in Electronics today, you need to know much
more than the "screwdriver mechanics." They're limited
to "thinking with their hands" ... learning by taking
things apart and putting them back together ... soldering
connections, testing circuits, and replacing components.
Understandably, their pay is limited-and their future, too.
But for men like Harry Remmert, who have gotten the
training they need in the fundamentals of Electronics, there
are no such limitations. He was recently promoted, with
a good increase in income, to the salaried position of Senior
Engineering Assistant working in the design of systems to
silence submarines. For trained technicians, the future is
bright. Thousands of men will be needed in virtually every
field of Electronics from two-way mobile radio to computer
testing and troubleshooting.

-

FREE
Send for Complete Information
Many men who are advancing their Electronics career
started by reading our illustrated school catalog, "Succeed
in Electronics." It tells of the many electronics careers
open to men with the proper training. And it tells which
Two Pay Raises in Less Than a Year
courses of study best prepare you for the work you want.
passed
I
If you're "shopping around" for the training you need
with
CIE,
"Only eleven months after I enrolled
this interesting book may have
the FCC exams for First Class Radiotelephone License to move up in Electronics,
send it to you FREE. With it,
with Radar Endorsement. I had a pay increase even before the answers you want. We'll
book, "How To Get A
helpful
other
include
our
also
later.
we'll
months
ten
only
another
I got my license and
License."
FCC
are
as
important
Commercial
But
just
results.
"These are the tangible
To get both FREE books, just fill out and mail the
the things I've learned. I am smarter now than 1 had ever
we will try to have a
thought I would be. It feels good to know that I know what reply card. For your convenience,
If card is missing, use coupon below.
I know now. Schematics that used to confuse me completely representative call.
are now easy for me to read and interpret. Yes, it is nice to
APPROVED UNDER G.I. BILL
be smarter, and that's probably the most satisfying result
courses are approved for educational bencareer
All
CIE
of my CIE experience.
service
efits under the G.I. Bill. If you arc a Veteran or in
now, check box for G.I. Bill information.

Praise for Student Service

"In closing, I'd like to get in a compliment for my Correspondent Counselor who has faithfully seen to it that my
supervisor knows I'm studying. I think the monthly reports
to my supervisor and generally flattering commentary have
been in large part responsible for my pay increases. My
Counselor has given me much more student service than
"the contract calls for," and I certainly owe him a sincere

CIECleveland

of Electronics, Inc.

1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114
Accredited Member National Home Study Council

r

debt of gratitude.
"And finally, there is Mr. Tom Duffy, my instructor. I
don't believe I've ever had the individual attention in any
classroom that I've received from Mr. Duffy. He is clear,
authoritative, and spared no time or effort to answer my
every question. In Mr. Duffy, I've received everything I
could have expected from a full-time private tutor.
"I'm very, very satisfied with the whole CIE experience.
Every penny I spent for my course was returned many
For men

I

am especially interested

Electronics Technology
Broadcast Engineering

First Class

in:

Electronic Communications

Industrial Electronics

Electronics

Engineering
Electronics Technology with Laboratory

FCC

License

Name

(Please Print)

Address

Electronics Engineering Course

..Covers steady-state and transient network theory, sclid-state
physics and circuitry, pulse techniques, computer logic and mathematics through calculus. A collegeIevei course for mer already
working in Electronics.

7

Cleveland Institute of Electronics, Inc.
1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114
Please send me your two FREE books:
1. Your school catalog, "Succeed in Electronics."
License."
2. Your book on "How To Get A Commercial FCC

with prior electronics training ...

CIRCLE NO.

Institute

City

State

Zip

Veterans & Servicemen: Check here for
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he'll pay you $288
a month to le a s you; ..
Many jobs you learn in the Army could cost
a lot of money to learn in civilian life.
Today's Army pays while you learn. Starting at
$288 a month, with promotions and raises as you
move up in your job. Along with free meals, free housing,
free clothing, free medical and dental care. And 30 c ays
paid vacation each year.
The kind of job that can make your career in
the Army, or in civilian life.
Like advanced electronics.
If you qualify, you can pick the electronics specialty
you want. TV/Radio Technician. Data Communications
Specialist. Teletypewriter Operator. Computer Technician.
And others.
And there's a lot more you can get that few other
jobs can give you. A chance to travel. To live anc work
in places tourists only visit. Like Europe, Hawaii,
Panaiiia, Alaska.
If you'd like to learn a skill you can call your own,
send us the coupon, or see
Todayt Army
your local Army
you.
wants to

Representative.
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,Army Opportunities

Date

Name

Dateof

2PE 10.721
Dept. 200, Hampton. Va. 23369
I'd like to know more about lob -training and promotion in today's Army.
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Ask your franchised dealer* to A -B the BOSE 501
with any speaker he carries that uses
woofers, tweeters and crossovers.
There is an important reason why we ask
you to make this test. There are inherent
limitations of performance in the use of a
woofer, a tweeter and o crossover-limitations
covered in detail in earlier issues. The bypassing
of these limitations played a large part in the
advances which have made the BOSE 901 the
most highly reviewed speaker, regardless of
size or price.
We set out to design a lower priced
speaker which would preserve as much as
possible of the performance of the 901. Most
important, we were able to design into the 501
much of the 901's great advance in spatial
properties. The BOSE 501 is the second
DIRECT/REFLECTING® speaker system.
But it become evident that there was no way
to keep the advantages of multiple small fullronge drivers and equalization. The cost problem
was too great. We were forced to accept the
woofer -tweeter -crossover combination as the
only feasible compromise and set out to achieve
the fullest possible realization of this design
approach.

CIRCLE NO.
24

8

Our engineers designed o unique woofer
with on unusually song voice coil which provides
tight control of bass transients. They developed
a new and different approach to crossing over
the outputs of the woofer and the two tweeters.
In the process they became convinced that in
terms of quality of performance there is no
acoustical reason to spend more than $125 on any
speaker containing woofers, tweeters and crossovers.
The design goal of the 501 was to
outperform any other woofer -tweeter -crossover
speaker. You be the judge. If we have succeeded,
the results will be obvious to you when you
make the comparison.
`Literature sent in answer to your request will
include a list of franchised BOSE dealers in your
area who are capable of demonstrating BOSE
speakers to their full performance.
Patents applied for.

9

NATICK, MA. 01760
You can hear the difference now.
ON READER SERVICE CARD
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News Highlights
Communications Satellite Has Tenth Birthday
Over ten years ago (on July 10, 1962) a small satellite was lifted
into space, carrying with it the beginnings of a new era in communications. Dubbed the Telstar satellite, it set the stage for the future by
conveying the first television broadcast betwee the United States and
Europe. The historic telecast featured the Stars and Stripes rippling
gently in front of the satellite's earth station in Andover, Maine. The
inaugural program also included the first telephone call beamed
through the satellite. The Telstar project, designed, built and paid for
by the Bell System, is credited with making a significant contribution
to today's international comnnmications technology. Since Telstar,
NASA has launched communications satellites Relay 1 and 2, Syncom 1, 2, and 3, and Intelsat I through IV. The latest communications satellite, launched June 13, can carry 5000 to 6000 two-way
telephone conversations and will add 12 TV channels to the 48 now
available between the U.S. and other nations. That's 12 to 20 times
the capacity of Telstar 1.
1

RCA

Institutes' Course Awarded Degree Status
The N.Y. State Board of Regents has authorized RCA Institutes to
confer the degree of Associate in Occupational Studies (AOS) to
students completing the school's Electronics Technology Program.
This is a 2 -year college level engineering technology course which
stresses communications and computer technology. After completing the program, a student is qualified as an engineering technician.
in addition to the new degree status, the program is accredited
by the Engineers' Council for Professional Development. Credit for the
course is also given at many colleges and universities.

N.Y. to Replace Fire Boxes with Citizens Alarms
The City of New York has awarded a $5 -million contract to North
American Philips for expansion of a two-way voice communications
system linking the man in the street instantly with -either the police
or fire departments. Under the contract, 2900 of the new street corner call boxes and related central equipment will be added to the
200 units the city has tested for the past year. This is the initial step
in a planned five-year program to replace all of the city's 15,000

aging fire -alarm boxes with the new citizen's alarm system. The twoway voice communications feature enables the exact location and nature of an emergency to be reported instantly and the appropriate
response to be made by the police or fire department.

Color TV Set Sales are Up 21 Percent
U.S. manufacturer sales to dealers of both color and monochrome
TV sets were up in the first half of 1972 over sales in the same period
in 1971, according to the Electronic Industries Assn. Sales of color
TV sets to dealers, the industry's major product, were up 21.1 percent
for the first six months. Monochrome TV set sales to dealers were up
9.1 percent over last year. Total TV set sales to dealers were 5,373,776 units for the first six months, which is up 1.5.5 percent from last
OCTOBER 1972
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year. Radio sales to dealers were down 4.2 percent and phonograph
sales were down 9.1 percent compared to last year.
More Consumer Demands for Service Technicians
Consumer demands will increasingly focus on the service industry,

predicted Garth J. Heisig, director of consumer affairs for the consumer products division of Motorola Inc. He advised TV service
technicians at an Atlantic City convention that they should be ready
for it. He said there are estimates that within 10 years a family will
spend 15 percent or more of its income just for servicing the products it owns.

Electronic Editing at Democratic and Republican Conventions
Editors of United Press International at the Democratic convention
are the world's first newsmen to use electronic editing devices to
report on -the -spot events. Video display terminals, made by HarrisIntertype, were used to generate and edit convention copy and to
monitor the national newswire. Stories were typed on the terminal
keyboard at Miami Beach and immediately dispatched to New York.
Then information could be held in the computer memory or moved
immediately on the newswire to UPI clients. The terminals display
50 lines of text at a time on a CRT screen. As the editor makes
corrections, deletions, or additions on the keyboard, lines automatically adjust themselves and revised copy appears instantly. Copy is displayed in upper and lower-case characters, and is easily read in a
normally lighted room.

Motorola Versus Learjet on Tape Cartridge Patents
Some months ago, Motorola, one of the pioneers in the early development of cartridge -type magnetic tape players, filed a declaratory
judgment action in the Federal District Court in Wilmington, Del.,
against Gates Learjet Corp. Motorola asked that the court declare
four patents owned by Gates Learjet which pertain to the cartridge type magnetic tape players be declared invalid and non -infringed by
Motorola players. A few weeks afterward, Gates Rubber Co., which
claims to have obtained title to the Learjet patents, brought a patent
infringement suit against Motorola involving the same four patents.
CBS Labs Veep Honored by Audio Group

Ben Bauer, Vice President of the Acoustics and Magnetics Dept. of
CBS Labs, has been honored by the Audio Engineering Society. The
AES Board of Governors has conferred on him an Honorary Membership for productive innovation and leadership on the frontiers of

audio technology. Bauer led the technical team that developed the
SQ quadraphonic disc system.
Radiation -Producing Electronic Products Modified by Manufacturers

lore than 34,000 radiation -producing electronic products were
modified by manufacturers last year as a result of Food and Drug
Administration efforts to reduce radiation exposure from electronic
equipment. Twenty-two electronic product manufacturers took corrective actions. These actions involved about 15,000 television sets,
35 TV projection devices, 100 TV monitors, 11,000 microwave ovens,
8000 medical diagnostic X-ray machines, and 200 X-ray diffraction
and spectrographic units. In addition, four TV receiver manufacturers
were involved in compliance actions last year. Tube replacements
and improved picture tube shielding corrected the problems in all
cases.
26
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The principle is the same.
The potential is different.
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Start with an inquiring mind. Add a passion for making
things work. Then combine these qualities with a love of
machines and a craftsman's hands, and you've got a natural
born mechanic.
When the Air Force gets hold of a guy like that, they'll
spend thousands of dollars to train him to be a master at
his skill. And from automotive repair to computer maintenance, the skills the Air Force teaches can be as valuable
out of the service as in it.
What are you interested in? Whether you know for sure
or not, you've got to be interested in what an Air Force
skill can mean to your future. And right now, as a special
incentive, your local Air Force recruiter has a selection of
just
jobs that he can guarantee you before you enlist. You
life
is locked in
of
your
skill
the
and
choice,
your
make
your future.
One more good reason to go Air Force is the recent pay
raise that almost doubles your starting salary as an airman.
For more information, mail in the coupon. Or, call

nearest Air
800-631-1972 toll free for the address of your
Force representative.'
Let the Air Force take your potential and make the most
of it.
In New Jersey call 800-962-2803

I-
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AIR FORCE RECRUITING SERVICE
DIRECTORATE OF ADVERTISING (APV)
RANDOLPH AIR FORCE BASE
TEXAS 78148
U.S.

Name

High School
Address

State

City
Phone

L

I

Dat,- of Birth
understand there is no obligation.
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J

Find yourself in the Air Force .
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Install a master antenna
TV distribution

system
BY BERT WOLF, Manager
Jerrold DSD/ECSD Div.

ME 'ICAN home with only one TV

rec -b er 's

rarity. Most have two or
more 'V's p s an FM receiver or
tuner.
\Vith 1.1 easily 'nstalled TV/FM
distribution sys 'm, you . in connect every TV and
FM rec iver in vot home to a single outdoor ant una and oh n excellent reception
on each. lepeuding on le quality of
the
system an the signals aya
le in your location. In act, you can even
-ovide antenna untie in every room in yo s
e
making it et venient to plug in a portal) e
receiver \vhe ver you go-even out on the
a

patio.

Start With a Goo
portant element in

ntenna. The most ima

V/FM distribution

system is the :antenna. '-'V and FM reception. especially for color .id stereo broadcast;. can never he better .'aan the quality
of the signals the antenna fee..s into the sys-tem. There is no point in dislibuting poor
signals all o\ er the house.

Choose your
as you
would for a single receiv
using
a TV Antenna," March 1972.
is
antenna will serve a number of receive
pays to invest in a better antenna if eon
have a choice of two or more. Rotators can
be used to orient the antenna in different
directions to obtain maximum benefit from
the antenna. However, the ideal is to be
able to view each channel on every TV receiver and listen to each FM station with.

out
time.

r

to reposition the antenna every

in many c, s. you can use two or three
antennas. point mg in different directions, to
circumvent the need for a rotator. Two
broadband ante nas pointing in different
directiot can err _mbined into a single
downle d wit] he an f a hybrid coupler.
But an z ' a pointing 'est may still pick
up some signals from the north, and vice
versa. The same signal pie 'ed up on two
different antennas can cans ghosts.

0
o
0
:,-.
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COUPLING SYSTEMS
YOUR TV ANTENNA
o

o

a..

u
EMI

m

In a multi -antenna sy. em, the best bet
ís to use a vagi coupler tc combine a single channel antenna pointil in one direction
\vith a rm ' band ante a pointing in another irect n. The agí coupler is free leg passes only the
quency c tive;
it is tuned, while the other
et ,o .
passes all remaining frequencies. Three single -channel antennas can be combined with
a pair of yagi couplers.
If uhf and vhf channels are telecast from
different directions in your locale, use separate uhf and vhf antennas, combining
em with an appropriate splitter/ mixer. Of
if there are too many different dicou
which to contend, the only
rections
use a rotator.
practical way o
'Mast If signals need to ne noss:>'a`,
mounted preamplifier can be' used. Such
preamp has a separate power supply whose
output is fed up the same transmission line
down which the r-f signals are sent to the
receivers.
1

Distributing Signals. Once you have good
antenna signals, the next step is to distribute
them to the various receivers in your home.
You can split the signal into several lines
with a multi -set coupler which provides
several outputs from a single input.
In strong -signal areas, you can use a passive coupler. However, in weak -signal areas,
you will need an amplified coupler to overcome the losses incurred in splitting.
OCTOBER 1972

In choosing a coupler (bete are a few
points to keep in mind. Consider which
channels your system will carr'4 Some multi receiver couplers can handle e .Iv vhf channels, while others have the actlitional capability of accommodating ulr' as well. If
you are in an area with ony vhf channels
with no likelihood of a uhf ,;hannel getting
on the air in the near fut'iee, von can forego the uhf capability. O*nerwise, choose an
all -channel coupler.
The next conside,. ,.ion is the transmission line. Choose one according to your
la has been written about
own tastes.
of both 300 -ohm twin tl e relative
lines. The 300 coaxial
-ohm
'i5
;'
lead
twin -lead is generally less expensive
and easier to work with, but coax is more
durable and much less subject to picking
up interference. A good rile -of -thumb is to
use coax cable (or shielded twinlead) in
areas where ignition and power -line interference is likely to he a problem and conventional twinlead in other areas.

\I
-

An Outlet In Every Room. If you want
a really professional home master antenna

TV (\IATV) system, yot can use a tapoff
arrangement to provide a TV/ FM outlet ín
every room in your house. Of course, few
people have a TV receiver in every room;
but it is nice to be able to use a portable in
a child's sickroom, on the patio, or anywhere else.
29
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Another housing for mast preamplifier.
Mast -mounted preamplifiers are shown
here along with their power supplies.

A single, high -gain amplifier is used vith
75 -ohm coax cable. A two-way splitter can
be used after the amplifier, and outlets can
be made in both branches of the circuit. In
each room is a wallplate tapoff, into which
can be plugged any TV or FM receiver.
The tapoff takes a small amount of signal
front the line and isolates each receiver
from the others in the system, while main-

Don't crimp standoffs; crimping, in effect,
causes short circuits.
Those are the "don't's." Here are equally
important "do's." Do support twinlead with
standoffs at intervals of 3 to 4 feet (closer,
when making bends and turns, to keep it
Passive

splitters

are

available

for

2, 3, or 4 sets as well as for con-

ventional twinlead or coaxial

cable.

taining the proper impedance match
throughout the system.
To match 75 -ohm coax to a 300 -ohm 1'V
receiver, you need a matching transformer
which can be mounted on the back of the
receiver. You do not need a watching transformer for each tapoff, just one for each
receiver. If the receiver is portable, attach
the transformer and about f ft of coax to
the antenna terminals on the receiver.
Running Transmission Line. The hardest part of installing a distribution system
is the running of transmission line throughout the house. You want to keep the runs
hidden as much as possible; but avoid electrical interference by observing these basic
precautions: Don't run transmission line
close to metal of any kind; metal objects
tend to cause interference problems. Use
standoffs to keep the twinlead away from
the antenna mast, gutters, eaves, and drain
pipes. Don't run two or more twinlead cables close together or near electrical wiring.
Don't run twinlead close to rotator wires.
30
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from touching anything -even wood -wherever possible). Do securely attach the twin lead to the antenna terminals and finish by
spraying the connections with an acrylic
insulator to prevent corrosion. Do make
sure that the twinlead goes through the antenna strain relief.
The do's and don't's of coax runs are a bit
less demanding: Don't make sharp bends in
coax; the bending radius should be at least
4 in. Otherwise, the dielectric can be
crushed, causing an impedance mismatch
or even a short circuit. Don't make careless connections; a single strand of coax
shield touching the center conductor can
ruin reception. Don't splice coax; if it needs
extending, use a splice connector. Do use
silicone grease and a weatherboot to waterproof all outdoor coax connections. Tape
the coax securely to the antenna mast. (Unlike twinlead, coax can be run anywhere,
even inside metal conduit, without affecting
signals.)
Both coax and good -quality twinlead
weather quite well. So, it pays to keep
most runs outdoors wherever possible. A
lead-in wire going down the side of the
house is less objectionable and easier to
install than the same wire snaking throughout the house. however, eventually the
lead-in will have to go indoors.
Your point of entry depends primarily on
the placement of the multi -set coupler or
amplifier. Once indoors, the line between
the antenna and the amplifier should be as
short as possible. Of course, the amplifier itself should be located so that von can conveniently run wires to each recei' er outlet
in your system.
Generally, it is easiest to make your entry through the attic, basement, or under a
TABLE
Blonder-Tongue

I

f

1rr
,

.

é

ti

window. If entry is through masonry, use a
power drill equipped with a carbide bit.
\Vhen entry is made through aluminum
siding, drill the hole extra large and wrap
the cable with several layers of plastic tape.
Entry through wood or asphalt is made
easier if a shingle is first removed. Drill
your hole, feed in the cable, and replace
the shingle.
When you get through the exterior wall,
you must still penetrate the inside \N all. If
you have one, use a bit extension; otherwise, use a long ice pick or an awl to put a
small hole through the inside wall, just to
mark the spot. Then drill from the inside. All
entry holes should be angled so that the
outside is below the level of the inside hole.
Leave enough slack in the cable to let it
hang about .3 in. on the outside of the
house, and fill the entry hole with caulking
or putty. These precautions will provide a
waterproof seal and prevent rain damage to
walls and siding.

Finney

List

List

Model

List

Model

4552
4542

$62.90
56.60

0068
0067

$54.95
49.95

0-52
0-50

565.65
62.95

4641
4640

49.30
46.10

0041
0031

44.95
39.95

0-10
M-10

56.70
49.95

4702
4703

54.95
52.50

0042

44.95

Model

'14)

Amplified splitters for twinlead and coax.

-Mast -Mounted

Channel Master

tR6

Preamplifiers
Winegard

JFD

Jerrold

List

Model

List

Model

4287-S
4283

$53.50
43.95

SP2782
SP2382

$62.50
58.75

AC-8958

4207-5
4214

48.50
29.95

SP2700
SP2300

50.00
47.50

AC -2958

59.95
42.50

5P2314

47.50

Model

List

$48.00
45.95

All -Channel
75 ohm
300 ohm"

AC -823B

VHF/FM
75 ohm

300 ohm*

AC -2238

37.15
35.70

AC -4958

37.90

AC-4238

36.20

AC-2-69

80.65

UHF

75 ohm
300 ohm"
Single -Channel

'In

0-30

G-40

80.35 4087-S7
4083
103.95

DSS

146.75

areas with possible powerline or ignition interference, 75 -ohm models with coax are recommended.
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TABLE II -Amplified Couplers
Blonder -Tongue
Model
4 -Set

List

Channel Master

Finney

Jerrold

Model

List

Model

List

Model

List

JFD
Model

'

Winegard

List

Model

List

All -

Channel

75 ohms

DA-41J/V75

$60.40

7336

549.95

0-923

$46.95

TAC -84

549.95

PC4782

$47.50

BC -782

$47.80

300 ohms

DA -40/V-

54.50

0069

41.50

G-922

43.95

TA -84

40.75

PC4382

42.50

BC -382

43.75

BC -830

20.70

BC274
BC -234

42.45
41.20

DA -825

69.00

300
2 -Set

All -

Channel

300 ohms
4 -Set

TA -82

$21.50

VHF/

FM

-

75 ohms
300 ohms

DA -4V-75

DA -4V-300

40.70
33.50

7036

39.95

0-921
0-920

39.95 TAC -246
33.95
TA -246

38.50
32.50

52.40

7363

44.95

G-924

45.95

46.50

7327

99.95

PC4712
PC4312

36.25
30.00

Single 75 ohm

All

Channel

Output

Amplifier
for Tap off System DA-1U/V-

75

TAC -81

Complete 4 Set All Channel
Home
System

HWK-75 129.95
HWK-300 89.95

Once inside the house, try to run the
cables through the attic, basement, closets,
or crawl spaces. You can snake the cables
through \walls and ceilings with the aid of
electrician's fish tape and long extension
bits to drill through studs, but this is very
time consuming.
In many cases, lead-in must be exposed.
Bun it neatly along baseboards. For coax.
use round staples, but be careful to avoid

HA5-4

119.50

HS42-75
HS42-300

124.95
89.95

crushing the cable. Unfortunately, you will
have to use staples to fasten twinlead to
baseboards. Be careful not to touch either
conductor with a staple. No matter how
you position the staples, they will cause
some mismatch with twinlead, which can
lead to color smears. Just use as few staples
as you can get away with, and keep them
in the insulation. (Or use double -sided
tape between cable and baseboard.)
4

Some distribution amplifiers have built -ín gain controls and traps.
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LOW-COST UNIT MEASURES
AMBIENT RELATIVE HUMIDITY
BY JOSEPH GIANNELLI

determining how the
current weather will affect us, the relative humidity is almost as important as the
temperature. (Isn't that why the weather
bureau gives us the temperature -humidity
index every day?) There are many sophisticated ways of measuring the relative humidity; but if you would like to have your
own hygrometer, here's a good direct -reading, fast -responding unit that can be built
easily and cheaply.
Many salts, such as common table salt
(sodium chloride), are hygroscopic in nature. That is, if the ambient atmosphere
has a higher water vapor content (high humidity) than the salt, the salt absorbs the
moisture until the vapor pressure of the salt
equals the vapor pressure of the atmosphere.
At that point the absorption stops, and the
salt has some definite ohmic resistance.
\Vhen the ambient atmosphere drops in humidity, the salt gives up its moisture, and
has a higher ohmic resistance.
This change in resistance with humidity
can be used in a standard bridge circuit
with a meter that is calibrated in percent
humidity. however, since salts exhibit some
form of polarization to de current, manifested by a continual resistance change as
long as the do ís applied, it is necessary to
use ac current in the circuit (see Fig. 1).
W1IEN IT comes to

Circuit Operation. Transistor QI and its
associated components are arranged in a
OCTOBER
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twin -T oscillator configuration. With the values shown in Fig. 1, the frequency is about
400 IIz. The output of the emitter of QI
provides the ac signal to the bridge. Power
is supplied to the meter during the positive
half cycles. The two variable controls (R5
and R6) are used to set the two ends of the
meter scale.
Construction. The circuit can be assembled on a small PC board using the foil
pattern shown in Fig. 2. The board is
mounted directly on the meter terminals
through the two holes on top of the board.
Large solder lugs are used to make the electrical connections to the meter terminals.
Construction of the sensor is shown in Fig.
3. A lá" -wide ship of fiberglass cloth
(about the same weight as a handkerchief)
is mounted as shown. After clamping both
ends in the brass plates, the weave threads
are removed from the cloth to improve the
response time. The completed sensor is
dipped into a solution of lithium chloride
(a mound of the salt about the size of a
clime dissolved in a tab espoon of water).
After soaking the sensor, shake off the excess solution and allow the sensor to dry.
Calibration and Test. \Vhen assembly is

complete and the sensor is dry, attach about
8 inches of insulated wire to each end of the
sensor, connect it to the circuit. and suspend the sensor in an 8 -ounce jar contain 33

SI
PUSH TO READ

IR4
1611

+il
81

8.4V

01

253711
S2

MI9ImA
.IyF

51K

1

/

RI

'

2.4K

C3
,00511F

R9

3.9K

C4

1

.IyF
R6
IK

100%

R5

ADJ

250K

R3

36K

LOWADJ

CI

.OSyF
R7

2.5K

R8

20011

*SEE TEXT

Fig. 1. Twin -T oscillator circuit (Q1) provides
the depolarization current for
the humidity sensor which is one leg of a bridge
circuit, with meter driver Q2.

PARTS LIST
4.2-volt mercury battery (2 required)
(Mallory TR1.33 or similar)
C1 -0.05-µf .11ylar capacitor
131-

C2, C4 -0.1-µF ,llylar capacitor
C3 0.005-µí llylar capacitor

MI-1-mA (or

less) meter

01,Q2-2N3711 or 2N3392 transistor
RI -2400-ohm. resistor
R2 -51.000 -ohm resistor
R.3-36,000-ohnc resistor
R4 I6,000 -ohm resistor

R.5-250.000 -ohm, PC-type

potentiometer

ng a wad of 'water-soaked tissue. Do not
Mow the sensor to touch the wet tissue.
The sensor leads can be brought out under
the jar lid. After a few minutes, place S2
in the bridge position, depress
pushbutton
S1, and adjust R6 to obtain a 100% indication on the meter scale. When you are
satisfied that the reading repeats after a few
more minutes, remove the sensor from the
jar, disconnect it from the circuit, and
substitute a 25,000 -ohm potentiometer for
the sensor. Adjust this potentiometer to
obtain a 100% indication on the meter. Dry
the sensor by placing it in the air stream
from a fan.
Without disturbing the setting of the 25,
000 -ohm 100% humidity potentiometer, remove it from the circuit (for use in later
checks), and re -connect the dried sensor.

R6 -1000 -ohm, PC -type potentiometer

R7-2500-ohnc resistor
R8-200-olun resistor
R9-3900 -ohm resistor
RIO-(see text)
SI-Aormully open pushbutton switch
S2-Spdt slide switch
plisc.-Battery holder. 25,000 -ohm potentiometer for 100% check, suitable chassis,
fiberglass cloth (handkerchief weight),
lithium chloride (1 oz, available at chemical
supply houses or Conso-Lab Supply Co., 7
Endo Blvd., Garden City, NY 11533), hardware for sensor. mounting hardware,
etc.

To determine the local ambient humidity, use a conventional bulb thermometer
to

record the temperature. Then wrap the bulb
with water -soaked tissue and place it in
the
PSYCHROMETRY TABLE

Percent
Humidity
10
20
30
40

50
60
70
80
90

Dry
Bulb

Wet

Dry

Wet

Bulb

Bulb

Bulb

75

50
53
56.5
60

70

62.5
65
68
70
72.5

47
50
53
56
58
61
63
65.5

68

Dry
Bulb

65

Wet
Bulb

44
47

48.5
52
54

56.5
59
61
63
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Foil pattern (right) and component layout (above). The board is
mounted right on the meter terminals.
Fig 2.

air stream from a fan. Record the lower
temperature. The accompanying table is a
greatly simplified psychrometric table
that relates dry-bulb temperatures to wetbulb temperatures and converts the two
Fig. 3. Sensor is a small piece of 1/2"
fiberglass with some weave removed.
SOLDER LUG

REMOVE WEAVE

AFTER CLAMPING

1/2"SO X1/32"
BRASS (41

..-2-56a 3/8"

BRASS OR S.S.

FIBERGLASS
CLOTH

FIBRE BOARD

2"X1/2'51/I6"
ALL HOLES ARE +It
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readings to percent humidity. A more detailed psychrometric chart can be found
in almost any book on air conditioning ill
your local library.
After a short period of time, the sensor
will have taken on the local humidity and
potentiometer R5 can be adjusted so that
the meter reads the same as the humidity
determined from the dry and wet thermometer readings. Using the previously set 25,000 -ohm potentiometer in place of the
sensor, recheck the 100% point and adjust
R6 if necessary. Recheck the local humidity
and adjust R5 again if necessary. The two
potentiometers (R5 and R6) are set to obtain the best compromise. The two calibrated points will repeat accurately at room temperatures between 68° and 78°F, but will
be off by about 10% at other temperatures.
If you require better accuracy, many wet/
dry-bulb readings may be made at different times, with required corrections noted.
Then a new meter scale can be fabricated.
An increase in humidity will require
about 31 to 1 second to register, but a decrease will require about 3 minutes to register.
Resistor RIO is used to keep tabs on the
battery. Use a value that will produce about
a %-scale indication on the meter, with a
new battery and S2 in the battery test position. Mark this point on the meter scale.
Typical values for RIO are 11,000 ohms for
a 1-mA meter movement and 22,000 ohms
for a 0.5-mA meter.
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BUILD A

ZENER DIODE

SUBSTITUTION
SIMULATES A

ZENER

DIODE FROM 1.2 TO

18 VOLTS WITH POWER DISSIPATION
TO SIX WATTS
BY STANLEY SULA

experimenter are aware
MOST
zener diode's usefulness and

of the
versatility.
However, the fact that a single zener diode
can provide only one value of zener voltage
is a characteristic which may
discourage experimentation with this very useful device.
The trouble of buying a new diode every
time a different voltage is required in an experimental circuit can be quite expensive
and frustrating.
The Zener Diode Substitution Box described here is a very worthwhile project for
those who experiment with circuits involving zener diodes. The substitution box provides a continuously variable zener breakclown from approximately 1.2 to 18 volts,
with a power dissipation of up to six watts.
Using all new parts; it can be constructed
easily for less than $10. The device's electrical characteristics are identical to those
of a high -quality zener diode.

Construction. Due to the simplicity of
the circuit (Fig. 1), point-to-point wiring
can be used. Parts layout ís not critical. The
maximum power dissipation of the circuit
varies from watt to 6 watts, depending on
whether or not QI is provided with a heat
sink. With no heat sink, maximum dissipation is approximately 11 watt. With a "slipon" fin -type heat sink, dissipation is about 1
watt; and for six watts, a heavy-duty heat
sink is necessary.
If power dissipation is to be no more titan
1 watt, the unit can be built
in a 4" x 2714'
X 1311" plastic enclosure. For a higher dissipation, a larger enclosure will be required.
Do not use a carbon -composition potentiometer for R2. Even the so-called "linear
taper" potentiometers of this type can be
grossly nonlinear and their use can lead to a
3
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very nonlinear voltage scale. For reasonable
linearity at low cost, a wirewound pot must
be used. or a small enclosure, be sure to
use the miniature \'\V -type Mallory potentiometer given in the Parts List to leave
enough room for the battery.
Theory of Operation. The circuit is a

high -gain Darlington amplifier, with a negative bias supply which normally keeps the

transistors in their nonconducting state. The
bias is varied by R2 from 1.2 to 18 volts.
Note that one end of the bias supply (the
wiper arm of R2) is connected to Q2's base,
while the other end is connected to one of
the input terminals. Thus, the voltage across
the input terminals is bucked by the bias
voltage so that, as long as the bias exceeds
the input, the net voltage on Q2 is negative
and the transistors do not conduct. However, as soon .as the positive input exceeds
the negative bias by 1.2 volts, the transistors
turn on and present a very low resistance
between the input terminals.
Transistors QI and Q2 will not conduct
until a positive voltage of 0.6 appears across
each of their emitter -base junctions. This
sets the minimum of 1.2 volts for the lowest
zener voltage attainable with this circuit.

Fig. 1. Darlington amplifier switches
on when voltage at the input bucks
out preset bias. With proper heat
sink on Ql, dissipation can be 6 watts.

PARTS LIST

-22V2 -volt battery (Eveready #412)
DI -1-A, 50 -volt diode (HEP154)
D2-18 -volt zener diode (IIEPZ2522)
/R1

QI-Transistor (I1EP243)
Q2-Transistor (HEP53)
R1 -1500 -ohm, r/'-tontt resistor
R2 -25,000-ohm. 5 -watt wirewound potentiometer (etiallory VW -25K)
R3-2700 -ohm, r/ -watt resistor
SI-Spst slide switch
.1isc.-Enclosure 5-lug terminal strip,
heat sink (see text), knob, battery holder
(Keystone #177), hardware, etc.
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Diode DI simulates the forward charac-

teristics of a zener diode and also protects
QI and Q2 from reverse polarity voltages.

0-25V

ZENER
SUB.
BOX

I

1

Calibration. The calibration circuit is
shown in Fig. 2. The voltmeter should be
capable of measuring down to one volt accurately. Turn the voltage -selector dial (R2)
on the substitution box fully clockwise
(minimum resistance). This should give a
meter reading close to 1.2 volts. Slowly turn
the dial until the meter reads 2 volts. Make
a graduation mark on the dial at this point.
Continue rotating the dial until the meter
indicates 3 volts and make another dial
marking. Continue until von reach the highest attainable voltage. This maximum voltage

will

be between 18 and 20 volts, de -

pe:iding on the exact value of D2. To
complete the dial marking at the lower end,
2
make a mark for 1 volt a distance below
volts that is approximately the average of
the distance between other voltage markings.

Operation. Since the circuit of the substitution box duplicates the characteristics of a
zener diode so closer', it is used exactly as
you would use a regular zener diode. As

o

Fig. 2. To calibrate the dial on R2,
use dc voltmeter capable of indicating down to about 1 volt accurately.

with any such diode. when connecting it
into a circuit, always be sure that there is

sufficient series resistance to prevent exceeding the power dissipation limits. This
minimum series resistance can be calculated
from the formula R=E,E,,JP, where R is
the minimum series resistance, E, is the
zener voltage- E,, is the difference between
the zener eo tage and the source voltage,
and P is the maximum power dissipation in
watts.
Needless to say, switch Sl should be
turned off when the unit is not in use,
though the battery drain is only about 2.5
mA. Incidentally,- with SI turned off, the
device acts as a 1.2 -volt zeuer regardless of
the setting of the voltage dial. Howe\er, the
zener voltage knee in this case is not as
abrupt as it is with the switch on and the
O
voltage dial set to 1.2 volts.

LUGGAGE INSPECTION SYSTEM
system that uses a low -dose, short -pulse X ray to detect illegal
guns, explosives, etc. in airplane luggage has been developed by the
Bendix Corporation's Aerospace Systems Div. The portable Bendix-Ray
Inspection System is easily operated by one person. An example of
baggage contents can be seen on the video monitor at upper left.

A
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bou don't have
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Next to a willingness to
work, nothing will improve your
chances of success in electronics
more than a college-level

get the advanced, specialized
knowledge they must have to

move up to engineering-level
positions and engineering-level
education. But familyobligations pay. All CREI training material
and the demands of your job
is developed with the help of top
may make it very difficult for
engineers and scientists from
you to attend classes. That
private industry and
doesn't mean you have to forget government laboratories. Each
about getting ahead. CREI
of these men is an expert in his
makes it possible for you to get
field of electronics. He knows
the college -level education you
exactly what level of specialized
need without going back to
knowledge a man needs to work
school.
successfully in that particular
Learn at home
field today. This is your
At your own pace, your
assurance that what you learn
own schedule ... without giving from your CREI study can be
up your present job. CREI
applied on the job.
lessons are written to be clearly
You can have confidence
understood without the presence
in CREI
of a teacher. Your problems are
Since 1927, CREI has
anticipated. Your instructors
helped tens of thousands of men
will work with you in a very
move ahead in every phase of
personal manner and give you
the electronics industry. You'll
all the individual attention you
find CREI graduates and
need. Many men learn far more
students in key jobs wherever
readily through home study
up-to-date knowledge of
than they ever did in the
electronics is demanded.
classroom.
Leading companies recognize
Not for beginners
the quality of CREI education.
CREI programs are written Many pay all or part of CREI
for men familiar with basic
tuition for their employees.
electronics, but who want to
CREI education is

up-to-date education

CREI courses are
continually being revised. New
developments are included as
quickly as they occur. Right
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now, CREI students are
getting the latest

information on cable TV,
LSI chips, microminiaturization, lasers and
masers, telemetry
systems, servomechanisms and data
links. If it's new in
electronics,

CREI-and youwill know

about it.

Send for free book
with complete information
on CREI programs
Use postpaid card no stamp needed. If card
is detached use coupon or
write: CREI, Dept. E1210C
3939 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20016
Founded 1927
Accredited Member of
the National
Home Study Council
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CREI, A Division of the McGraw-Hill
Continuing Education Company

Dept. E 1210C, 3939 Wisconsin Ave, N.W.,
Washington. U.C. 20016
Please send me free book with full information about
CREI Programs.

__Age_

Name
Address

City

State

Yip

Employed by
Type of Present Work
I am interested in: DComputers OElectronic Engineering
Technology ON uclear EngineeringTechnology
Dlndustrial Electronics DE lectronics Systems
Engineering OTelevisionEngineering Non=Technical
Course in Computer Programming New! Cable TV

APPROVED FOR TRAINING UNDER NEW GI BILL
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AN ACOUSTIC MICROSCOPE
USES ULTRASONIC WAVES

AND LASER HOLOGRAM
ANEW concept in microscopes, using
high -frequency sound waves rather than
light has been developed by Zenith Radio
Corp.

A biological specimen is immersed in
water and a 100-ÁI Hz ultrasonic wave is
sent through it (see drawing). The wave,
carrying spatial inform;ttion about the
specimen, strikes a plastic mirror causing a
minute ripple pattern to appear (dynamic
acoustic hologram). At the same time, a
focused laser beam scans the selected area
of the mirror by means of two aconsto-optic
cells, synchronized to a TV monitor. The
ripples on the mirror surface cause periodic
angular deflection of the laser beam; and,
after being picked up by a photodiode, this
signal is converted into an acoustic holo-

gram and displayed on the TV monitor.
The sound frequency now used ís 100
\IIIz. At this frequency, the smallest detail
resolvable is about one thousandth of an
inch. It is hoped to improve the resolution
by using ultrasonic frequencies as high as
50 times greater so that the resolving power
of the acoustic microscope would be the
same as that of a conventional optical device.
However, resolution is not the most important feature. Because sound is a mechanical wave motion, while light is not, an
acoustic microscope can show details which
may go undetected in an optical microscope.
This could be very important in cell tissue
studies since living specimens can be observed.
OO

GOLD

SPECIMEN

LUCITE

MIRROR\

WATER

SYNC
GENERATOR

SOUND
BEAM

KNIFE EDGE
LENS

PHOTODIODE

REFERENCE

TRANSDUCER
GENERATOR
100 MHz.

SIGNAL

AMPLIFIER
100 MHz.

PHASE
DETECTOR

AMPLITUDE
DETECTOR

TV MONITOR
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BY

MORTIMER S. SUMBERG

-SOU

SYS
ANSWERS TO
YOUR QUERIIES ABOUT

PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEMS
IS true of every other trade in electron-

"'S ics,

professional public address (PA)
system installers have evolved various techniques to get their jobs done. Fortunately,
anyone who is new to PA installation work
has ready access to most of the basic technignes-always assuming that he has made
the acquaintance of a long-time installer or
has access to an excellent hook or two.
For those who do not have this edge, this
article deals with ten of the most important
technical aspects of PA system installation
and equipment, presented at a level within
easy grasp of beginners. Aside from hintb on
how to place and aim speakers and microphones, no discussion of the mechanics of
stringing cables, placing the amplifier, etc.,
are given. These things depend on the location of the installation, the architecture to be
dealt with, and so forth-things which a e
not beyond the abilities of most people to
comprehend.
1. How much audio power is needed?

The exact amount of power required can
be accurately determined by trial and error
or by using a sound level meter to measure
ambient noise levels. A simple setup would
consist of a 20 -watt audio amplifier and a

loudspeaker mounted atop a ladder. The
amplifier's volume control can be advanced
until the speaker produces the desired sound
lei el. Then, using a voltmeter and the forOCTOBER 1972

inula P=E"'/Z, the power in watts fed to
the speaker under these conditions can be
calculated.
Be conservative in computing amplifier
power to insure against errors in judgement,
permit higher sound levels for overflow
crowds and areas with high noise levels, and
allow for future expansion of the system.
The reserve power also insures against distortion on peaks when the amplifier is
operated at high power levels.
Do not let amplifier costs intimidate you
into underpowering an installation. The
cost -per -watt of output power is considerably less in high -power amplifiers than it is
in love -power amplifiers. A typical 60 -watt
amplifier is usually only 20 percent more
expensive than a 30 -watt amplifier with
identical features.
Human hearing responds logarithmically
to increases in sound levels. Bear in mind,
then, that doubling output power is only
slightly noticeable. Hence, it makes no sense
to substitute a 40 -watt amplifier for an inadequate 30 -watt amplifier. If more power
is needed, go to a 60 -watt (or higher) amplifier.

The factors which have the greatest influence on the total power required of an amplifier include the size of the area to be
covered, ambient noise level, speaker efficiency, acoustic conditions, and size and location of the audience. (Less experienced
43

installers can refer to Table I to determine
roughly how much power is required for a
variety of installations.)
The power an amplifier must provide in a
given system depends on the number of
speakers it is to drive and the levels at which
each is to be driven. A system employing ten
speakers, each to be driven at 5 watts, requires a 50 -watt amplifier.
2. How many speakers should be used?
This depends, in part, on the types of
speakers being used. A reentrant horn in a
factory or warehouse will usually cover a
50' x 40' area if driven at 3 to 5 watts. An
8 -in. cone -type speaker mounted in an 8 -ft

high ceiling will cover about 225 sq ft with
0.5 to 1 watt of driving power; in a 15 -ft
high ceiling, coverage will be about 400 sq
ft for a 1 -watt driving level (see Table II).
The average cone speaker has an efficiency of 2 to 5 percent, while reentrant
horns score about 15 percent. So, for any
given area, horns require a great deal less
power than do cone speakers to provide the
same loudness levels.
3. What types of speakers?
There are five basic categories of installation environments for PA systems. To adequately answer this question, we will discuss each category separately.
Churches: The type of speaker configurations commonly used include sound col-

umns, baffled wall speakers, and ceiling
mounted speakers.
Sound columns are the simplest to install
and the most effective in maintaining the
illusion of sound coming directly from the
pulpit. Uniform sound quality and coverage,
A typical cardioid dynamic microphone
for professional applications that
require a sharp directional pattern.
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Table

I-Amplifier Power

Ratings for Various Installations

Installation

Amplifier

Dimensions

Rating

(Watts)
Church
Church

Auditorium
Factory (Quiet)
Factory (Noisy)
Athletic Field
Office (Quiet)
Office (Noisy)
Classroom

Small
Large
High School

100
100'

x
x

200'
200'

x
x

20'
20'

High School

100'

x

50'

x

10'

100'x50'x10'
30'

x

30'

x

10'

10-20
30-60
30-60
30

60-100
50-100
10
20
0.5

high speech intelligibility, and the absence
of `blasting" characterize sound columns.
Mount them on both sides of the pulpit at

the front of the church. The bottoms
should be at least 6 ft above floor level with
the columns tilted slightly toward the floor
so that their axes intersect the last row of
seats.
Wall baffles housing 8-in. or 12 -in. cone type speakers are preferred where interior
architecture or altar design makes impractical the installation of columns. Mount them
7-12 ft above floor level and 15-20 ft apart
along both sides of the church. The pair
closest to the pulpit should be about 15 ft
forward of the microphone to reduce the
possibility of feedback.
Flush -mounted ceiling speakers are frequently used in new construction where ceilings are relatively low. This arrangement
provides excellent low-level sound dispersion and is very attractive in appearance. It
normally requires more installation labor
than the other two system configurations.
Factories: High speech intelligibility and
low reverberation are musts. This can be
accomplished with small reentrant horns
spaced 40-50 ft apart. Complete coverage
is not always required since it is usually sufficient to cover only working areas, aisles,
and corridors. Private offices need not have
speakers since sound usually spills over into
them from the corridors. Except in unusually noisy factories, six horns will provide
good coverage over an area of 15,00020,000 sq ft.
If the width of the factory is greater than
60 ft, use at least two rows of horns. Start
the first row 20 ft from a side wall; the second row 40-50 ft from the first. \fount the
horns 8-15 ft above the floor, preferably
with all of them facing in the same direction and tilted downward to keep the sound
POPULAR ELECTRONICS Including Electronics World

impedances are the saute. \Iost PA amplifier outputs are terminal strips with the
screw taps marked C (common); 4, 8, and
16 (ohms); and 25 V and 70 V. The 4-, 8-,
and 16 -ohm taps permit direct connection
of one or a limited number of speakers.
The 25- and 70 -volt taps are convenient
outputs for very long speaker lines which
must be terminated by tvmstant-voltage line matching transformers attached to cone type speakers or integrated into horn drivers. If the mismatch between amplifier and
load is excessive, the amplifier will not deliver its full rated output power, frequency
response will deteriorate, and the useful
lives of output tubes and transistors will be
shortened.

from reflecting off the far wall to reduce

reverberation.
Athletic Fields: The simplest and best arrangement consists of four high -efficiency
horns mounted above the pressbox or the
scoreboard (on the 50-yard line). The horns
should be aimed to provide even coverage
of the opposite stands. Each of the four
horns should be driven by 20 watts of power.
Echo effects are minimized because the
sound originates from a single source. nor
will the horns blast spectators directly in
front and below them.
Restaurants: Ceiling speakers are preferred here because they assure excellent
coverage without blasting and are the most
attractive. (Use the data in Table II for
determining spacing.) If wall -mounted 8 -in.
cone speakers in wood baffles are preferred,
install them on two opposing walls 7-6 ft
above the floor (regardless of ceiling height)
and about 15-20 ft apart. The end speakers
can be located 10 ft in from the corners. in
quiet restaurants, plan on 0.5-1 watt of
power per speaker; in noisy restaurants, up
this figure to 2 watts per speaker.

5. Why line -matching transformers?

Line -matching transformers at each
speaker in a multi -speaker system minimize
power losses in the feed lines (by operating
at the relatively high 25- or 70-volt amplifier output). If the 4-, 8-. or 16 -ohm outputs
were used, the lines would have to be short
or be made from extra heavy duty cables
to avoid excessive power losses.
Perhaps of more importance is the ease
with which line -matching transformers permit the installer to distribute varying power
levels to the different speakers in the system.
In a typical factory system, for example, it
is relatively simple to drive each office
speaker at 0.5 watt, corridor speake s at 1
watt each, and production an-ea horns at 5
watts each.

Table 11-Number of Ceiling Speakers
Required for Different Ceiling Heights*
Ceiling Height

Area
(sq

ft)

(ft)

(Note 1)

9 to 15
(Note 2)

16 to 35
(Note 3)

1

1

1

2

1

3

2
2

3

2

4

3

1
2

7

8 or less

250
500
650
900
1000
1500
2000

10

4
5

2
3

4000

18

10

5

'Speakers are driven to
watts in a noisy location.

1/v

watt

in

1

quiet public room and

Notes:
1. Speaker covers approximately 225 sq
2. Speaker covers approximately 400 sq
3. Speaker covers approximately 900 sq

ft.
ft.
ft.

Spacing is 15
Spacing is 20
Spacing is 30

2

ft.
ft.
ft.

Offices: Install ceiling or wall -mounted
speakers, using the same spacing and input
power recommended for restaurants. A single wall speaker will usually be adequate for
a 30' by 20' room.

4. What is impedance matching?
An amplifier delivers its full rated power
with minimum distortion into its speaker

load only when load and amplifier output
OCTOBER 1972

6. What is meant by phasing?
Phasing refers to the manner in which two
or more speakers are wired into a system
to avoid cancellations and resultant dead
spots. Speakers facing in the same direction
are in phase when their canes move in a

common direction when the same driving
signal is applied simultaneously to both
speakers. Proper phasing can be accomplished with similar speakers from the same
manufacturer by connecting together the
coded terminals on the speakers.
If the speakers face eat; other, correct
phasing is obtained when one cone moves
outward and the other inward with the same
signal applied to both speakers shnultaneously. This is done by transposing one set
of speaker connections.
Phasing is of no great concern when
speakers are widely separated or pouting in
opposite directions. In fact, out-of -phase
45

conuectious will sometimes reduce reverberatimi problems.
\licrophone phasing is frequently overlooked by installers who are unaware that it
is often more important than is speaker
phasing. When speakers are out of phase,
dead spots occur in certain areas. But when
microphones are out of phase, listening is
difficult everywhere. likes must be properly phased if they are within range of a
common sound source and are connected to
the same amplifier. This is accomplished by
the simple expedient of wiring cables to
connectors in identical manner (shield to pin
1, black wire to pin 2, red wire to pin 3).
7. High- or low -impedance microphones?

high -impedance (Ili -Z) microphones are
limited to use with cables not exceeding 25
ft in length. Longer cables cause loss of
power, degrading tine signal-to-noise ratio,
and the loss of high frequencies. Too, fluorescent lighting, broadcast stations, and
other sources of interference are much more
likely to be picked up by Hi -Z mike cable.
Low -i npedai ice
(Lo-Z) microphones
(150-200 ohms), on the other hand, can be
used when several hundred feet separate
mike and amplifier with no losses in frequency response or signal level. If you plan
to use Lo -Z mikes, make certain that the
amplifier has a matching Lo -Z input. For
minimum pickup of hum and noise, use a
balanced mike line with an input transformer in the amplifier.
Problems occur when impedance misi

matches are made between mike and amplifier. A Hi -Z mike plugged into a Lo -Z input produces a serious dropoff in low frequencies. A Lo -Z mike connected to a Hi-Z
input usually results in a 20 -dB loss in level.
8. Cardioids or omnidirectional mikes?
An omnidirectional mike is sensitive to
sound coming from all directions. A car-

dioid mike has high input sensitivity and
excellent pickup in only the forward direction, rejecting or reducing sounds originating from the sides and rear. Where an omnidirectional mike can be used, it generally has a smoother frequency response than
a comparably priced cardioid and is generally less uisceptible to breath popping
and mechanical shock.
For most PA systems, however, the cardioid mike is a must. Because of its heartshaped forward pickup pattern and ability
to reject sounds coming from the sides and
rear, th'e cardioid considerably increases the
working distance between it and the signal
source before reverberation becomes annoying. Random background noises are also
greatly reduced and feedback is minimized.
9. How is feedback minimized?
In the main, this question has already

been answered: use cardioid mikes, sound
columns oriented to minimize rear -wall reflections, reentrant horns angled down and
away from the mike, and wall speakers
well forward of the mike. But there is more
that can be done in severe cases.

This example of deluxe public address amplifier (with speech and notch filters) has
monitor speaker and sound level meter, right, individual gain and filter controls, left.
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that has two diffraction horns, one for the treble frequencies and the other for midrange
and bass. It has wide-angle horizontal dispersion when mounted as shown.
PA loudspeaker

Deluxe amplifiers offer speech and notch
filters which materially help to reject the
portions of the audio spectrum which aggravate feedback. A recently developed line
of amplifiers provides equalizer filter controls which permit boosting or cutting selected frequencies (80, 300, 1000, 5000, and
9000 Hz) to suit room acoustics and minimize feedback. If the problem persists, a
supercardioid mike with a very narrow forward pickup angle or a 3 -position switch
which attenuates troublesome low frequencies by up to 10 dB can be tried.
Cood lapel mikes are highly effective in

reducing feedback because the speaker is
ideally located with respect to the mike. The
close direct sound from hís voice overrides
the reflected sounds. A level increase of as
much as 6 dB is possible before feedback
occurs.
Because feedback "seizes" on the peaks
of a mike's irregular response, the mike may
very well be the most important component
in a P.1. system. Consequently, it is good
practice to in y the best microphone your
budget permits.
10. How should microphones be placed?
This is one of the most important but

least frequently asked questions about PA
systems. In answer, briefly, here are a few
techniques you should employ:
OCTOBER 1972

Lecterns.: Use a single mike in front of
the lecturer. With a mike on either side of
the speaker as shown at (A) in the diagram,
acoustic phase cancellation results whenever
the speaker moves away from dead center.
This ís caused by sound reaching one mike
before it reaches the other, effectively distorting the response curves of both. If two
mikes must be used, they should be spaced
apart and angled toward each other so that
the pickup ends are nose to nose and only
in. apart as in (B). With this setup, sound
reaches both mikes at almost the same time
even if the speaker moves far off dead
center.
Stage: Use the fewest mikes you can get
away with. Space them evenly across the
stage and as far apart as possible. Install the
mikes on 6 -in. high stands, place them on
the stage and tilt the mikes downward at
45° angles so that the pickup ends are 1
in. or less above the floor. In addition to

(C)

(A)

GOOD

(D)

(B)

Examples of good and bad microphone
placement for single speaker or group.

achieving an excellent frequency response,
the mikes will effectively exhibit a gain of
6-12 dB. (Note: Never angle the mikes upward; this seriously distorts their frequency
response curves.)
Singing Groups: Avoid spacing mikes I ft
apart as shown in (C) Instead, space them
at least three times as far apart as any mike
is from a singer as in (D). When two mikes
must be used in close proximity, interfere ice can be reduced by angling cardioid
mikes away from each other. A still better
arrangement is shown in (B) with singers
on the right picked up by mike A and
singers on the left by mike B with no
OO
acoustic cancellation.
.
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Anti -Collision Systems for lutos
MANY PEOPLE ARE WORKING ON WAYS TO PREVENT ACCIDENTS
BY FRED W. HOLDER

UTOMATIC speed control systems have
been available as options on many
American cars for several years now. These
systems permit a car to hold any selected
speed without driver control of the throttle.
For drivers on the open road, they have
been a desirable convenience. However,
when moderate to heavy traffic is encountered, their convenience becomes marginal because the driver is constantly forced
to override the system to prevent collisions.
Thus, with the addition of a system to automatically slow down or speed up the
vehicle to meet changing traffic conditions,
automatic speed control becomes an even
more desirable-and practical-feature. Add
automatic braking when the distance separating two moving vehicles becomes critical, and you have a real safety device.
Bendix, Ford, Sylvania, and others are
working on systems which will refuse to let
your car ram another vehicle or will sound a
warning if you are about to back over
something you cannot see. These systems
are still in the development stages, but they
are expected to debut by the mid -1970's.
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According to William Miron, Bendix Automotive Group President, the Bendix
Adaptive Speed Control (ASC) system has
been under development for about 15
years. He estimates that ASC will appear as
an option in 1974 or 1975 (possibly earlier)
cars. Estimates show that this system will
cost less than $200, a small price to pay
for safety.
In addition to headway protection, warning systems are also under way to cover the
"back field." If you have ever backed over
your kid's bike, you will appreciate the
extra feeling of safety that one of these
back-up systems can give you.
The Bendix systems employ a radar beam
as the detecting medium, while Ford has
opted for infrared radiation. Both, however,
project an invisible beam forward or backward to detect objects in the path of the
vehicle. In the case of forward movement,
they apply brake or accelerator to maintain
a specified safe distance ahead of the car.
Neither system requires the other object or
vehicle to be equipped with a responding
device.
POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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The range rate is determined from one
of the doppler channels. A third output was
needed to ensure that the processor would

THROTTLE
ACTUATOR
VEHICLE SPEED

tem.
In his paper "Application of Radar to Automobile Control and Sensing," W. P. Harokopus of Bendix stated that he encountered
two systems problems from the use of a
two-frequency radar. First, because dopple
shift is required to obtain range, range information is not available when the range
rate is reduced to zero. Second, the system
lacks range resolution and can suffer from
multiple target effects. He went on to explain, however, that experience with the
system to date indicates that, by providing
the signal processor wall memory and
smoothing, these obstacles are overcome.
The first Bendix radar provided an operating range of 200-400 ft, depending on the
size and shape of the car involved. Small
foreign cars are at the low end of the range.
This radar operates at 16 GHz with 50 in \V
of transmitter power. It uses a standing wave waveguide array antenna in place of
the car's grille. The other antenna components are standard microwave packages
including a circulator, mixer, coupler,
and isolator. The transmitter is a Gunn oscillator.
Bendix is devoting a considerable amount
of their development work to ensuring that
the best fail-safe approach is selected for
the production system. Their radar has a
self -test feature which, in the absence of a
target, causes the modulator to periodically
audio modulate the oscillator. The system
detects this modulation through leakage.
-

Fig. 1. Bendix adaptive speed control
system includes ranging and braking.

Headway Control. The Bendix ASC system is an extension of their electronic automatic speed control system. In Fig. 1, the
components below the dashed line comprise
the basic speed control system. Those above
the line provide automatic headway control. The driver actuates the system by
pushing a speed -set button. The system
memorizes the speed selected and signals
the throttle actuator to maintain this speed.
If changing road grade causes speed errors, the throttle is automatically adjusted
to correct speed.
If another vehicle is overtaken, the radar

measures the relative velocity and range
and sends them to the signal processor. The
signal processor combines this data with an
input of the equipped car's speed and determines whether the throttle or brakes
should be applied to maintain a safe distance behind the other vehicle.
The equipped vehicle will continue to follow the lead car as long as it stays under
the driver -set speed. The system will never
exceed the driver -set speed. However, the
driver can override the system at any time
by manually applying the throttle or brakes.
If a car cuts in front of the equipped vehicle, its speed will be decreased or the
brakes will be applied to prevent a collision.
One of the problems encountered while
developing the Bendix system was the design of a low-cost radar suitable for automobile headway control. Because both range
and range rate were needed, a two -frequency C\V approach was selected (see Fig.
2). The transmitter is switched between two
closely spaced frequencies, and the dopplershifted return signals are gated into separate channels. The range is then a function
of the relative phase between the two doppler signals. It ís extracted by a phase detector.
OCTOBER 1972

Fig. 2. Diagram of Berndix radar system.
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Fig. 3. Ford system uses an invisible
beam reflected by the car in front.

When the test signal is detected, it passes
through the system and is detected as if it
were a target. If the test signal is not detected, a I iil light comes on and the system
is deactivated.
The Ford system, designated Automatic
Headway Control (AHC), is essentially a
crmpnterized brake and throttle control
unit similar to the Bendix system. On the
open road, AHC operates as a conventional
speed -control device. \Vhen an AIICerluipped car approaches another vehicle
from the rear, an optical beam is reflected
from the taillights of the car in front to an
electronic processor which "reads" the signal and changes accelerator and brake settings as needed to maintain a safe following
distance. The driver needs only to steer the
car. The basic operating elements and how
the optical beam is used to detect another
car's presence are shown in Fig. 3.
Back -Field Detection. Headway control
alone does not cover some of the other critical driving hazards. Studies have shown
that blind spots in rear vision are contributing factors in many accidents involving cars
going in the same direction. Bendix, Ford,
Sylvania, and others are developing systems
to warn the driver of the presence of traffic
or objects in these blind areas.
The Bendix system is composed of two
lane -changing sensors and a back up sensor.
The sensors are C\V homodyne radars. The
approximate coverage o f each sensor is
shown in Fig. 4.
The antennas for the lane -changing sensors can be mounted next to the car's taillights. The antenna patterns are designed
to intersect adjacent lanes and illuminate
50

the blind areas. \Vhen a vehicle enters the
illuminated zone, the driver is warned of
the presence of an approaching vehicle.
(The radars are designed to ignore roadside objects.) The lane -changing radars
have a maximum range of 50-70 ft with a
minimum range response down to the center door post to cover the entire blind zone.
The antenna for the back-up sensor can
be integrated into the rear bumper. The
sensor is inoperative until the car is placed
in reverse. Visual and audible warning is
activated when the presence of any object
is detected in the sensor's range of view.
The antenna pattern is centered on the road
surface 10 ft behind the car with range
being 0-30 ft.
The Ford system uses an infrared laser
diode, a semiconductor IR detector, and an
optical system mounted behind the rear axle
to detect small objects up to 10 ft directly
behind the car. It does not provide lane changing protection. However, it seems
likely that this feature will be incorporated
into a production model.
The system is activated when the automatic transmission lever is placed in park,
reverse, or neutral. When an object is detected, a warning buzzer sounds for 3 seconds and a warning lamp lights up. The
warning lamp remains lighted until the ob-

LANE CHANGING
PATTERN

Fig. 4. The Bendix

rear -end warning
system provides detection for backing up or for changing traffic lanes.

ject leaves the field of view or the system
deactivated by turning off the ignition or
shifting to drive.
A simplified diagram of the Ford Back
Up \Varning System is shown in Fig. 5.
\Vhen the ignition is on and transmission is
in park, reverse, or neutral, the system is
activated. A self-starting 500-kllz free -running multivibrator provides the timing for
the system.. AVhen the multivibrator's outis
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RCA SYSTEM USES TWO-WAY RADAR
ables operation only in one traffic lane.
Also, since the radar receiver is horizontally polarized and only accepts signals at -18 GHz, oncoming vehicles fitted
with the same system do not interfere.
Natural objects do not provide the pro-

prevention system deACOLLISION
signed by RCA uses a new look in
vehicle radar. A compact radar transmitter and receiver, measuring only 17 X
8 x 211 in., is mounted on the front
bumper (or behind the grille). It transmits a 100-mW, 9-Gllz signal which is
vertically polarized with an effective
beamwidth slightly less than 5 degrees.
The receiving antenna is horizontally
polarized.
The "target" vehicle uses a rear mounted passive antenna that is 17 x
in., which accepts the signal from
8 x
the following vehicle and, using special
solid-state diode microstrip filters, re radiates the signal back to the following
receiver at twice the frequency. The return signal is horizontally polarized.
The difference in frequency between
the transmitted and received signals is
used to determine the distance between
the two vehicles. If the distance exceeds a predetermined amount, a warning light and buzzer are turned on. The
range is about 100 yards and the narrow
beamwidth of the transmitted signal en-

per return.

Y2

Radar transmitter is mounted on front
bumper or behind grille or license.

which
Transmitter, operating at 9 GHz, radiates a vertically polarized signal is
then
Signal
car.
the
target
back
of
the
on
is picked up by passive antenna
clutter.
returned to following car at 18 GHz. This approach avoids background
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Fig. 5. Simplified diagram of Ford back-up warning system showing operation.

put is near ground potential, the solid-state
switch closes and energy is stored in inductance L. The stored energy is transferred to high -voltage capacitor C as the
output swings positive, turning off the solidstate switch.
At the beginning of the next cycle, the
falling edge of the multivibrator signal triggers the SCR into conduction. The positive
charge in C is discharged very rapidly
through the laser diode and SCR, producing a 300-ns, 100-A peak current pulse to
fire the laser diode. At the same time, the
SCR trigger signal is transferred to a time delay circuit in the receiver. This signal is
then gated with return signals from the IR

detector.
The output of the gate is applied to an
integrator which averages the gated receiver signal over many cycles to reduce the
effect of spurious signals. The output of the
integrator is compared to a preset threshold
level. \Vhen the threshold is exceeded, a
signal is sent to a warning circuit. This
signal triggers a one-shot multivibrator and
lights up a warning lamp. In addition, it
52

is

gated with the output (3 -second pulse)

of the one-shot multivibrator and is used
to energize a buzzer.

Sylvania's \Vakefield Development Laboratory has developed a prototype ultrasonic
safety detector that automatically warns
when another vehicle approaches from the
rear. The system can he installed in the
rearview mirror or the rear light assembly.
It responds to noise generated by the engine and tires of a vehicle travelling at
least 35 mph within 25 ft of the detector.
\Vhen an approaching vehicle is detected,
the system turns on a warning lamp.
Sylvania claims that their method of detection is better than forms using radiation
detection methods because it can discriminate between moving and stationary objects along the roadway.
It appears that any of these collision prevention systems will be a boon to any
driver who encounters changing traffic and
weather conditions. Optimistically, they may
one day eliminate the awful toll of lives
lost on our nation's highways which now
stands at over 50,000 victims annually.
POPULAR ELECTRONICS Including Electronics World
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Nuclear Radiation Detection
Part 1: Types of Radioactivity
WHERE ALPHA, BETA, AND GAMMA RADIATIONS
COME FROM AND THEIR CHARACTERISTICS
BY

J. G. ELLO, Radiation Measurements and Instrumentation
Electronics Division, Argonne National Laboratory

30 years ago in Chicago, scien-

ABOUT
tists built and successfully operated the
world's first nuclear reactor. Basically
speaking, the scientists had an atomic bomb
detonation under control. Since then, the
atomic age has progressed into many fields
throughout the world.
Radioactivity, for example, is used in
prospecting for ore, coal, and oil deposits.
Space satellites and deep sea research use
radioactivity to provide electrical power;
hospitals use it for tracers, cancer research,
and treatment; and its tracers are used in
agriculture for fertilizer improvements.
Radioactivity is also used in crime detection
to identify pollution and determine the age
and history of various materials.
Currently, radiation is being used in industry to determine the density and thickOCTOBER 1972

ness of various materials. Sterilization and
pasteurization of food and insect control
are other areas in which radiation is being
used. Perhaps the greatest potential use of
all is in the generation of electrical power.
Radioactivity is not new on earth. It has
been around ever since the earth was
formed, even though we are only now beginning to put it to use. In 1895 when radioactivity was discovered, W. C. Roentgen in
Germany was experimenting with electrical
discharges through evacuated glass tubes
when he discovered the rays coming from
the tubes were able to cloud photographic
plates and ionize gases. In his notes, he
referred to these rays as X rays.
Following the discovery of X rays, the
French physicist, II. Becquerel, found that
a piece of uranium would also darken photo 53

With modern technology, elements can be
produced by transmutation and disintegration. These include americium, curium,
berkelium, plutonium, and neptunium (the
latter two, a result of the atomic bomb).
The current count of elements, including
those which are man-made, is 103, by now
possibly 105.

e

Fig. 1. Makeup of a stable neon atom.

graphic plates. In 1898, Pierre and Marie
Curie discovered that other elements which
they named radium and polonium also
emitted rays that could ionize gases and
darken photographic plates. They called
this phenomenon "radioactivity."
In 1899, while studying in England, New
Zealand physicist E. Rutherford found that,
when radioactivity passed through thin
sheets of aluminum, its ionizing power was
reduced. From this, he concluded that the
radiation emitted from uranium was made
up of two types which he called alpha and
beta radiation. In 1900, a third type
of
radiation emitted from uranium was discovered by P. Villard. Finding it to be
similar to X rays, he named it gamma
rays.

Radioactive Atoms. Since radioactivity is
concerned with the disintegration or decay
of an atom, it is worthwhile to take a close
look at the atom. The atom is held together
by a force of attraction. It consists of a
nucleus and orbiting electrons. In a very
basic sense, the atom is similar in structure
to the Solar System with the sun as the
nucleus and the planets as the orbiting electrons. The planets in our Solar System are
held together by gravitational force. The
atom, however, is held together by an elec-

trical force.

A stable neon atom is shown schematically in Fig. 1. In its nucleus are 10 protons and 10 neutrons. Orbiting around the
nucleus are 10 electrons, two of which are
in the inner ring and eight in the
outer
ring. The protons carry a positive ( ±)
charge, the electrons a negative (
charge, and the neutrons are neutral, having
no (0) electrical charge. Similarly, a
uranium atom consists of a nucleus with
protons and neutrons and a comparable
amount of electrons (92) in seven rings.
Uranium, however, is not a stable atom. It
will decay until it eventually becomes lead.
\Vhen uranium, radium, or plutonium
decay, they give off particles and raysradiation. It takes one pound of uranium
about 4.5 billion years to decay to onehalf pound and another 4.5 billion years
to decay to a quarter pound, and so on. The
rate of decay for radioactive elements is
based on the elements' halt -lives, which
vary from element to eleme it. For example,
the half-life of radium is about 1600 years,
plutonium about 24,000 years. Other radioactive elements may decay in less than a
millionth of a second.

-)

Elements. For 2000 years, dating
the fifth century B.C., it was believed from
that
all matter was made up of four
elementsfire, air, water, and earth. For
many centuries, ancient alchemists attempted, without results, to change base metals into gold.
\Vith present technology, however,
it is
possible to transmute or change one element
into another.
It was not until about 1789 that Lavoisier
established that an element was a substance
containing only one type of matter which
Alpha, Beta & Gamma Radiation. From
could not be split into anything simpler.
the very beginning, man has been bomHe listed about 30 such
elementary sub- barded by cosmic radiation from
the sun
stances of which about 20 are to this
clay
and the distant stars. Owing to the atregarded as elements.
mospheric shield with which nature has
By 1819, the number of elements was
increased to 50. Presently, there are 92 provided us, the cosmic rays are reduced to
known natural elements. Among these are intensities we consider harmless.
The natural radiation with which we
gold, silver, nickel, lead, and uranium.
must contend as part of our environment
54
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defined as alpha, beta, and gamma types.
low the three differ in their penetrating
power and their course in a magnetic field
is shown in Fig. 2. It has been stated that
radium and uranium each emit all three
types of radiation as they decay. However,
it should be understood that not all radioactive elements give off all three types of

GAMMA

is

o

I

radiation.
The alpha type, first described as a
"ray" but later found to be a particle, is
a helium atom with a positive charge as a
result of having lost two of its electrons.
The alpha particle is ejected from a radioactive atom at a velocity about 1/20 that
of light. The alpha particle has a high
kinetic energy. potential as a result of its
high speed and large mass. it loses a little
of its energy each time it collides with
another atom. The energy is dissipated
each time it knocks an electron out of an
atom with which it collides; during the
process ions are formed. Although the
alpha particle can travel through 1-3 in. of
air, it cannot penetrate a few sheets of
newspaper. Too, being a positively charged
particle, it can be deflected in a magnetic
field.

The beta particle, like the alpha particle,
emitted from the nucleus. But the
beta particle can travel several hundred
times farther than the alpha particle and
at a velocity approaching that of light. It
in. thick sheet
can be absorbed by a
of Lucite. The beta particle has the same
mass and charge as an electron, a id compared to an alpha particle, it has 7500 times
less mass. Therefore, a beta particle with
the same energy as that of an alpha particle
will travel much farther and faster before
it is completely absorbed by collisions vith
other atoms. Similar to the alpha particle.
the beta particle leaves ions in its wake.
Through the use of electronic equipment,
these ions (in both cases) provide us with
much useful information.
The third type of radioactivity is known
as the gamma ray. Unlike alpha and beta
particles, the gamma is a ray-not a particle.
It is an electromagnetic wave, similar in
behavior to radio waves and microwaves,
ultraviolet waves, and X rays. To be more
precise, gamma rays are X rays of very
high frequency and very high penetrating
power. While alpha particles are absorbed
by a few sheets of newspaper and beta
particles by a 34 in. thick sheet of Lucite,
it may take several inches of lead to absorb radium's gamma rays and several feet
is also

34
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of alpha, beta, and gamma radiation.
Fig.

of concrete to absorb gamma rays produced

by nuclear power reactors. Since gamma
rays are not particles, they are unaffected
by a magnetic field.
Gamma rays are emitted from the nucleus
of an atom when an excess of energy remains after the ejection of an alpha or beta
particle. Unlike alpha and beta particles
which produce ions in their wake, gamma
and X rays produce ionization through a
secondary effect. \Vhen a gamma ray enters
an atom, it will more likely dislodge an
e ectron which vv ill, in turn, ionize other
atoms by dislodging other electrons in its
path. As we shall see in Part 2 in this
series, the secondary ions are collected in
a detector and the count indicated on a
radiological survey meter.
More To Come. \Ve have come to the
end of Part I in this three-part series. In
this instalment we have presented and discussed the various types of radioactivity.
Parts 2 and 3, which will deal with Radiation Detectors and Radiological Survey
Meters, will be presented in the November
O
and December issues.
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Home Entertainment Electronics Systems
Here's a field that's packed with opportunity! There's a
growing demand for skilled technicians to build, install
and service solid state color TV's ... FM -AM radios ...
tape recorders ... four -channel stereo systems ...
videotape recorders and more. Start preparing now.
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WHICHEVER PROGRAM YOU CHOOSE
YOU BUILD AND KEEP THIS EXCITING
ELECTRO LAB ° ELECTRONICS
LABORATORY-IN -THE -HOME!
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Build it yourself and use it to
perform hundreds of fascinating
electronics experiments. Mail
postage -free card for free facts
now. No obligation.
Here's what you build and keep:

Design Console Use this to
rapidly"breadboard" circuits

without soldering. Equipped with
built-in power supply ... test light
... speaker ... patented plug-in
modular connectors.
Oscilloscope Portable 5-inch
wide -band oscilloscope offers
bright, sharp screen images...
calibrated for peak -to -peak
voltage and time measurements
... 3 -way jacks for leads, plugs,
wires.

Transistorized Meter Combines most desired features of
vacuum -tube voltmeter and
quality multimeter. Registers
current, voltage and resistance
measurements on a large, easy read dial. Features sensitive,
4 -inch, jewel -bearing d'Arsonval
meter movement.
Follow simple, step-by-step
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had training in electronics before.
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Why you should know

electronics
Everywhere you look, electronics
is becoming a bigger and bigger
part of the picture. The day may
come when the man without
electronics training will be
severely handicapped in many
industries.
Why you should get your
training from Bell & Howell

Schools
Each year. Bell & Howell Schools
spends over $200.000 improving

programs and materials. Many
thousands of people have used
these programs as the foundation
for new careers and businesses
in electronics.

Consider these advantages.,,
Help Sessions We've scheduled "help sessions" every few Saturdays at
the Bell & Howell Schools and in many other cities throughout the U.S. and
Canada. Top instructors give you expert guidance and you meet other
students, too.

After you complete your program, you can transfer to any
of the resident schools for more advanced study, if you wish.
Lifetime National Placement Service When you complete your course,
we help you locate a position in the field of Electronics that fits your background and interests. Service is available at any time after you graduate.

Resident Study

We are approved ny the state approval agency for
Veterans' Benefits. Check the box for delails.
Student Financial Aid We are an eligible institution under the Federally
Insured Student Loan Program. Check the box for details.

Veterans' Benefits

For free information about all three programs
and about the Electra Lab® you build and keep,

detach and mail postage -free card today!
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UNDERWATER treasure hunting can be
an exciting and rewarding pastime-provided you have advance knowledge of what
to expect for your efforts. Underwater work
requires auxiliary equipment not needed for
dry-land hunts. It involves many safety precautions, and you must be in excellent
health and physical condition. It is also a
vastly more expensive pursuit than is dry land treasure hunting.
Typical marine hunts deal with very
large objects (such as sunken ships, airplanes, and cannon) and small items of

THE KIND
OF EQUIPMENT

NEEDED BY THE

MARINE PROSPECTOR

BY L. GEORGE LAWRENCE

great value. In the latter category, gold
coins hold the most interest.
Because the sea has no reference marks
like those found on dry land, special position -fixing gear is required to mark a search
site. Buoys can he used for this purpose,
but they can compromise a "find" should
one be made. Electronic or optical fixing by
triangulation, on the other hand, assures

the secrecy marine prospectors require.

Search Equipment. There are several
methods available for locating large objects

Fig. 1. Varian's proton free-precession magnetometer can
be used on land; or,
with the sensor head shown at right waterproofed, in an
underwater environment.
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like sunken ships. The best are magnetometers.
Institut Dr. Fiirster (Reutlingen, West
Germany) makes the Submarine Search
Magnetometer which has been used with
outstanding results in international waters.
Its probe is lowered to the sea floor from
a boat while a meter on an on -board instrument case indicates the presence, if
any, of iron or steel near the probe. This
magnetometer is of the flux -gate type which
can be used underwater and adapted for
dry-land use.
An outstanding American-made magnetometer is Varian's proton free-precession
instrument shown in Fig. 1. It too is suitable for both dry-land and marine use.
Marine use involves little else than housing

the proton head (to the right in the photo)
in a waterproof container and running a
low-loss shielded cable to the rear.-out
package aboard ship. The Varian magnetometer is a total -field device which expresses changing gamma values by means
of a vibrating -reed meter.
Less costly and simpler underwater detectors are the zero -drift beat -frequency
devices patterned after dry -land equip -

Amphibian BF-4 which employs a 4 -in.
search coil and operates on the beat -frequency principle. It features an underwater
headphone which can be fitted to a wet
suit.
Like

similar designs, the Goldmaster
Amphibian can spot am, metal, making it
unnecessary to break open and destroy coral
reefs just to determine whether or not metal
items are within. The instrument's case is
designed to withstand depth pressures up
to 400 ft. The list price of the BF -4 is
$199.50.
Towing Equipment. A great problem is
encountered when an attempt is made to
rapidly scan marine areas containing metal
with economical-yet reliable-equipment.
The key to success, of course, is to have
the detector in close proximity to the objects sought. In typical operations, a beatfrequency type of locator or a magnetometer sensor can be lowered at a distance
behind the search boat with the sensor being allowed to operate near the sea or river

Diving V fin is employed to
carry detector at controlled depths.
Fig. 2.

ment. The Garrett Electronics Shark features multiple -coil capabilities; a single 5 in. coil and a single 12 -in. coil are rigidly
encased in unbreakable plastic and switched
into operation by means of a manual control located on the faceplate of the detector. The 12 -in. coil is used to search for
larger, more deeply buried objects, while
the 5 -in. coil is used for searching out small
coins and objects down to the size of a
BB pellet. Used by scuba divers, the Shark
provides no -glare observations by means
of an illuminated meter. Its service depth
is 300 ft; its price is $595.
Other less expensive and highly versatile
designs are also available. White's Electronics, for example, makes the Goldmaster
OCTOBER 1972

bottom. The boat's speed in this approach
is fairly critical since the sensor's depth is
a function of its weight, the boat's speed,
and the hydrodynamic pattern, including
water resistance, encountered.
One solution to maintaining proper depth
is the di\ ing V fin (see Fig. 2) developed
by Braincon Corp. Originally designed for
deep-sea thermometry studies in the Gulf
Stream, the V fin design was modified to
carry metal locators at any desired depth.
Of course, nature poses serious restrictions. If a find is in very deep waters, economical recovery is well nigh impossible.
Power winches are required to launch
and retrieve the V fin. A steel cable pulls
the fin when it is in the water. An electrical cable interconnects the submerged
sensor with the on-board electronics packOO
age.
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POWER -LINE BOOSTER/REDUCER
OFFSET VOLTAGE FLUCTUATIONS

SIMPLY AND INEXPENSIVELY
BY FRANK H. TOOKER

-LINE fluctuations are common
these days. In some localities, periodic voltage increases can be observed. In other localities, especially in large
urban areas where peak demand can exceed
the power company's ability to supply, voltage reductions are a way of life. Whether
they are increases or decreases, changes in
the line voltage that is supplied to some
test instruments can have adverse effects on
the instruments' operation.
It is necessary, therefore, to supply any
voltage -sensitive instruments on your workbench with a facility for offsetting power
line fluctuations. To accomplish this, you
can install a booster/reducer right in the
equipment by connecting a transformer in
the primary circuit of each instrument.

pOVER
occurrences

1

I

+9V
+6V

-6V
-9V
-12V

INSTRUMENT
XFMR
PRI

414,
117

VAC

Instruments that are voltage -sensitive
must be protected from power -line
fluctuations. This circuit does it easily with only a transformer and rotary switch. Addition or subtraction of
12 volts is obtained in 3 -volt increments taken from taps on transformer.

Ordinarily, a power -line booster/reducer
requires several switches to provide the
needed functions. This makes the setup
shown in the schematic diagram especially
interesting inasmuch as the boosting, reducing, and in/out functions are all accomplished by means of a single 7 -position rotary switch. A multi -tap transformer, with
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the line -voltage level. By this means, a maxinlum addition and subtraction of 12 volts
can be obtained in .3 -volt increments, starting at 6 volts. Electrically, whether addition or subtraction takes place is a matter
of phasing.
The Burstein-Applebee Co. Stock No.
I 3A-902
transformer, which can be purchased for $3.99 plus postage, is rated at 1
ampere. It is very well made, with the primary and secondary wound on a nylon bobbin. \Vhen selecting a rotary switch, get one
with contacts rated at ampere at 117 volts.
If possible, choose a ceramic type over the
phenolic type.
Most test instruments have more than
enough space inside their cabinets to accommodate the extra transformer. If this is
the case in your instrument, locate the
booster/reducer transformer as close to both
the instrument's power transformer and fuse
assembly as possible.
Unless the front panel of the instrument
is extremely crowded-and few are-the
add-on rotary switch can be mounted in
any convenient location on the panel. However, when mounting the switch, make absolutely certain that it does not interfere
with the operation of other switches and
controls nearby. Also, when wiring the
switch to the booster/reducer transformer
and the primary of the instrument's power
transformer, use No. 18 stranded wire. If
practical, use the heavy wire leads on the
add-on transformer to connect it to the
switch. Do not ground any part of the addon assembly.
O
1

PWR
t

three outputs on each side of the centertap, makes the simplification possible.
With the switch set at its center position,
the output voltage from the transformer into
the instrument's power transformer primary
is unchanged from that supplied by the ac
line. However, when the switch is set to
any other position, the system adds or subtracts the amount of voltage selected from
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NEW CERAMIr
CAN

BE U

ERIAL
NTROL LIGHT

devices have been

ELECTRO-OPTICAL
in use for quite a number of years, from
Edison's first incandescent light bulb to
modern light -emitting diodes and research
dye lasers. Simply by closing a switch, these
devices operated exactly as they were designed to. However, in the attempt to modify the light after these devices are turned
on, problems begin to appear.
To solve the problems of light processing, Sandia Laboratories in Albuquerque,
New Mexico, has developed a new ceramic
device which offers an alternative to traditional Kerr and Pockels cells and other mechanical contrivances. The new ceramic is
similar to that used as the piezoelectric
transducer in phonograph pickups. The big
difference is that the new cermic-hotpressed and doped \vith lanthanum, a metallic rare-earth element-is transparent.
When sandwiched between crossed polarizers, the lanthanum -modified lead zircunatelead titauate (PLZT) ceramic acts as a variable color filter or transmits light intensity
in response to an applied voltage. Used in
a "scattering" mode, it displays black and
white images without the need for polarizers. Most important, PLZT has a built-in
memory.
At least a minor revolution in electro optic technology is promised by PLZT. The
ceramic can be used to modulate lasers for
communication purposes; extract colors
from white light; store information in binary or decimal form; turn on and off light
beams; and store and display images. Variations of PLZT are suited to special applications like high -contrast shutters or memOCTOBER 1972

ories which retain stored information until
erased.
How It Works. Let us take a microscopic look at PLZT. The material consists of

randomly spaced PLZT "crystallites," in
which each unit cell is arranged like a cube
with lead and lanthanum ions at the corners, oxygen ions in the center of each face,
and a titanium or zirconium ion in the
center of the cube.
In this configuration, both the unit cell
and the crystallite are electrically neutral.
But in "slim loop" PLZT, the central titanium or zirconium ion is displaced toward
one of the oxygen ions when an electric
field is applied. The unit cell distorts into a
tetragon and becomes an electric dipole.
Clusters of unit cells align in the same direction to form a domain dipole.
Increasing the electric field increases both
the magnitude and alignment of the domain
dipoles. When the electric held is removed,
the domain dipoles disappear and the ceramic returns to its electrically and optically isotropic state.
In ferroelectric or "wide loop" PLZT, the
unit cell is spontaneously distorted, causing
domain dipoles to exist with no applied e ectric field. When an electric field is applied,
it causes domains favorably aligned with
respect to the field to grow at the expense
of others and produces increased domain
alignment.
Controllable dipole alignment is the basis
of PLZT's remarkable versatility. This alignment determines whether or not the material is birefringent (high or low double
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In

PLZT materials; the applied field -

versus -birefringence plot follows a hysteresis curve. Typically, memory -type
PLZT ex-

_._._..

.

..

hibits a certain maximum retardation (saturation) while the field is applied. \Vhen
the field is removed, tire material
relaxes
into a remanent (residual) state with a
lesser birefringence. Subsequent
electric
field pulses can be used to switch the ceramic into other remanent states.
Device Applications. \lany device
applications present themselves when one considers the effect from a relatively
simple
device consisting of an electrodec3 ceramic
slice sand viched between crossed polarizers. These include:

Positive image stored in a ceramic
electro -optic device. Plate is 1 in.
in diameter and is 0.0123 in.
thick.

refraction) and the magnitude of the birefringence. In another Mode of operation,
dipole alignment controls the ceramic's
light -scattering properties.
Birefringence has the effect of changing
the polarization of plane-polarized light. By
controlling birefringence, one can also control the amount or color of light penetrating a polarized filter. Hence, PLZT can be
said to be a solid-state analog of the Kerr
cell which exhibits a quadratic electro -optical effect. Alternatively. using a different
chemical mixture, PLZT exhibits a linear
electro -optical effect similar to a Pockels

illenlory material-light gates and shutters; optical memories which can he read
without photocell arrays; controlled -persistence displays and electrically
controlled
spectral filters. For color effects, back lighting with plane -polarized light is used. Each
frequency component of white light is affected by birefringence. By applying a
specific voltage to the material, one color
can he made to dominate as light penetrates the analyzer. Monochromatic light
is used to achieve "amplitude
modulation."
Pockets-effect material-linear light modulation and momentary light shutters. This
material could be useful iu modulating laser beatos at frequencies Itp to approximately
1(1

\I1Iz.

Kerr -effect material-quadratic light modulators and light shutters. This is an extremely promising material since it is para -

cell.

Unlike the Kerr cell. PLZT is solid-state
and compact. It is less expensive to make
and has a much larger electro -optical effect
than does potassium dihvdrogeu phosphate
(KI)I') and lithium niohate crystals commonly used ill Pockets cells. For the saute
applied voltage, 12 times the effect of Kl)P
is produced by one composition of PLZT.

These

variously shaped electro-optic
ceramic pieces, made by new process,
are very transparent and homogeneous.

^..

r

40141144,

:OP

4,,

44.4

11.4441

Electro -Optical Memory. The one feature of PLZT that is unique is its electro optical memory. \Vhen the polarizing electric field is removed from "wide loop" PLZT,
the domain dipoles do not return to a random orientation. The ceramic remains hirefringent and stays this way until changed
by electrically reorienting the dipoles. The
dipoles can be returned to a random orientation by raising the temperature of the
PLZT t fits Curie point.
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electric at room temperature and, thus, optically isotropic. Virtually no light passes
through the crossed polarízers of the device. When a field is applied, hove\ er,
the crystallites distort and the ceramic becomes birefringent. When the field is removed, the material immediately relaxes to
a para -electric state.
Longitudinal -Mode Ceramic. So far, devices in which an electric field is applied
perpendicular to the direction of light propagation (transverse mode) have been discussed. But one major development has
been pioneered at Sandia in which the
field and light are applied in the same direction (longitudinal mode). The ne\s device
is called Cerampic.

In Cerampic, no birefringence is involved.
The device works entirely by scattering
light. Dark areas of the image scatter more
light away from the viewing plane than
do light areas. Non -image forming scattered
light is then removed from the projected
light beam with a contrast -enhancing pinhole aperture.
To make Cerampic, one side of a PLZT
ceramic slice is coated svith photoconductive polyvinyl carbazole (PVK). The device
is then coated on both sides with transparent electrodes.
High -resolution images (up to 1000 line
pairs/inch) are stored in this device by illuminating it with light through a photoraphic negative or with a scanning light

beam while applying voltage to the electrodes. Light passing through the negative
penetrates the transparent electrode and enters the PVK, decreasing electrical resistivity anti allowing current to pass through
the ceramic to the second transparent electrode. In this manner, the relative opacity
(or scattering capability) of innumerable
points on the ceramic plate is altered so that
the device transmits various mrades of gray
in the form of an image. The image has
memory, is erasable, and can be viewed directly or projected like a 35 -mm slide.
A variety of potential uses is possible
with Cerampic. Most promising is the generation of images from signals received by
telephone or radio. These images could be
generated in a few seconds or, concei\ ably,
at rates of up to 15,000 lines/second.
Cerampic is being considered for use in
optical information storage and processing
systems. The new scattering effect may also
prove useful in devices such as shutters, optical memories, and page composers for
holographic memories.
Many companies are now working on devices that use PLZT as the basic working
medium. Since the material was developed
by Sandia Laboratories under a prime
Atomic Energy Commission contract, the
basic work is covered by patents held by the
U.S. Government. This means that private
companies may be licensed to develop and
use the material on a no -royalty, revocable.
OO
nonexclusive basis.

pin at left.
Prototype of ceramic memory element can store 5120 bits/sq in. Straight
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SQUARING OFF ON TWO
In This Corner: RCA
/b SMALL research model of a solidi-I state black -and-white TV camera has
been developed by RCA Laboratories
and delivered to the Air Force Avionics
Laboratory. The camera's integrated circuit image sensor consists of 32 rows of
photosensitive elements with 44 elements
in each row. Rows are spaced 3 mils
apart, about the thickness of a human
hair. \Vhen an image strikes the
square, an e ectrical charge proportional
to the light intensity is produced in each
element. The rows are then read out
very rapidly in sequence to produce the
T\'-type picture.
The development could lead to a new
generation of very small cameras with

potential applications in militate and
space missions, news coverage, and perhaps for consumer use with home video
recording and playback systems. The
image sensor now has 1408 discrete elements; work is going on to increase this
number substantially in order to gel the
resolution required for detailed TV pictures.
\Vith the electronics all contained on
IC's instead of separate PC boards, it
should be possible to make the lens the
biggest thing in the camera. Future
cameras the size of a wristwatch are
anticipated. Current model is 2 by 2t'
by 3% inches and weighs less than one
pound.

Small TV camera at right is focused on subject whose image
is seen on monitor.
Work is in progress on camera to make it even smaller
and improve resolution.
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SOLID-STATE TV CAMERAS
BELL LABS: In This Corner
at Bell Laboratories have
of a new
solid-state video camera that, like the
RCA unit on the opposite page, consists
essentially, of a flat chip of silicon covered with an insulating oxide over which
is an array of metal electrodes. The
image sensing system is a two-dimensional
array of 128 by 106 light-sensitive cells.
The active area of the device is 3 by 5
millimeters and the metal electrodes are
nine micrometers wide, spaced two
micrometers apart.
Like the RCA camera, Bell Labs' entry
demonstrates an application of charge

ENGINEERS
built an exploratory model

first announced by Bell Labs a couple
of years ago. The Charge Coupled Device (CCD) operates by manipulating
small packets of electrical charge within the solid slice of silicon. Light incident on the silicon is absorbed, creating
an electrical charge which is stored
locally at the surface of the silicon under
the metal electrodes. The amount of
stored charge is proportional to incident
light flux. By varying the voltages on the

coupling, the semiconductor principle

surface electrodes, the charge is moved
to an output electrode where it becomes
an analog electrical signal representing
light variations along the scanned line of
the original picture.

Image on monitor at top is produced by
solid-state video camera on workbench.

Chip of silicon covered with an array
of metal electrodes is heart of camera.
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Build
an
Impedance

Meter
MEASURE IMPEDANCE
FROM ONE OHM
TO ONE MEGOHM

T

BY CHARLES D. RAKES

FIE ubiquitous volt -ohmmeter (VO\I)
can be used to make all kinds of resistance measurements, but it is an abject

The only component that cannot be tested
is a capacitor.

failure when it comes to measuring impedances. In fact, most hobbyists and technicians reach a dead end when they have to
measure an impedance. There is no way to
determine the impedance of a speaker, a
transformer, an RL or RC network, etc.
The Impedance Nleter, whose schematic
is shown in Fig. 1, includes five impedance
ranges from zero to 100, 1000, 10,000, 100.000, and 1,000,000 ohms. The measurements are made at 1 klIz and the readout is
a relatively large 0-100 linear -scale meter.
The device is battery operated and costs
about $35.
The only restriction in using the meter is
that the de resistance path through the reactive component under test must be equal
to or less than, the full-scale value of the
range used to make the measurement. This
restriction has never interfered with any
impedance testing to date because, if a component is to be classified as reactive, it must
have a higher impedance than the do path.

Circuit Operation. Transistor Q1 and its
associated components form a simple 1-kllz.
phase -shift oscillator that is buffered by Q2.
The output of Q2 is taken from the level
control, R9, and applied to the primary of
Ti. Transistor Q3 is connected as a constant
current source, and its output (collector) is
coupled to ICl, an op amp circuit having a
high input impedance and a gain of about
10. The next stage is IC2, connected as an
ac voltmeter.
The output voltage of the constant current source depends on the values of the
collector and emitter resistors. The base is
held at a fixed voltage by zener diode DI.
When an unknown resistance or reactance is
connected to JI and J2, the amount of voltage developed across it is read on the ac
voltmeter.
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Construction. Any type of construction
can be used; but if you want to use a printed
circuit board (the best way), the foil pat POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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Q3-Transistor (2\5089)
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R1 -100 -ohm resistor
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Fig. 1. The
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resistor

R12 -1000 -ohm, 1% resistor
R13 -10,000 -ohm, 1% resistor
R14-100,000 -ohm, I% resistor
R15-1-megohm, 1% resistor
R16-330 -ohm resistor

R11-100-ohnt,

meter

R9-500-olun standard potentio-

circuit is easily assembled using

R6, R2.3, R25-10,000-ohm resistor
R7-1000 -ohm resistor

polystyrene or MylarR5-4700-oho: resistor

-5-volt zener diode (IN753)
')5-Diode (111911)
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-'-2.2-µF,

,Cl, 1C2-741 operational amplifier
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50011
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C12 -100-µF, 25 -volt electrolytic 11ll-0.100µA meter with linear scale R8-250 -ohm, PC potentiometer
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S3B

mounting hardware, etc.

S2-Dpdt pushbutton switch
S3-Dpdt switch
T1-500:8 transistor output transformer
Misc.-Suitable chassis, battery holders,

switch

Sl-2-pole, 5 -position

text

120,000 -ohm resisttor
100,000 -ohm resistor

R26-See

R22
R24

R20-.3.3-megohm resistor
R21-10-megohm resistor

R18-33,000 -ohm resistor
R19-330.000 -ohm resistor

3

2

1l

tern and component layout are shown in
Fig. 2. The housing for the prototype is
shown in the photo; but this is not essential.
The meter, the range selector switch Si, the
calibrate switch S2, control 119, the power
70

switch S3, and two connectors should be
mounted on the front panel. Mount the circuit board on spacers and use appropriate
holders for the batteries. The value of R26
is selected in the calibration procedure.
POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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Fig. 2. The actual size foil pattern for a PC board is shown on facing page,
while component layout is above. Perf board construction may also be employed.

Calibration. With all wiring checked,
connect a 10 -volt do voltmeter between the
common and pin 6 of ICI. With the power
turned on, the meter can indicate either
positive or negative at this point. Connect a
resistance decade box between the R26 terminals on the board and start with a resistance of 100,000 ohms. Increase this value
until the do voltmeter indicates zero. Select
a standard resistor nearest to the decade box value, and use this for R26. The voltage
at pin 6 should be less than 1 volt.
Connect a 10,000 -ohm resistor between
JI and J2, and connect a scope in parallel
with this resistor. Set R9 about 3 of the way
toward maximum and put the range switch
on RX100. Adjust R8 (on the board) for
the maximum peak -to -peak undistorted sine
wave. Remove the scope and test resistor.
Depress the calibration switch and adjust
R9 for a full-scale meter indication. Check
each range of Si and note that a full-scale
indication is obtained. If not, R8 may have
to be re -adjusted.
Applications. Any value of precision resistor (up to one megohm) can be used to
check the various ranges. A wirewound reOCTOBER
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sistor may provide false indications (not the
same as the value marked on the resistor)
because of the reactance of the windings.
To check speaker impedances, set Si to
the lowest range. Use the same range for
headphones and switch to higher ranges if

necessary.
When testing transformers, load the secondary with the required resistance (to simulate the load) and read the reflected impedance on the meter.
If you suspect a shorted turn in a choke,
transformer, speaker coil, or motor winding,
the impedance meter can be used to verify
your suspicion since even one shorted turn
can cause the impedance of a normally high
impedance to show some low value-near
the do resistance.
Either RL or RC networks can be
checked easily but make sure there are no
series capacitors in the circuit.
The first four ranges can be made as accurate as you wish by calibration (taking
into account the tolerance of the meter and

of the calibration resistors). The upper
range (one megohm) can have an error as
large as 5% due to the input impedance of

ICI.

O
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Mobile Teleprinter System
for Law Enforcement
in December of last year, Sheriff
A. Bender of Allen County, In-

EARLY
Robert

diana, unveiled a unique mobile teleprinter
system designed to provide a direct and
automatic radio link between the patrolman
in the vehicle and the regional, state, and
federal crime information computer files.
This first such system to be used in the
U.S. employs Motorola teleprinters in ten
patrol cars.

monitoring. Should an all -points bulletin or
wanted persons' description be broadcast
while an officer is away from his vehicle,
the hard -copy message would await him on
his return.
The printer system operates at a 100
word/minute rate to provide quickly and
accurately any information required, even
long descriptions and lists of detailed information. This means that the time between the request for and receipt of the
information can be drastically reduced,
making for more effective law enforcement.
And to further reduce time, once the request is passed on to the information agencies, it is sent directly to the mobile teleprinter without having to go through the
dispatcher.

Officer

in
printer -equipped vehicle
receives hard -copy response to query.

With the teleprinter system, officers in the
printer -equipped vehicles would follow
normal procedure in radioing the dispatcher
for information on vehicle license numbe s,
wanted persons, etc. However, with the teleprinter on hand, the officers then receive
a printed hard -copy response over a 2-way
radio channel. information requested is
passed on directly and automatically from
the Indiana regional crime information system computer in Fort Wayne to the patrol

car.
Since

teleprinter communications are
transmitted in tone form, which can be decoded only by the printer system, all messages are completely secure. Consequently,
if the dispatcher is alerted to a crime in
progress, he can transmit this information
to any and all vehicles equipped with the
teleprinter without fear of unauthorized
72
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Computer information retrieval and
message switching are at headquarters.

When the system is finally completed,
teleprinter -equipped patrol cars will have
almost immediate access to the state criminal files in Indianapolis through the Indiana Data and Communications System as
well as to the National Crime Information
Center (the NCIC of TV law enforcement
show fame) in Washington, D.C.
Serving as the Region iI headquarters
for the Indiana Criminal justice Planning
Agency, the Allen County communications
network provides computer information retrieval and message switching functions for
the law enforcement agencies in nine northeastern Indiana counties.
O
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Some of the reasons why
other turntables don't perform
quite like a Dual.
Because of the wide acceptance and acclaim
Dual hos earned over the years. especially among
audio experts, many Dual features inevitably appear on
competitive turntables.
To copy o Dual feature is one thing: to achieve
Dual performance and reliability is quite another
matter. The true measure of a turntable's quality is
not its features alone, but how well the entire unit is
designed and manufactured.
Following are just some of the ways in which

Duals differ from other automatic turntables.

Stylus pressure around pivot.
Today's finest cartridges, deigned to track
at around one gram, hove little margin for error.
In the 1229, therefore, the frocking pressure scale is
colibroted within 0.10 gram from Oto 1.5 grams.
To mointoin perfect balance on every Dual
toneorm, stylus pressure is applied internally and
around the pivot. This is accomplished by o very
long spring coiled around the pivot. Only a small portion
of the spring's length is needed to apply the required
pressure, thus contributing greatly to the occurocy of the

colibrotions.

Gyroscopic gimbal suspension.
The gyroscope is the best known scientific
means for supporting a precision instrument that
must remain perfectly balanced in all planes of
motion. That is why the toneorms of the 1218 and 1229
are suspended in true, twin -ring gimbals.
Every Dual gimbal is hand -assembled and
individually checked with gauges especially developed
by Dual for this purpose. This assures that the horizontal
bearing friction of the 1229 for example, will be no
greater than 0.015 gram, and vertical friction no
greater than 0.007.

True single -play automatic tonearm.
A turntable of the 1229's caliber is used primarily
in its single ploy mode, so the tonearm is designed to
parallel o single record on the platter. For multiple ploy, the entire tonearm base is moved up to parallel
the toneorm to the center of the stock.
The 1218 tonearm provides the single -play
adjustment within the cartridge housing, and the
cartridge pivots around the stylus tip to maintain
the correct overhang.

r,

Avoiding sounds that weren't recorded.
The rotor of every Dual motor is dynamically
balanced in all planes of motion. Each motor pulley and
drive wheel is also individually examined with special
instruments to assure perfect concentricity.
Any residual vibration within the motor is
isolated from the chassis by a three-point damped
suspension. Finally, every assembled Duol chassis is
"tuned" to a resonance frequency below 10 Hz.

The best guarantee.
All these precision lectures and refinements
don't mean that a Dual turntable must be handled
with unduecore. So we're not being rash when we include
o full year guarantee covering bah parts and labor
for every Dual. That's up to four times the guarantee
you'll find on other automatic units.
Now, if you'd like to know what several
independent test labs say about Dual, we'll send you
complete reprints of their reports.
Better yet, just visit your franchised United Audio
dealer. You'II see for yourself that only o Dual performs
precisely like a Duot.

Oil

Dual'

4

Duel 12155. $109.50

-_

:rr

Duol 1218. 5155 00

n.

,j

Duo! 1277.519250

United Audio Products, Inc., 120

So.

Columbus Ave., Mt. Vernon,

N.Y.

10553

Exclusive U.S. Distrib,ticn Aoency for DJ.'
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Join the high -paid electronics technicians
who got their start through NTS Home Training.
your
Your home can become

own

private classroom -workshop. NTS

sends you everything you need to
learn valuable technical skills in
electronics. You get easy -to -grasp
lessons, comprehensive kit manuals,
large fold -out charts, and more. Plus
the finest professional equipment
available today- It's all included in
your tuition, yours to keep.
You'll work with commercially-

designed equipment, and school

training material. Cash in on the tremendous opportunities in the expanding, exciting world of electronics.
If your field is television, you
might decide to join a first-class TV
repair center. Or start a shop of your
own. Or specialize in industrial applications of television. Once you
master an area of electronics, the
direction you take is really up to you.
And you'll be able to use the test
instruments you built yourself.
It all begins at home, with NTS
Project Method Training. Check card
or coupon today lot free full -color
NTS Catalog and complete -details.
No obligation. No salesman will call.
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NTS COLOR AND B&W TV
SERVICING

NTS AUDIO

ELECTRONICS SERVICING

Build the largest most advanced color
TV made! It's a Heath! Over-all
solidstate design, 315 sq. in. ultra -rectangular

screen, 24 channel detent UHF/VHF
power tuning, matrix picture tube. built-

in self -servicing features, "Instant On,"

A,F,T., solid-state VHF tuner, and much
more! This is a commercial set, the kind
you'll encounter in the field
and not
for training purposes only. Also build and
keep AM -SW Radio. Solid -State Radio,
FET Volt -Ohmmeter, and Electronic Tube
Tester. Learn trouble -shooting. stereo
multiplex systems, radio, color and B&W
TV servicing.

-

Solid-state Heath Stereo
Receiver and Speakers

Solid-state
B&W TV
74 sq. in.

Learn
home
up a
about

picture
(cabinet
included)
.

Learn advanced solid-state circuitry as
you build this B&W TV receiver. Course
covers the full range of home entertainment electronics.

-

sound theory
how it works in
radio, 4 -channel, and more! Set
spectacular music system. Learn
sound distortion, amplification and
control, loud -speaker baffles, problems
of system installation, etc. Included is

Volt -Ohmmeter. In -Circuit Transistor
Tester and solid-state Radio. Prepare
yourself for great opportunities in the
Home Entertainment Industry!
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`315 sq. in. color TV

-

NTS ELECTRONIC

COMMUNICATIONS
Gain the prestige and earning power of
owning an FCC First Class Radio Telephone License! Two exciting courses in
the fields of transmitting and receiving.
Experiment with au amateur phone 6 meter VHF transceiver, NTS exclusive
6 -transistor solid-state radio and a fully

transistorized volt-chmmeter.

5 -watt AM

transmitter/
receiver.

s
/

Systems automation is the future of the
and you can play an important
Industry
role! Enter the age of electronic controls
a
by training on the NTS Electro -Lab
complete workshop. Also
receive a Solid State
5" wide -band prolessionally rated Oscilloscope. Build five
industrial controls to
regulate motor speed,
temperatures, pressure. liquid level and
much more.

Please rush Free Color;
Catalog and Sample
Lesson, plus intor?nation on course

-

checked below. No
obligation. No salesman will call.
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Resident

&

Home Study Schools

World -Wide Training Since 1905
4000 S. Figueroa Sí.,1.05 Angeles, CA 90037
Master Course In Color TV Servicing
Color TV Servicing (For Advanced

Technicians)

L Master Course In B&W TV & Radio
Servicing
Course in Electronic
o Master
Communication
Practical Radio Servicing

Oscilloscope

FCC License Course
Master Course in Electronics

CLASSROOM TRAINING
AT LOS ANGELES
You can take classroom training at Los
Angeles in sunny Southern California.
NTS occupies a city block with over a
million dollars in facilities devoted exclusively to tecinical training. Check box
in coupon.

APPROVED FOR VETERANS
Accredited Member: National Association of Trade and Technical Schools:

Ms raaoE

«ecvñc.rés;
i

National Technical Schools

5" Solid State

National Home Study Council.

OCTOBER 1972

Resident a Home Study Schools
World -Wide Training Since 1905
4000 S. Figueroa Si.. Los Angeles, CA 90037

INDUSTRIAL
ELECTRONICS

-

SCHOOLS

NATIONAL

NTS AUTOMATION/

Build and operate the exclusive NTS
Compu-Trainer! Loaded with integrated
circuits, it teaches you the how, what,
taster, more
and why of computers
thoroughly. You perform all wiring and
patch -cording. No shortcuts! No pre wired circuit boards. Also receive an
FET Volt -Ohmmeter and a 5" wide -band
Solid State Oscilloscope.

y

The exclusi<hts
NTS CómpuTraiñér

New solid-state

NTS COMPUTER
ELECTRONICS

il

`

1

Technology
Automation & Industrial Electronics
Computer Electronics
Basic Electronics
Audio Electronics Servicing Dept.
205-102
Name

Age

Address

Zip
State
City
Check if interested in Veteran Training
under new G.I. bill.
Check it interested ONLY in Classroom
Training at Los Angeles.
L
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Product
Test Reports
RECTILINEAR III LOWBOY SPEAKER SYSTEM
(A Hirsch -Houck Lab Report)

Rectilinear III Lowboy is a restyled
of the Rectilinear III speaker
system which has been on the market for
several Years now. Since the original and
Lowboy versions of this system use the same
drivels and have the same interior volumes,
they sound and perform exact y alike.
The Lowboy is a four-way syste n which
contains a total of six cone -type drivers.
The 12 -in. woofer which operates in a
ducted -port enclosure crosses over at a (i
d13/ octave rate at 500 Hz to a 5 -in. midrange driver located in a separate sealed
compartment. This small 5 -in. speaker which
operates at frequencies up to 3000 l:lz actually radiates most of the vitally important
midrange sound.
At 3000 IIz, there is another 6 dB/octave
crossover to a group of four tweeters arranged in a rectangular pattern on the upper half of the speaker board. Two of these
drivers have 21 -in. cones; the other two
have 2 -in. cones. Although the tweeter
group does not contain a crossover network,
the larger drivers operate most effectively
at frequencies up to 11,000 Hz, while the
smaller drivers continue to operate to the
highest audio frequencies.

THE
version

Frequency Response. Controls on the
rear of the enclosure can be used to adjust
the levels of the tweeter array and the midrange driver as desired. In our live -room
frequency response measurements. we found
that the flattest response was achieved with
both controls set at maximum. The response
was uniform within ±4 dB from 32 Hz
to 15,000 Hz except for a slight increase in
output at about 60-70 I-Iz (which may have
been a property of the test room and measurement setup). The indicated "normal"
control settings reduced the output by about
3 dB beyond 2000 Hz.
78

The speaker system is relatively inefficient. \Ve had to drive it at a 10 -watt level
when measuring low-frequency distortion
in order to overcome ambient room noise
and system hum pickup. Even at this rather
high level, though, the distortion was very
low; typically 2.0 percent or less above 40
IIz, 5.0 percent at :36 Hz, and 10 percent at
31 Hz. The tone -burst response, an indication of transient response, was very good at
almost all frequencies, although at about
70,000 Hz there were interference effects between the multiple drivers that made
reliable tone -burst photos difficult to obtain.
The electrical impedance of the system
was very uniform over the frill audio
range. It measured between 10 and 20 ohms
between 20 and 10,000 Hz. At 20,000 fiz,
it fell to the rated 8 ohms.
Listening Performance. In a simulated
live -versus -recorded listening comparison,
the Rectilinear III was able to imitate our
reference "live" music source with excellent
POPULAR ELECTRONICS Including Electronics World
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The magnificent Seven

-.'

We've been hearing unsolicited rare reviews from soundmen across the
country concerning our seven ingeniously versatile problem-solving audio
control components (1) M68 Microphone Mixer, vanguard of the low-cost,
high-performance portable mixers; (2) M68-RM Mixer, with built-in reverb
for vocalists and special effects; (3) M67 Mixer, the trail -blazing low-cost
professional mixer; (4) M63 Audio Control Center, that gives you variable
response shaping; (5) M62V Level-Loc, the audio level controller that automatically limits output level; (6) M688 Stereo Mixer, made to order for stereo
recording and audio-visual work; and finally, (7) M675 Broadcast Production
Master, that teams up with our M67 to give a complete broadcast production
console (with cuing) for under $325. Write for the new Shure Circuitry catalog
that shows them all:

HVR
FAIS
4

Shure Brothers Inc.
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, III. 60204
CIRCLE NO. 35 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Transient response is shown by reaction to tone bursts (lower right) at 2 kHz and 10 kHz.
accuracy. In particular, the highest freThe Rectilinear III Lowboy has an atquencies were radiated with the proper lev- tractive oiled-walnut enclosure and a pleasels (a feature rarely found in most speaker
ant fretwork wood grille. Measuring 28"
systems) and with good dispersion. \Ve
X 22" x 121" and weighing 65 pounds, the
would rate this speaker system among the Lowboy sells for $ 299. The standard verbest we have tested with this very sensi- sion is slightly narrower and taller than the
tive indicator of overall fidelity.
Lowboy and sells for $279.
Circle No. 65 on Reader Service Card
ROTEL MODEL RA -610 STEREO AMPLIFIER
(A Hirsch -Houck Lab Report)

Model RA -610 integrated
amplifier offers most of the operating flexibility and performance found in
the most expensive control amplifiers but at
the modest price of only $179.95.
At first glance, the control panel. of the
RA -610 is deceptively simple and uncluttered. There are three clearly marked knobs
which are used to select the operating mode
(normal and reversed stereo, either left or
right input through both outputs, or the
sum of both inputs through both outputs for
mono listening), balance, and volume. Located to the right of these knobs are the
tone controls, four vertical slider -type potentiometers which provide individual -channel control. Each slider pot has a slight de tent for center set.
At the right of the front panel is the input
selector which offers a choice of two magnetic phono inputs, tuner, and two addition-

THE
stereo

80

Hotel

''

3
i)
Lx

al high-level AUX

inputs. The two phono
inputs differ only in their impedances-50,000 ohms (for most magnetic cartridges)
and 100,000 ohms.
A row of eight pushbutton switches along
the bottom of the front panel controls other
functions. There are two pairs of speaker
outputs, each of which is switched in and
out by its own pushbutton. A muting control button drops the amplifier's gain by 20
d13 when activated (normal volume control
settings are not disturbed when the muting
network is switched in). There are separate
high- and low-cut filters, a loudness
compensation network, tape monitoring
POPULAR ELECTRONICS Including Electronics World

function, and TONE DEFEAT-all pushbutton operated.
On the rear apron of the amplifier are located all the input jacks, tape recorder inputs and outputs (paralleled by a DiN-type
connector), and separate preamplifier output/power amplifier input jacks. This last
feature, found on an increasing number of
quality amplifiers and receivers, is especially
convenient for adding such accessories as
a 4 -channel decoder, active equalizer, or
electronic crossover to a hi-fi system since
it does not displace the normal tape monitoring function. juniper plugs join the preamplifier to the power amplifier for normal
operation.
The RA -610 amplifier also has individual speaker and line fuses and one switched
ac outlet. The speaker connections are the
easy -to -use spring -loaded type.
The power amplifiers of the receiver are
direct -coupled to the speakers with balanced positive and negative power supplies.
The amplifier is rated to deliver 32 watts/
channel into 8 -ohm loads with less than
0.1 percent i\I and harmonic distortion.
Laboratory Measurements. On our test
bench, the RA -610's harmonic distortion
was only 0.075 percent at 1000 Hz and a
power level of 1 watt (below the noise
level at lower outputs). It dropped to
between 0.05 and 0.06 percent at power
outputs between 3 and 30 watts/channel
with both channels driven into 8 -ohm
loads. Clipping occurred at about 30 watts,
and I\1 distortion was between 0.3 and 0.5
percent n- outputs between 0.1 and 30
watts. \Vith 4 -ohm loads, the output clipped
at 3(3.6 watts, and with 16 -ohm loads the
maximum measured power was 19.7 watts/
channel. It appears that the figure of 32
watts/channel that Rotel uses to rate this
amplifier is either very slightly optimistic or.
more likely, is based on only one channel
being driven.
We measured the harmonic distortion
throughout the audio frequency range at
:30 watts/channel, finding that it was below
1.0 percent from 75 Hz to 5000 Hz, rose to
6.0 percent at 20 lIz, and 'vas almost 10
percent at 20,000 Hz. This does not mean,
however, that the amplifier has excessive
distortion. On the contrary, what it does
mean is that 30 watts/channe is not a realistic power rating with both channels driven.
At half power (15 watts/channel), the distortion was between 0.05 and 0.10 per -

RADIO DATA BOOKS
INVENTORY CLEARANCE

$10.00 each
Originally Sold for 2.5-3.5 Times More

WHILE SUPPLY LASTS...
Contains All FCC Radio License Data Including
Call Signs, Frequency, Licensee Nan -re & Address,
Type and Number of Radios, Location, etc.

EXCELLENT DATA FOR MONITORING USE.

Fire (April '70)
Police (March '71)
Locál Government (Feb. '71)

Highway Maintenance/
Forestry Conservation (March

Taxi/Auto Emergency (May '71)
Business -Low Band (July '71)
Business -Hi Band (July '71)
Business -450 MHz & Up (July '71)
Send money order or check lo:

ACTION RADIO INFORMATION
Lebanon, New Jersey 08833
(Add $1.00 per book for handling and postage)
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Your
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ELECTRONICS
ENGINEERING
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through HOME STUDY
HIGHLY EFFECTIVE HOME STUDY COURSES IN:
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

ELEC rRONICs ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS
Earn your Associate in Science Degree in Electronics
Engineering and upgrade your statics and pay to the

engineering level. Complete college level courses
in Electronics Engineering. We're a forward looking school. Outstanding lesson material-thorough
and easy to understand. Engineering taught on the
basis of application and understanding rather than
on the basis of memorization. Up to date in every
respect. Acquire the knowledge and ability that
means the difference between a low paying technician job and a high paying engineering position.
Low tuition cost with low monthly payments. Free
engineering placement service fur our graduates.
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cent over the entire 20-20,000 Hz range. At
The amplifier req tired 68 mV at the
3 watts/channel, a more
common listening high-level inputs and 1.2 mV
at the phono
level, it was about 0.15 percent below 500
inputs for a 10 -watt output. The correspondHz and typically 0.05-0.08 percent above
ing noise levels were -75.5 dB and -72
1000 IIz.
dB, both very good and well be ow audiThe tone controls had good character- bility.
Phono overload occurred at 85 mV,
istics. The loudness compensation boosted
a safe value for any good stereo
cartridge.
only the low frequencies to a maximum of
.dB at low volume control settings. The
Comments. The Botel Model RA -610 infi.ters had a very gradual cutoff and did
tegrated
amplifier offers an attractive comnot attain titer rated 6 d13/octave
slope
within the 20 -23,000 -Hz range. When both bination of control features and performance at a moderate price. Other high filters were switched in, the midrange
quality amplifiers with similar operating
volume dropped by 4 d13 and the 3-elB re- features
usually cost considerably more. At
sponse points fell at 100 Hz and 5000 IIz.
power outputs up to perhaps 25 watts/
The frequency response with the tone conchannel, the RA -610 compares very favortrols bypassed was flat to within 0.5
d13
ably with the best amplifiers.
overall trot) 20 Hz to 20,000 Ilz. The RIAA
The unit is unusually compact for an
phono equalization was accurate to within
amplifier of this power rating; it measures
-*0.8 dB from 30 IIz to 15,001) Ilz.
161.1" wide, 41" high, anti 8%"
deep.
I

I

Circle No. 66 on Reader Service Card.

KOSS MODEL K2+2 QUADRAPHONIC
HEADPHONES
(A Hirsch -Houck Lab Report)

F OUR -CI ] A\ N EL

headphones would appear to be the creation of a jokester
or cartoonist, conjuring up a picture of a
two -headed audiophile. Nevertheless, they
are quite real, as evidenced by the new
Koss Model K2 q- 2 "Quadraphones." Each
earcup of the K2
2 contains two separate
dvntunic driver elements which are displaced toward the front and rear of the
earcnps. The 10 -ft coil -cord supplied with
the phones terminates in two standard stereo phone plugs; one black for the front
channels, the other gray for the rear channels. As supplied, the plugs can be spaced
about 9 in. apart, but if the amplifiers front
and rear channel jacks are farther apart, a
On the left earcup is a switch which parpiece of tape joining the end of the cord can allels the
two drivers in each earcup for
he cut and the plugs separated farther.
normal stereo operation, driving them from
82
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the front (black) plug. In the QUAD position, the switch places the drivers in a setup
for 4 -channel reproduction. Each earcup
also contains a volume control for the front -

channel drivers, providing the listener with
a front -to-rear balance adjustment.
The phones are finished, for the most
part, in black. The earcups are fitted with
liquid -filled ear cushions which provide a
tight, comfortable seal. The headband is
padded with foam rubber, adding to listener comfort. The phones are relatively
heavy, weighing 26 oz, less cord. Supplied
in a sturdy plastic storage carrying case, the
K2 + 2 phones are list priced at $85.00.
Lab Measurements.

The frequency re-

sponse of the phones was measured with
the front and rear channel drivers parallelconnected for normal stereo operation. We
used a flat "coupler" with a flush -mounted
microphone and one -pound weight pressing
the earcup to the coupler's surface.
The bass response of the phones was exceptionally powerful and was maintained
down to 20 Hz with no sign of drop-off.
Overall smoothness was considerably better
than average for dynamic phones up to
about 7000 Hz, beyond which the output

fell off sharply. We made separate measurements on the front and rear drivers in the
4 -channel mode. The two sections had similar characteristics at frequencies below 400
Hz, but at the higher frequencies, the output of the rear channel was down 5 to 8
dB relative to the front.
The tone -burst response was outstanding
over the effective frequency range of the
phones. Bursts were reproduced in essentially perfect form up to about 7000 Hz.
The phones delivered an acoustic sound
pressure level (SPL) of 106 dB with 1.0
percent harmonic distortion at 1000 Hz, requiring a drive of 12.3 volts. With a test
signal consisting of an octave of midband
random noise, we found that 300 mW was
needed to develop a 100 -dB SPL. The isolation from external noise was eery good.
Each earpiece had an impedance of 200
ohms which was quite flat over the entire
audio range. In the stereo mode, with earpieces parallel -connected, the impedance
was 100 ohms.

Comments. Compared to other good quality dynamic phones, the K2 + 2's have
very low efficiency. These phones take 10
to 100 times more power to provide the

SAVE MONEY!

A Delta Mark Ten Capacitive Discharge Ignition
(CDI) System On Your Car Slashes Maintenance

Costs And Increases Performance.
Put a Mark Ten on your car and save by eliminating 3 out of 4 tune-ups. Save as gasoline mileage
increases (up to 20%). The Mark Ten CDI system
also extends spark plug life, promotes more complete combustion and assures instant starts in all
weather. It operates on any 6 or 12 volt negative or
positive ground system.
The Mark Ten B affords additional money saving advantages by drastically reducing combustion
contaminants and restoring power lost by the use
of smog control devices. Equipped with handy
switch for instant return to standard ignition, the
Mark Ten B works with ANY 12 volt negative ground
engine. Both systems install in ten minutes without rewiring.
Order your Mark Ten or Mark Ten B today. Save
money while you enjoy low maintenace and increased performance.
Mark Ten (Assembled) $44.95 ppd.
Mark Ten B $59.95 ppd.
Mark Ten (Deltakit) $29.95 ppd.
(Kits available in 12 volt only,
positive or negative ground)

(12 volt negative ground only)

Superior Products at Sensible Prices

Dept. PE

DELTA PRODUCTS, INC.
GRAND .,UNCTION. COLORADO 81501
PHONE: (303) 242-9000
P.O. BOX 1147

Please send me literature immediately:
Enclosed is $
Ship ppd.
Ship C.O.D.
Mark Ten B @ $59.95 ppd.
Please send:
_Standard Mark Ten (Assembled) @ $44.95 ppd.
Positive Ground
Neg.
Only
Ground
6 Volt:
Negative Ground
Volt: Specify
Standard Mark Ten (Deltakits) @ $29.95 ppd.
(12 Volt Positive Or Negative Ground Only)
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same SPL as most other phones we have
tested. But this should pose no real problem with any amplifier rated at 15 watts or
more per channel. Also, although the output
at 1.0 percent distortion is somewhat lower
than that of most other phones, it is still
well over 100 dB and should be loud enough
for most purposes.
In listening tests, as a standard stereo
headphone, the K2 + 2 had the potent bass
suggested by its response curve. \Ve listened to these phones critically, comparing
them to the Koss Model PRO -4A A's, one of
the best dynamic phones available and one
which closely resembles the K2 + 2 in size,
weight, and general construction. The PRO4AA definitely had a better high -end response, although its lows and midrange were
quite similar to those of the K2 + 2. \Ve
would not describe the K2 + 2 as being defic.ent in highs, but we feel that a critical
comparison against the same manufacturer's
top stereo phones should be informative.
Obviously, one would not buy the more
expensive K2 + 2 phones unless 4 -channel
listening was planned. Therefore, we listened to a wide variety of matrixed quadraphonic material and some ordinary stereo
programs, using both the Sansui OR -6500
and Lafayette LR-440 4 -channel receivers.

Both models have matrix decoding circuits
and the separate front/rear headphone jacks
necessary for driving the new phones.
Can a true 4 -channel effect be obtained
with the K2 + 2 phones? Frankly, we are
not sure. Often, there is a difference between the stereo and 4 -channel modes of the
K2 + 2's, but the subjective effect in no way
resembles that obtained with speaker systems. \Vith some sharply separated material,
such as electronic music, there is a distinct sense of four directions. But-to us,
at least-the "rear" channels seemed to
come from below listening level. \Vith 2 channel programs, even when processed by
the matrix decoder for ambiance recovery,
the difference between the two operating
modes of the phones was usually negligible.
Unfortunately, we (lid not have a suitable
source of discrete 4 -channel program material available; possibly the inherently
greater separation of such programs would
be more apparent through the K2 + 2
phones.
Summarizing, the Koss K2 + 2 is a well-

built, good-qualit\ stereo headphone that is
-potentially, at least-able to exploit some
of the unique characteristics of 4 -channel
sound while retaining full usefulness for 2 channel stereo listening.
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ELECTRA BEARCAT III MONITOR RECEIVER
(A Hirsch -Houck Lab Report)
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radio subscribers which include

MOBILE
police and

fire departments, taxi com-

panies, etc., are the major users of the 3050 -MHz, 150-174-MI-Iz, and 450 -470 -MHz
Public Service/ Business bands. In many urban areas, dozens of PS13 channels are in
regular use. Simple crystal -controlled F\I
receivers are adequate when you are interested in monitoring only a specific channel.
However, where it is necessary to monitor
a number of channels, automatic scanning
84

monitors are the on y practical receivers to
use. Scanning monitors can be adjusted to
scan a number of preselected frequencies
rapidly and lock on to any channel on which
a signal appears, while audio squelch circuits silence the receiver's output when no
signal is present.
The Electra Bearcat III Model BC-3L/ II,
retailing for $1:39.95, is a compact automatic scanning FM monitor receiver. \leasuring only 9" x 63 " x 3%" and weighing
just 5 lbs., the Bearcat III features a built-in
5" x 3" oval speaker. Power for the receiver can be supplied by any I17 -volt ac
source through its built-in ac power supply, or from any 12 -volt dc, negative-ground
mobile electrical system. Also supplied with
the receiver is a mobile mounting bracket.
An external antenna, rated at between
50 and 75 ohms impedance can be plugged
into a standard connector located on the
rear of the receiver. However, in many
fixed locations, satisfactory reception can be
obtained with a short antenna which screws
POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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into the top of the receiver and telescopes
to 21".
III
On the front panel of the Bearcat
are eight red slide switches which are used
for activating any or all eight of the preset
crystal -controlled channels. The receiver
scans at a rate of approximately 25 channels/
second. Small light -emitting diode illuminators over each switch glow red when each
channel is being scanned or received. \Vhen
that
a signal is received, the LED for
transmission
the
until
channel remains lit

FROM KIT TO CAR
IN 80 MINUTES!
Electronic Ignition is "in". Update your car
re.
with the TOPS in power, efficiency anddisthe TIGER SST capacitive
liability
charge ignition (CD).

-

ends.

A three -position lever switch below the
channel selectors establishes the operating
mode for the receiver. In the upper position, the receiver automatically scans the
channels. In the center position, reception
is fixed on one channel. The lower position
is spring-loaded; momentarily pushing down
the switch allows the tuning to advance to
the next channel.
A standard phono jack located on the
rear of the receiver supplies an external
8 -ohm speaker. With the external speaker
plugged in, the built-in speaker is disabled.
Niost of the inside of the receiver is
occupied by a single printed circuit hoard
assembly onto which one or two r -f frontend modules can be plugged. Separate modules are available for the three basic low,
high, and ultra -high frequency bands. Up to
eight crystals (available at 55.00 each), in
miniature i IC- 18/U holders, can be plugged
into the top of the PC assembly.
The front-end modules utilize field-effect
transistor r -f amplifiers and mixer and are
equipped with diode protection networks to
guard against high r -f signal levels. All
integrated circuit i -f amplifier is followed by
two quartz crystal filter elements and a
second IC which is used for gain, limiting.
and detection. A single IC provides a
audio amplification.
The scanning and LED circuits employ
three more IC's and several transistors. A
novel narrow-band arc system "pulls" the
frequency of each crystal in the oscillator
slightly to match the frequency of the received signal. This is an important consideration with the narrow i -f and discriminator bandwidth in this receiver.
I

Laboratory Tests. The Electra Bearcat
easily surpassed its sensitivity specifications
in our laboratory tests. It is rated to provide
a readable output tvith a 0.25-µ\r input
signal deviated 5 kHz, and a 10 -dB signal OCTOBER 1972

The TIGER delivers everything other CD's
and more: quicker starting, more
promise
power, more gas mileage, tune-ups eliminated
filet me plugs and paints, reduced repairs

-

and pollution.
in
The TIGER can be built and installed is
your car in 80 minutes. The TIGER
incorrect
or
in
construction
unique! Errors
the
installation will not harm the TIGER of
engine. The TIGER will nor aaerate under

either condition.
The TIGER comes with a switch for TIGER
or standard ignition for 12V negative ground

only.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
or Money Back.

-

Assembled $39.95
SimpliKit $29.95
POST PAID
WE ACCEPT:

Mastercharge or BankAmericard.
Send check or money order with order to:

TStar Corporation
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Grand Junction, Colorado 81501
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IT'S EASY TO ASSEMBLE
A SOMBER ORGAN THEATRE
ORGAN

*$1730
'Includes finished
walnut console.
Amplifier speaker
system, optional
accessories extra.
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Only $1256

if you build your

wog

i

own console.

for less than
You couldn't touch an organ like this in a store
with this
$3500-and there hasn't been a musical instrument
the days
since
voices
Organ
vast variety of genuine Theatre

grandeur of
of the silent movies! If you've dreamed of the
find
authentic big-organ sound in your own home,oryounowon't
kit.
anywhere-kit
instrument
more
satisfying
a
Schober
from
it,
build
You can learn to play it. And you can
Kits, world famous for ease of assembly without the slightest
knowledge of electronics or music. Highest praise from
musicians everywhere.
Schober
Send right now for your copy of the full -color
Organ
catalog, containing specifications of the five Schober
models, beginning at $499.50.

éOrgan

Corp., Dept. PE -45
The e9G
43 West 61st Street, New York, N.Y. 10023
[] Please send me Schober Organ Catalog and free
7 -inch "sampler" record.
Q Enclosed please find $1.00 for 12 -inch L.P. record of
Schober Organ music.
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to -noise ratio with a 0.7-µV signal. Sensitivities on the uhf band (not included in

our test unit) are slightly tower. We measured a 10-db S/ N ratio at 0.25 µV, 24 dB
at 0.7 µV, and full quieting (35 -dB
S/N)
at 3 tt.V. The residual "noise" was largely
power supply hum, not audible through the
receiver's audio system.
The FM distortion of the 5-kHz deviation (400 Hz) signal was 5.6 percent, reducing to 1.7 percent at 2 -kHz deviation and
increasing to 6.2 percent at 6.5 -kHz deviation. The maximum continuous output power, with an external 8 -ohm load, was 1
watt; the 3 -watt rating applies only to shortterm transients of less than 15 milliseconds.
The frequency response rolled off at 6

dB/octave below 100 Hz and above 500 Hz.
The latter was evidently the receiver's builtin standard deemphasis since there was no
lack of highs in the received audio. The
squelch could be set to trigger on signals
as weak as 0.15 p.V, while at minimum
sensitivity a 1600-µV signal was needed to
turn on the receiver.
The Bearcat III performed very well in

actual operation. Using only the huilt-in
telescoping antenna in a suburban basement
location, we received numerous police and
fire department stations up to 30 miles away.
One of the channels in our test receiver
was 162.55 \IHz, on which we received a
strong signal from the Weather Service
transmitter located 25 miles away.
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HEATHKIT MODEL CO -1015 IGNITION ANALYZER

A UTOMOTIVE mechanics have in the

past used such electronic devices as
continuity testers and stroboscopic timing
lights to diagnose automotive problems.
Now, however, the professional and "weekend" mechanic has access to a high degree of
diagnostic sophistication with Heatltkit's new
.\ lode! CO -101.5 solid-state ignition analyzer
which sells for $129.95 in kit form.
The ignition analyzer is an oscilloscope type instrument which is equally at home in
a diagnostic center and on the road. (For
on -the -road use, Heath thoughtfully offers
their optional $24.9.5 Model COA-101.5-1
power inverter kit which, when assembled,
mounts on the rear of the analyzer.)
The CO -1015 is so versatile an instrument that it is a virtual diagnostic center all
by itself. It can be used y. ith any standard
or capacitive-discharge ignition system to
check for shorted spark plugs, defective wiring, worn distributor parts, and incorrect
dwell time. All of these tests call be performed on virtually any 3-, 4-, 6-, or 8 cylinder engine. In addition, the analyzer
has a built-in meter -type tachometer which
allows the user to make carburetor adjustments at the same time he is checking the

ignition system.
The physical layout of the analyzer is
simple and straightforward. The scope CRT
occupies the entire left side of the front
panel while the right side is given over to
the controls, meter movement, and test
cable connector.
To the left of the tach meter movement
is the power switch. To the right is
the
86
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tacit range selector; in HI, the meter indicates from 0 to 5000 rpm and in LO,
from 0 to 1000 rpm. Below the power switch
is the dual -function horizontal position control which, when pulled out, puts the CRT
display in the "parade" or sequential mode.
Below the tach range selector is the horizontal expansion control which is operated
either in or out, depending on whether an
8- or a 6 -cylinder engine is being tested.
A five -position function selector switch is
located in the center of the front panel.
This switch is used for displaying on the
CRT screen the primary and secondary patterns for either standard or Cll-type ignition systems. The center (CAL) position
puts onto the screen a sine wave which is
used for calibrating the display prior to
testing the ignition system.
Assembly. Thanks to a well -written and
illustrated assembly manual and neat interior
POPULAR ELECTRONICS Including Electronics World

layout, the CO -1015 kit went together in

CONTROLLED

less than ten hours. Once it was assembled,

we connected the ignition analyzer to the
appropriate points under the hood. using
the information supplied in the manual to
guide us. Incidentally, Ileath supplies two
extra manuals with the kit. One is a condensed version of a section in the assembly
manual which illustrates all the y, aveforms
likely to he encountered and explains exactly
what is going on in both standard and CD
ignition systems. The other covers complete
engine data for vehicles up to 1971.
After locating the data for our test car in
one of the manimis. \ve made the engine
hookups as described. After allowing the
analyzer to warm up and settle down. we
had a look at the operation of the ignition
system. \Ve checked the pulses at both the
primary and secondary sides of the coil.
To do this, we first put the CO -1015 into
the parade mode where all cylinder waveforms are displayed individually in a row.
\\ e noticed that one cylinder had a somewhat different waveform from that of the
others. On the "superimposed" pattern,
where all waveforms are displayed one atop
the other, the seven good cylinders were
reasonably alike, but the eighth, as might
have been expected, was considerably
different. Using the waveforms supplied
in the manual to check this condition out,
we determined that the maverick cylinder
waveform was due to a bad sparkplug. Replacing this plug eliminated the problem.
\Ve then checked the dwell which indicated that a small correction had to be made
to the distributor. This change made the
engine run a bit more smoothly.
Road Tests. A road test showed some-

what better performance than we had been
getting. \\'e then adjusted carburetion to obtain the suggested idling rpm for the engine
in our make and model car.
Coupling the CO -1015 with a knowledge
of the carburetion system of an engine
gi\ es the user a do-it -himself version of an
electronic service center. For many car owners, having the CO -1015 on hand to check
out and touch up their engines periodically
could mean better performance, perhaps
better gas mileage, and longer life for their
"wheels." For the one- or two -mats garage,
the analyzer means more satisfied customers
and a better ignition tuneop than anyone
can do by eve or ear.
Circle No. 69 on Reader Service Cord
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1000 Crystal Drive
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MAC'S SERVICE SHOP

Electronics and
Car Thievery
By john T. Frye. W9EGV. KHD4167
T WAS just nine o'clock when Mac
heard
the front door screen of the shop slam
and looked up to see a puffing Barney com-

you simply can't hook onto a handle. By
this time Uncle \Villard, spurred on by Aunt
Virginia's needling, vas all for taking .a ball peen hammer to a window glass, but I hated
to see him do that to his brand new car;
so I suggested we call the police and see
if they could help.
"The desk sergeant was very sympathetic
to our plight and said he would send someone out. It took a little while for the squad
car to get there, but the two officers who
came were very nice. They assured Aunt
Virginia that Uncle \Villard was not the
first man-or woman-who locked the keys
up in the car, and they admired his little
business with the locking knobs. They had
a whole mess of special car keys available
to police departments, and they started trying them in the lock. It took a while. bit
eventually they found one that opened the
door.
"\Vhile they were doing this, they gave
us some very interesting statistics on car
thefts in this country. Almost a million automobiles, or one out of every hundred registered automobiles, were stolen last year.
That is twice as many as were stolen just
six years ago. From 196'0 to 1970. theft of
accessories rose 69% while the theft of articles, other than accessories, from automobiles rose 131%. I'll bet that when we get
the figures for 1972 we'll find the theft of
tape recorders has boosted one of those
figures tremendously."
"Maybe that increase comes from there
just being more cars."
"I suggested that, but the police say no.

ing through the service department door.
"Sorry I'm late, Boss " the redheaded
youth apologized, scrambling into his shop
coat. "1 had a problem."
"I'm sure you did," Mac said sarcastically,
"but let's hear about it."
"\Iv uncle and aunt from Arizona stopped
to see us yesterday on their way home from
the East Coast. and we persuaded them to
stay all night, although they were in a hurry
to get home. \Ve fed them a good breakfast
at seven, and then I helped carry their luggage out to the car parked at the curb.
That's when Uncle \Villard discovered the
only car keys were still in the ignition switch
and all the doors had been carefully locked
last night!"
"I'm sure you've solved that problem before with a coat -hanger shoved through the
crack between the glass and the weatherstrip and used to lilt the door locking knob."
"Yeah, that was my first thought, too;
but I've got news for von: Uncle \Villard
had carefully unscrewed all those little
knobs and had them in his pocket. That's
his secret weapon, of which he's very pr" 'd,
for foiling amateur car thieves. Every night,
before locking tip the car, lie unscrews all
those little knobs and takes them into the
motel with him."
"Hey, that's kind of clever! \Vhat did you
do then?"
"\\'ell, it wasn't easy to think with Aunt
Virginia really psyching out poor Uncle \Vil lard. I fiddled around with a piece of piano The increase in car thefts over the ten year
wire fer a vvhile, trying to get hold of a
period was four times greater than either
door handle, but that was n dice. On that
the increase in car registration or the incar the padded arm rests project out so far crease in population of the 15-24 year old
>
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age group-the group, incidentally, that accounts for the majority of car thefts. The
rate of car thefts is much greater in large
cities, where 1,117 thefts per 100,000 population occurred in 1970. This compares with
288 suburban and 71 rural thefts per 100,000 population. However, `perceutagewise,'
the recent increase in suburban car thefts
is mach greater than in the cities; so maybe we're going to catch up."
"I -low are the police doing with these
thieves?"
"Not so hot. 77,448 cars were stolen in
New York City in 1968, and 7166 arrests
for car theft were made. 94.835 cars were
stolen in 1970, and only 6,539 arrests were
made. This is not too surprising since most
thefts occur in residential sections at night
with no witnesses. Incidentally, the thefts
peak up in the fall, with October being the
worst month. While eventually 84% of the
stolen cars are recovered, they are often
abandoned only after being stripped,
wrecked, or mechanically abused. It seems
to me," Barney concluded, "that electronics
should be doing more than it is to help with
this problem."
"I agree," Mac said. "There's more to
it than just the money loss of the stolen
cars. A car stolen for a joy ride is often
the first step a youngster takes towards a
life of crime. A 1970 survey showed 77%
of those arrested for auto theft were under
21, and over 400 cars were stolen by children under 10! It's estimated the drip er of
a stolen car is 200 times more likely to have
a traffic accident than is a person driving
his own car, and one out of every 90 traffic
deaths involve a stolen car. A stolen car is
often an instrument in other crimes. in fact,
auto crime now makes up one -fifth of all
crime committed in the U.S."
"Hey, you've been talking to the police,
too!"
"No, I've just been doing some reading
so I can pressure my state legislator into
passing a no-fault auto insurance bill. I'm
sick of paving constantly climbing insurance
premiums.
"lint I think the auto industry has a responsibility in this area that it has only recently made much effort to meet. It introduced the steering column lock on 1970
models; and now the theft of one, two, and
three Year old models is dropping off while
the theft of older cars is climbing. Unfortunately, these newer cars are being harder
hit by professional thieves who take spare
90

tires, batteries, radiators, alternators, and
other items from the trunk or engine compartment. If they can't steal the whole car,
they just take parts.
"Norse yet, assault is climbing. If the
thief can't steal the car without a key, he
tries to take the key away from the owner.
So what we need is a system that will protect against theft of the car as a whole,
theft of items in the trunk and beneath the
hood, and assault against the passenger inside the car.
"Probably the auto industry feels that
security doesn't sell any better than safety.
That explains why, until very recently, all
electronic anti -theft devices on cars were
developed in the `after -market.' By that I
mean they were add-on devices designed
and marketed by people entirely outside the
auto industry. I well remember the first such
device i saw. Doc Eberts, the druggist, had
it on his new Packard. It consisted of a
little copper ring surrounding a metallic
pendulum mounted up under the dash. The
ring could be adjusted so the bottom of the
pendulum rested in its center. If anyone
tried to enter the car or even shook it, the
pendulum oscillated; and every time it
touched the ring the horn blew. The alarm
was armed and disarmed by a concealed
switch outside the car. This system, of
course, had several drawbacks: kids got
onto it and drove Doc nuts by jumping up
and down on the bumper to make the horn
blow; movement of the car by a strong
wind would sound the alarm; it was very
easy to forget to arm the alarm on leaving
the car or to disarm it before trying to

enter."
"Someone was trying, anyway," Barney
observed. "It's not easy to install anything
of that nature after the car is built. There's
no place to run wires where they won't be
seen. To get around this, some systems offered take advantage of existing wiring. For
example, at least two of them trigger an
alarm whenever there is a sudden slight drop
in battery voltage, such as occurs when an
opened door operates a courtesy light or
when the ignition or headlights are switched
on. A gradual decline in battery voltage,
such as normally occurs after the car has
been operated, will not set off the alarm. This
kind of device is easy to install on any car
because all you have to do is mount the
components and make a connection to the
electrical system."
"I know, but none of these add-on de POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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the door is locked with the key, and it is

vices seem to have very wide acceptance,"
\lac said. "Fortunately at least one auto
nuuntfacttu-er is offering a sophisticated
anti -theft system installed at the factory. I
refer to the new Chrysler Electronic Security Alarm system that will be available
on all standard size Chrysler -built cars starting in 1973. The system is built right into
the car's basic electrical system and reacts
with visual and audible alarm signals whenever the passenger, trunk, or engine compartment is forced open or there is an unauthorized attempt to start the car. Moreover,
the system serves as an occupant distress
alarm and provides instant protective locking. When an emergency button on the instrument panel is pushed, all doors are
instantly locked, the hood latch is blocked.
the horn starts pulse -type blowing, and the
headlights, tail lights, and front and rear
marker lights flash on and off. if the door,
trunk, or hood is forced open and then
closed, this alarm continues for three minutes before subsiding until another attempt
to enter is made. If the door is left ajar,
the alarm sounds until the battery rims
clown.
"The system is armed automatically when

the tape that
turned the
cassette into
a high-fidelity
medium

disarmed when the door is unlocked with
the key. Any bypassing of the ignition 'switch
so the motor is started without the key
starts the alarm sounding."
"flow does the system work?"
"It would not be advisable to go into detail about that, but I can tell von the heart
of the system is a well -concealed and protected control box equipped with power relays, intenrated circuits, transistors, resistors, and capacitors. This box receives a
message from any sensor. interprets the
message, decides which of several courses
of action is appropriate, and initiates that
action."
"Sounds like a pretty thoughtful piece of
engineering," Barney said, "and I imagine
other auto manufacturers are going to follow suit. Electronics has already slims
what it can do in the protection field for
the home and factory. It is high time the
auto industn turned to electronics for protecting their products from thieves. But I
never would have believed that Uncle Willard's locking up his car keys would have
furnished all this food for thought and
conversation!"

Until TDK developed gamma ferric oxide, cassette
recorders were fine for taping lectu-es, conferences, verbal
memos and fa-nily fun-but not for serious high fidelity.
TOK

Today you can
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, high -quality
stereo
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The new magnetic ox'd' used in'TDK Super Dynamic
formulations in such
' tape distinctively differs from stancard
important properties as coe-cive fcrce, hysteresis=loop
squareness, average particle lengti (only 0.4 micron!) and
,',particle width/length ratio. These add.up to meaningful
performance differences: response capability from 30 to
20,000 Hz, drastically reduced bac ground hiss, higher
output level, decreased distortion and expanded dynamic
range. In response alone, tlere's atiouf 4 to 10 db more
output in the region above -0,000 Hz-and this is
immediately evident on any cassede recorder, including
older types nDt designed for high performance. There's a
difference in clarity and crispnessyou can hear.
°

TDK SUPER DYNAMIC (SD) TAPE
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-

CORP.,
TDK ELECTRONICS
LONG ISLAND CITY, NEW YORK 111Ó3
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Available in C3OSD, C6OSD,. C9OSD and Cl2OSD length
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It tells you more than how much you make. It tells
you how far you've come. And if your paycheck
looks very much the same as it did last year, or the
year before, it simply means that you look very
much the same as you did last year and the year

Check over these RCA Institutes benefits:
as many as 21
You get Hands -On Training
kits in RCA's Master TV/Radio Servicing Pro-

-

gram.
You get RCA's unique "Autotext" method of
individual programmed instruction,
learning
the easy, faster, simplified way to learn!
You get the widest choice of electronics
courses and programs-everything from Basic
Electronics right up to Communications and

-

before.
But times change, and you should be changing
with them. Old dull jobs are disappearing. New exciting ones are being created. There are challenging fields that need electronics technicians...
careers such as computers, automation, television,
space electronics where the work is interesting
and the earnings are good.
RCA Institutes can get you started even if you've
had no previous training or experience because
RCA has developed a faster, easier way for you to
gain the skills and the knowledge you need for a
fascinating, rewarding electronics career. And you
don't have to quit work and go back to school. With
RCA Institutes Home Study Plan you can do both.
You set your own pace depending on your schedule.

e

Digital Electronics.
You get a choice of low-cost tuition plans!
Sounds great, and it is! For complete information,
without obligation, send in the attached postage
paid card... or return the coupon below. That will
say a lot about you.

Veterans: Train under new GI Bill. Accredited Member National Home Study Council. Licensed by
N.Y. State-courses of study and instructional facilities approved by the State Education Department.

RCA Institutes, Inc. is a Subsidiary of RCA Corporation

Institutes

Home Study Dept. 694-210-0
320 West 31st Street, New York, N.Y. 10001

Please rush me FREE illustrated catalog.
understand that am under no obligation.
I

I

Age

Name

(please print)

Address
State

City

Zip

Veterans: Check here
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Test Equipment
Scene
By Leslie Solomon, Technical Editor

solid-state
WHEN
duced, there was

devices were introan almost immediate
increase in the design and use of battery operated equipment. Convenient as this

trend has been, battery -operated solid-state
circuits still develop faults and it is not always advisable to use batteries to analyze
and correct circuit failures. After realizing
that the batteries used may be run down or
damaged by the short circuit that caused
the original trouble, most technicians look
for a power supply to use in testing.
Unfortunately, many of us think that
a power supply consists merely of a transformer, a rectifier and a couple of filter
capacitors. So what if the voltage is a little
above or below the required amount-power is power! In most cases, we don't even
know whether the home-made supply can
deliver the current needed; and, what is
worse, as the circuit under test demands
more current, the output voltage from the
makeshift supply drops drastically. Then
there are the power line variations which
can cause a power supply's output to wander considerably.
Obviously, what most of us need is a
power supply whose output voltage can be
set precisely with the assurance that it
will not wander with changes in load or

Power
Supplies
Power to the

-

Circuit
96

input. It should deliver enough current to
supply the circuit under test vet it should
not deliver an excessive current that could
"cook" faulty components and cause damage to PC boards.
Power Supply Specs. Here are sonic of
the important specifications that must be
considered when designing or choosing a
power supply. The first is the adjustable
voltage output; and you can get supplies
with variability from zero to 50 volts. ( For
vacuum tube circuits, supplies that go up
to 400 volts are available.) Nlany supplies
have switchable ranges for flexibility.
Approximately the same things can be
said about the current rating. Current ranges are available from about 100 mA to several amperes, or more. Of course, the flexibility and variability of the voltage and
current ratings determine the complexity
and, therefore, the price of the supply. If
you are considering buying a commercial (or kit-) power supply, don't skimp on
ranges and keep in mind future requirements for voltage and current. You can always crank a supply down; but making it
deliver more voltage or current presents
problems.
There are two types of regulation to be
considered in choosing a supply line and
load. Line regulation is specified as a percentage of the preset output voltage variation as a result of a certain amount of
change in the line voltage. For example,
line regulation stay be g'ven as "x% change
in output from 105 to 125 jolts ac input,"
or "x% change in output for x' change iii
line voltage." Obviously, the percentage
change in output as a result of input variations should be as low as possible.
Load regulation is specified in terms of
the amount of output ' oltage variation (as
a percentage of fall -load voltage) when
the load is varied from no load to full load.
POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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8 Sams Books to
update and broaden your
Electronics Skills

Three are newly revised editions .,. 5 are brand new this fall
all will be valuable additions to your library.
ABC'S

OF LASERS AND MASERS

(3rd Edition)
By Allan Lytel and Lawrence Buckmaater
The completely updated explanation and review of the development and applications of
lasers and masers In measurements, communications, rne.dical surgery, and industrial usages: 128 Pages; 51/2" a 81/2"; sollbound.
S3.50
No. 20863

99 WAYS TO IMPROVE YOUR SHORTWAVE
LISTENING (NEW)
By Len Buckwatter
A valuable source of information for both hobbyist and' experienced technician. Includes:
antennas and installation, receiver improvements, accessories, interference sources, trou-

bleshooting tips, listening techniques.
pages; 51/2" a 8V,"; soltbound.
No. 20911

144

53.95

101 QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ABOUT
AM, FM, & SSB (NEW)
By Leo G. Sands
Easy -to -understand Information about the three
basic modulation techniques and the various
types of transmission. Describes best uses,
technical aspects and limitations of each in a
O&A format. 96 pages; 51/2" x 81/2"; sollbound.
53.95
Na. 20919

NORTH AMERICAN RADIO -TV STATION
(BO Edition)
GUIDE
by Vane A. Jones
Lists nearly 10,000 a-m, fm and television staIIOns in the U.S., Canada, Mexico, and the
West indits. includeat power (day and night),

FM MULTIPLEXING FOR STEREO

sollbound.

No. 20910

antenna height, and time sharing. Arranged by
geographical location, frequency (or channel),
and call letters. 160 pages; 51/2" e 81/2";

ABC'S

OF

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS

.
(NEW)
By J. A. Wilson
Covers the Circuits and applications of electronics used In manufacturing, together with
all types of electronics systems that are not
designed for home entertainment. Tells and
shows how electronics have Improved on old-

time methods of machine and process controls. 96 pages; 51/2" a 81/2"; softbourd.
No. 20913

By Leonard Feldman
Analyzes the fm stereo signal; gives require-

ments for fin stereo receiver; covers multiplex decoder circuit variety and servicing,
stereo indicator lights and automatic stereo
switching; test equipment and alignment procedures. 176 pages; 51/2 x 81/2"; softbound.

i

54.95

$3.95

MARINE SINGLE SIDEBAND
(NEW, NOT SHOWN)
By Donald M. Stoner end Pierre B. Coral
Fills a void in published literature -on the subject of Marine Slagle Sideband, the method
by which all marine electronic voice communications must soon be carried out. Covers
all facets of Single Sideband in marine com-

munications.
bound.

Order from your Electronics Parts Distributor,
or mail to Howard W. Sams /1 Co., Inc,
enclosed.
checked at right. S
Sand
Please Include sales tax where applicable.
Canadian prices slightly higher.

0

Send Free 1972 Sams, Book Catalog.

soft,

192 pages; 51/2" x 81/2";

55.95

No. 24029

HOWARD W. SAMS á CO. INC.
4300 West 82nd Street, Indianapolis, Indiana 46268

19

0 20863 0 20915
o 20911 0 20913
0 20919 0 20910
o 20912 0 24029
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(3rd Edition)

.

SERVICING STEREO AMPS
(NEW)
By Forest H. Belt
Details tha "divide and conquer" method of
troubleshooting and servicing stereo equipment and shows how to apply the method
(or best results. Many illustrations and schematica In this clear, easy-to -read manual. 240
pages; 55" a 81/2"; softbound.
54.95

53.95

No. 20915

1-2-3-4

No. 20912

...
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The variation should, of course, be as low
as possible. Ripple and noise are usually
expressed as "so many milli.- or microvolts
maximum," and should also be as small as

%PIGGER

MONEY -SAVING CATALOG

possible.

FOR THE MAN IN ELECTRONICS

TRIGGER'S
GREAT SELECTIONS
Send for this reliable buying
guide to carefully selected:
Amateur Gear Stereo Hi CB
Electronic Kits
Fi
Radio Tape Recording
Electronic Parts Antennas
Transistors
Tubes
Test Gear
Tools Books
Count on TRIGGER for the
best in electronics. Write for
FREE

Catalog today.

SEND FOR IT TODAY!

r

FREE

'

TRIGGER Electronics, Dept.12-OC
7361 North Ave., River Forest, III. 60305
Q Send FREE TRIGGER Catalog
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Hear your police

and firemen in action!
Listen on these channels,

too...

WEATHER
TRAFFIC
UTILITY
BUSINESS
MARINE
CIVIL DEFENSE

WITH ALL -NEW

fleai'cat 1 f

The Only Monitor Receiver You'll Ever Need
Meets present, and future needs in any locality. Scans
1 to 8 FM emergency and business channels you select,
in any 1 or 2 bands-low, high, UHF. Stops for any

transmission, then resumes search. Plug-in inter-

changeable RF module for each band. Built-in front
speaker. Complete band coverage. Comes with one or
two RF modules, mobile mount and cords for AC and
DC. American built by Electra, originator of the scanning receiver. At better dealers.

$139.95
$159.95

WITH RF MODULE FOR ANY

1 BAND
WITH RF MODULES FOR ANY 2 BANDS

Plus plug-in crystals at $5 each. Additional modules $20 each.

®1

a
COMPANY Div. of Masco Corp.
CUMBERLAND. INDIANA 46229
CIRCLE NO. 16 ON READER SERVICE CARD
a
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Output impedance is a specification that
most experimenters don't take into consideration; yet it is very important. If all the
current required for a test comes from the
same power source, and if that source has a
high internal impedance, then you are deliberately inserting a resistor in series with
the supply and the circuit being tested.
The various circuit currents flowing through
this "phantom" resistor produce all sorts of
voltage drops, and the result may be circuit
oscillation, motorboating, or distortion.
These are all produced by mixing a number
of different signals generated across the
same resistor.
The output impedance of a power supply
should be as low as possible and is usually
expressed as "so many ohms from de to
some frequency." In this case, the frequency range should be as broad as possible.
Metering is a matter of choice. It is always better to have a built-in panel meter
to indicate the output voltage or current
without having to resort to outboard VOM's
and their associated lead problems. Many
supplies have two meters (voltage and current), while others use a single switchable
meter. In any case, a clearly marked meter
is worth the small extra price.
It is best to purchase (or build) a supply
having a controllable current output. This
limits the amount of current in the circuit
and, in the event of a short, will prevent
further circuit damage. The supply itself
will also be protected against damage. A
front -panel control will enable you to "dial
in" the current required by the circuit. This
permits you to compare the amount of current needed with that normally required or
as given by the manufacturer's specs. You
can also use the current setting to determine what batteries you should be using.
If you do a lot of work with automotive
or boat electronics (CB gear and the like),
you should have a 12 -volt, high -current
power supply or battery. In this case, take a
look at the \arious power supplies that can
be used for battery recharging. Some have
automatic shutoffs when the battery is fully
charged. They are protected against accidental polarity reversal and can be left
permanently connected to the battery. Such
POPULAR ELECTRONICS Including Electronics World

a dual purpose in that it
can be used as a variable -voltage bench

a

supply serves

supply as well

as a

battery charger.

Who Makes What. There are quite a number of bench power supplies available, both
in kit and wired forms, with prices to please
everyone. You will find them on your favorite distributor's shelves or in catalogs.
Heath, for example, has solid-state supplies
with outputs from zero to 50 volts and 1.5
amperes. They also have a 400-volt, 100mA supply for vacuum -tube circuits, and a
battery charger. Except for their lowest
priced unit, meters are employed.
Eico has solid-state supplies with ratings
up to 30 volts and 300 mA; a 400 -volt.
100-mA supply and two battery chargers.
Sencore recently announced a supply that
goes up to 30 volts and 20 amperes, making it a double threat as supply and battery
charger. RCA also has several supplies ranging to 20 volts and 200 mA.
Then there is a line of commercial or
industrial power supplies. These are more
expensive than the usual hobbyist and technician types; but if you can afford, them,
they are quite good for laboratory use.

Future Plans. One of the biggest difficulties with power supplies is their physical
size-caused by the big filter capacitors, the
transformer, and the heat sink usually required for the regulator transistor. The latter also means that the heat dissipated is
power that You are paying for and wasting.
A new technique is now being investigated by many manufacturers. In this approach, the power from the line is rectified
with a simple circuit which drives a high frequency power oscillator, whose output is
again rectified and filtered. At the high Ire que icy (tens to hundreds of kHz compared
to the 60 liz of the power line), filter
capacitors, transformers, and heat sinks can
be much smaller. New rectifiers (such as
Schottky diodes) contribute to the reduction in size of the heat sinks.
A typical power supply capable of delivering 50 volts at 20 amperes is about
cu. in. per watt. Of course, the introduction
of new semiconductors such as C\IOS
(Complementay \letal -Oxide Semiconductor), with relatively minute power requirements, will hasten the trend toward
more efficient, smaller, cooler, and cheaper
OO
power sources.

From its Sequential Cam System that antiquates
the conventional noisy cam gear and swinging
plate to its Synchronous Power Unit, the BSR
McDonald 8101s designed to match or
exceed the,performance of any

``..

automatic turntable currently
available Some other
highlights include aVariable
Pitch ControlA 12"
`"
dynamically balanced
t rntable platter
A viscous damped
cue and
-.I,
pause
control with
exclusive
friction Cue
Clutch to keep
he arm cued over
_

the exact groove.
A Concentric Gimbal

Introducing the
BSR McDonald 810
Transcription Series
Automatic
NO.
OCTOBER 1972

Push-

button operation

The

price?$149.50From

BSR

The world's largest maker
of automatic

turntables
`=

Turntable.
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Communications
_II01111111;

Scene

=
By

was a man down in French
who had his legs crushed,"
says Lieutenant Armand Chapeau, Rescue
Coordination Center Controller in Miami.
"He was a Japanese seaman on an American fishing vessel and he was in a French
hospital. He had to have artificial arteries

«IIERE
Guiana

and the nearest plaice the job could be
done was in r\liami."
Then the world-wide search and rescue
communications network sprang to life to
help the man. Lieutenant Chapeau continues
his story:
"\Ve contacted Washington by telephone
and on through to Panama. From Panama
the message went to Paramaribo in Surinam
by radio, by commercial telephone to the
French hospital. At the same time we advised the American vessel of the status
by radio from a French radio station. We
got a C-141 diverted from an Embassy run
to Rio de Janeiro to pick the man up. I-Ie
was brought by private aircraft to Paramaribo where the C-141 flew him to Miami."
Almost as an afterthought, Chapeau concluded: "We only had 24 hours to get him
to the i\liami hospital or he would have
lost his legs."

Missions of Mercy. There have always

Richard Humphrey

a brotherhood
speaking a common language and practising a common craft. And the tool most
effective in this work is communications.
Communications by telephone, teletypewriter, cable, and radio. These communications
frequently cost tens -of -thousands of dollars
and many man-hours in saving one life.
But all this investment would mean nothing if everyone in the search and rescue
community were pulling in different directions. This is where what might be cal ed
an International SAR Plan comes in. The
idea is to "provide the various military services and civilian agencies a common procedure for search and rescue operations,
so that any military and civilian combination can effectively accomplish search and
rescue missions." (National SAR Manual
1959) "
Leading in this effort to create a worldwide SAR means -of-communicating is the
National SAR School (Governor's Island,
N.Y.). As of :\ lay 5, 1972, 1355 SAR
specialists had been graduated-mostly from
the Air Force Aerospace Rescue & Recovery Service and the Coast Guard. In
addition, there were 74 representatives from
22 foreign countries.

ly and securely welded into

been missions of mercy like this; but during
the last decade, all the various international
agencies, organizations and groups dedicated
to SAR-Search & Rescue-have been slow -

Computerized Network. Helping to make
the job easier is a sophisticated computerized
teletypewriter
network
called

Search and
Rescue
Network

already using satellite relay (expected to
be 100% satellite relay by 1975) and automatically breaks any message down into
Flash, Immediate, Priority or Routine with

100

AUTODIN (Automatic Digital Network)
which handles military and national security
traffic along with SAR messages. AUTODIN
is

high classification immediately interrupting a lower.
SAR forces throughout the world also
use commercial Telex, the international dial
teletypewriter service that has over 50,000
subscribers. For instance, such diverse groups
a
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as Japan's Maritime Safety Agency, the
Deutsche Gesellschaft Zur Reuling Schiffbruechiger and the Polish Ship Salvage
Company (that nation's SAR service) can
be reached quickly by the U.S. Coast Guard
or the Aerospace Rescue & Recovery Service. Recently, the USCG Eastern Area Corn SEARCH & RESCUE FREQUENCIES
156.8 MHz

6204 kHz

3023.5 kHz
5680 kHz

Safety
International maritime FM
(Distress frequency in American waters)
International Asian from 35°S
to 30°N & 120°W to 60°E
Control Channels
International voice
International voice
On -Scene Channels

3023.5 kHz
5680 kHz
121.6 MHz

International voice/CW, USB
International voice/CW, USB
U. S. SAR Units, world-wide
voice

123.1 MHz

International (except U.

S.

and

Canada voice

282.8 MHz

U.

S.

SAR Units, world-wide

voice

410 kHz
514 kHz
522 kHz
532 kHz

1742 kHz
1746 kHz

Homing Channels
International maritime direction finding, CW/MCW
Japanese area only, voice/CW
World-wide, voice/CW
World-wide (except Japan),
voice/CW
Pacific Aerospace Rescue &
air-to-air
Service
Recovery
only CW/MCW
Pacific Aerospace Rescue &
air-to-air
Recovery
Service
only CW/MCW

Alarm, EPIRB, Datum Channels
MCW, distress alarm is 12
500 kHz
dashes separated
4 -second
one second
2182 kHz
MCW, distress alarm is alternating tones of 2200 Hz and
1300 Hz, each tone 1/4 -second
duration
121.5 MHz
MCW, downward sweep of at
least 700 Hz between 1600
Hz and 300 Hz repeated 2-3
times-per -second
243.0 MHz
240.6 MHz*
261.3 MHz
275.1 MHz'
282.3 MHz"`
*For Datum Marker Buoy
OCTOBER 1972

use

to mark search areas.

mand Rescue Coordination Center in New
York unnerved visitors from Russia's Aeroflot by putting them in contact with Moscow in ten minutes.
Another world-wide teletypewriter system
available to SAR groups is the International
Civil Aviation Organization's Aeronautical
Telecommunications net. The ICAO was
founded primarily to provide safety and
navigational facilities for the North Atlantic
air travel routes. This organization is also
responsible for the Rescue Coordination
Centers in almost every country in the
world and the Ocean Station Vessels dotting
the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.
In the U.S. there are two teletypewriter
to
SAR:
networks dedicated solely
SARLANT (Search & Rescue Atlantic) and
SARPAC (Search & Rescue Pacific). No
other traffic than SAR is carried by these
two systems which, of course, can be linked
to any international system. One domesticinternational hook-up used frequently
is SARLANT or SARPAC into the Navy
Teletypewriter Exchange Service (NTX) to
give stateside SAR groups direct contact
with such far-flung radio stations as NMR
(USCG. San Juan), NBA (USN, Balboa),
CTE (USN, Azores), 13 Canadian SAR
radio stations, EAC (Cadiz) , EAT (Tenerife)
and EAF (Vigo), all in Spain. The NTX
network also links two USCG radio stations
in the Pacific as well as three Navy stations,
seven Japanese, four in New Zealand, one in
French Polynesia and KUQ in fabled Pago
Pago.
Finally, the individual military services
have their own teletypwriter systems which
are available for SAR traffic. This includes
the ASW (Anti -Submarine Warfare) net
plus some classified nets.
Telephone and Radio Systems. Telephone
systems used in search and rescue are as
extensive as the teletypewriter services with
the emphasis on "hot lines". One-SARTEL
(Search & Rescue Telephone)-is reserved
exclusively for SAR traffic. Another is the
Federal Telephone Service managed by the
General Services Administration. The FTS
is leased from Bell Telephone. The telephone equivalent of AUTODIN is AUTO VAN (Automatic Voice Network), a worldwide dial system with priority programming
(like AUTODIN). In addition, SAR forces
make use of leased "hot lines." leased tielines, military leased lines and, of course,
Bell Telephone.
101

It's in radio communications, however,
all over the
world have made their major investment.
And it's amazing how many countries make
use of the radio amateur and 27 -MHz
Citizens Band frequencies and equipment.
While both the U.S. Coast Guard and the
Aerospace Rescue & Recovery Service make
use of hams and CBers on infrequent occasions, the Coast Guard has consistently
refused-for many good reasons-to make
the 27 -MHz band a search and rescue tool.
But Venezuela and Bolivia are among
the many South American nations which include amateur stations as an integral part
of SAR. Chile, for instance, maintains stations on 40, 20 and 15 meters in its four
Rescue Coordination Centers (Autofagasta,
CE1AB; Santiago, CE3AJ; Puerto Montt,
CE7AG and Punta Arenas, CE8AD). Holland, France and Finland, among others, use
the 27-MI-Iz Citizens Band permanently.

that search and rescue groups

International Distress Frequencies. The
bulk of international SAR communications
is, of course, on the various international
distress frequencies of 500 kHz (CW), 2182
kHz (voice), 8364 kHz (survival craft,
CW), 121.5 MHz (aircraft, CW/voice) and
243 MHz (survival craft and U.S. Military
aircraft, CW/voice). In American waters,
vhf channel 16 (156.8 MHz) is also a distress frequency.
Besides the international distress frequencies you'll find search and rescue traffic on the SAR control, SAR on -scene and
SAR homing frequencies listed in our table.
Expanding the maritime and aeronautical
safety network, all marine coastal and vessel
stations, and land and aircraft stations are
required to monitor the international distress frequencies covered by their equipment.
This world-wide surveillance on the various
distress frequencies is augmented by the increasing use of EPIRB's-Emergency Position Indicating Radio Beacons. EPIRB's are
battery-powered NICW (modulated continuous wave) transmitters either activated manually or by a water-soluble plug switch.
Once released by a vessel or aircraft in
distress, the EPIRB will broadcast a distinctive signal for several hours, usually on
121.5 MIIz. EPIRB's operating on 2182
kHz are effective except in American waters
where congestion and interference tend to
bury the milliwatt signal. There are presently over 150,000 EPIRB's in use, mostly
102

on commercial and military aircraft. The

Japanese have the most comprehensive
EPIRB coverage on vessels with behveen
12,000 and 15,000 operating on 2091 kHz.
The FAA recently changed the EPIRB
acronym to "ELT" (Emergency Locator
Transmitter). Other SAR groups are expected to conform shortly.
Along with practically everything else in
the world, SAR communications has been
partially computerized. And for once, computerization is working the way it's supposed to: quickly and accurately. AMVER
-the Automated Mutual Assistance Vessel
Rescue System-is a voluntary program open
to ships of all nations. It is operated by the
USCG AMVER Center on New York's
Governor's Island which uses a "master"
computer in Washington. All vessels registered with AMVER (nearly 6,000 as of January 1, 1972) are tracked from the beginning
to the end of their voyages. In case of an
emergency-a seaman suddenly brought
down by appendicitis, for instance-the
radio operator can contact ANIVER and,
in a matter of minutes, receive a list of
vessels with doctors aboard in the area requested. The list is in a nearest-to -farthest
sequence and gives the vessels' names, radio
callsigns, positions, courses and speeds as
well as other pertinent information.
But all the computerization and communications in the world would be of little value
if cooperation among the search and rescue
organizations didn't exist. It might even be
said that cooperation, instead of communications, is the backbone of SAR. This international SAR cooperation is furthered by
the International LifeBoat Conferences held
every four years with a different country as
host; by the World Administrative Radio
Conferences of the International Telecommunications Union approximately every
seven years; and, on a continuous, practical
level, by the National Search & Rescue
School with its intensive 4 -week courses on
all aspects of inland and maritime search
and rescue.
This emphasis on cooperation is followed by many other international bodies concerned with safety of life and sometimes
creates some strange situations. It's a little
known fact, for instance, that during the
time the USA denied that Red China even
existed, we were exchanging daily weather
information with Peking. And, just like the
weather, search and rescue knows no international boundaries.
POPULAR ELECTRONICS Including Electronics World

As modern hospitals

get more electronic

gear, electronics

technicians
are needed

to take care of it
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BY JOHN H. HOLMGREN
Assistant Administrator
St. Joseph Hospital
Wichita, Kansas
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is a

new member of the hospital

THERE
staff-one who works behind the scenes

but is playing an ever more important role
in the use of modern, complex medical
electronic systems. 1Ie is the electronics
technician (ET, for short), and his job
covers all of medical electronics front preventive maintenance, emergency repair, and
installation of a wide variety of electronic
elements, to keeping up with the latest developments in this fast-growing field.
His job is not an easy one. Many ET's
are on call 24 hours a clay, 7 days a week
(usually via a radio paging system) and
they often have to solve a relatively complex problem in a very short time. As Dale
Mason, an ET as St. Joseph Hospital, puts
it, "I am at the hospital during normal
working hours, averaging about 15 calls per
day from departments needing electrical or
electronic help-either emergency or routine
maintenance. Since my electronic pager
reaches out about 30 miles from the hospital,
I take it home with me for emergency contacts." The salary? It can vary from $10,000
to $12,000 and up, depending on the region and the hospital.
The ET program at St. Joseph has been a
success front its initiation. Bernard Keegan,
Director of Material and Plant Services,
says, "The electronics technician was originally hired to maintain the electronic equipment in coronary and intensive care units.
his activities in this area alone have resulted
in savings in maintenance and repair costs
over and above his salary. He also does excellent work in inhalation therapy, the emergency room, physical therapy, and in the

laboratory."
Diversified Duties. The electronics technician has many different jobs to performthough they are centered on the repair and
maintenance of all types of electronic equip Dale Mason, electronics technician,
checks a hospital CCTV monitor unit.

ment. On many occasions, he must instruct
lower -grade maintenance personnel in advancing their electronics skills; and quite
often he helps train nurses, therapists, and
doctors in the technical aspects of the equipment-especially with regard to safety standards.
Among the items to be repaired and
maintained are arrythmia recorders, ECG
amplifiers and recorders, defibrillators, single, dual, and multichannel scopes, heart rate meters, remote heart -rate modules,
grounding systems, various types of telemetry systems, nurse alert systems, and emergency power units. Most of these elements
relate to coronary and intensive care units.
In surgery, there are ultrasonic washers,
ground -detection systems, cardiac -monitor
transducers and display consoles, and conductive floor testers. The physical therapy
department has diathermy machines, electronic stimulators, ultrasonic generators, and
traction machines for the ET to take caré of.
And in the hospital generally, there are
many communications systems, including
CB and commercial two-way radio systems,
monitor receivers, paging systems (both r -f
and induction), and associated antennas.
There is also quite a bit of TV equipment
in most hospitals-aside from that installed
by vendors in patients' rooms. There are
closed-circuit systems, both color and monochrome, monitors, tape recorders, and cable

F"

HOSPITAL ELECTRONIC/
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
Analytical photometers
Cardiac pacemakers
Civil defense radio equipment
Closed circuit television
Conductivity meters (still)
Diathermy machines
Electric beds
Electrocardiograph machines
Electrocardioscopes
Electroencephalograph machines
Electromyograph machines
Electronic nebulizers
Electronic thermometers
Electron microscopes
Electrophysiological instruments
Electrosurgical instruments
Heartrate meters
Laboratory apparatus
Monitoring equipment in surgery
Ohmmeters
Operating room tables
Oscilloscopes
Paging systems
Pulmonary function machines and
respiratory monitors
Resuscitators
Sigmoidoscopes
Static charge meters
Telemetry systems for recording
physiological signs
Ultrasonic machines
Ultrasonic reflectoscopes

Here, the electronics technician and registered
nurse are shown checking a patient's
progress on the remote control board of the
coronary care unit at a large

hospital.
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The electronics technician handles many complex monitors such as this seven -channel
cardiac system. He and a registered nurse are shown discussing operation of device.

distribution circuits. There may also be a
CCTV patient -bed availability system which
includes a number of large and small video
monitors, a control station, a memory generator unit, etc. And in many cases, the hospital public address and music system comes
under the aegis of the electronics technician.
Besides doing the actual maintenance and
repair, the ET may also be called upon to
develop specifications for certain types of
electronic gear, coordinate vendor installed
equipment, and check and accept tiny system after installation.
Training Required. An ET should have
vocational training from an approved electronics school (or equivalent training in the
military services) and experience in servicing a diversified range of electronic equipment-from multi -transistor radio or TV
through complex monitoring or diagnostic
machines such as those used in industry.
Usually, an ET has had experience in an
industrial or commercial electronics company, has installed aircraft or marine electronics, or has worked in a military or consumer radio/TV service shop.
World of the Future. The ET has a
wonderful chance to see the world of the
future in medical electronics. For example,
OCTOBER 1972

the National lleart and Lung Institute is
presently contracting for telemetry devices
to be worn by physically active, healthy
people on a 24 -hour basis to establish a
monitoring or diagnostic measurement procedure for potential cardiacs. Several compaies are developing such systems-and
other telemetry gear to keep an eye on patients tip to 1000 ft away from the monitoring console. Such a system, developed
through the experiences of the NASA space
programs, uses the very latest in electronics
technology.
The ET may also be called upon to attend
technical discussions with leaders in the industry, covering all types of sophisticated
equipment-much of which is the very latest,
both in circuit design and component usage.
Ile may also be involved in discussions covering intensive care and coronary procedures, becoming an advisor to hospital management in product review, source selection,
and observance of instrument safety sta idards.
In general, the ET's capabilities and potential in the modern hospital have just
begun to make an impact, and will become
far more important in the years to come as
even more complex electronic equipment
(including computers) takes its place beside
the doctor.
105

ceiving, red when transmitting, and bright red
when transmitting with modulation. Also
included is Pearce-Simpson's latest innovation, a
variable preamplifier which saves the cost of
expensive gain -type microphones.
Circle No.

New Product
FISHER 2/4 -CHANNEL RECEIVER
new line of advanced 2/4 -channel receivers
has been introduced by Fisher Radio. Among
these is the Model 404 which features a large
back -lighted linear dial scale, two meters for
optimum tuning, slide -type tone and master
volume controls, and a "joystick- balance control that permits individual level adjustments
of any channel. The latest integrated circuit,
MOSFET phase -locked loop, and hybrid module technologies are incorporated into the receiver.

A

72

Reader Service Card

on

PICKERING STATE-OF-THE-ART PICKUP

Pickering has developed a new top -of -the -line,
state-of-the-art stereo pickup to meet the demands of the most sophisticated listener, one
who has components of such superb quality that
the new XV -15/1200E cartridge is a necessity.
The cartridge's 1200E designation comes from
the fact that it has a dynamic coupling factor of
1200. Among the pickup's specifications are a

Circle No. 70 on Reader Service Card
3 -HOUR

CASSETTE FROM TDK

The industry's first three-hour cassette-the TI)K
C-180LN-has been introduced by TDK Electronics Corp. TDK's unique high -density magnetic coating, special tape backing material,
and binder system are said to provide a strong,
magnetically superior tape only 0.02.5 mils thick.
The tape, combined with the company's jam proof cassette mechanism, makes three-hour cassettes feasible for the first time. The C-I80LN
plays for 90 minutes in each direction, making
it 50% longer than any other cassette on the
market.

Circle No.

71

on

Reader Service Card

PEARCE-SIMPSON CB BASE STATION

Pearce -Simpson is currently marketing a new
23 -channel CB base station designated the
Lynx 23. The 2 -way radio features delta tune,

r==

117 -volt ac/ 12 -volt do power supply, and an
extra large S/r-f/modulation meter. The meter
is designed to glow amber when the rig is re106

frequency response flat from 10 to 30,000 Hz,
tracking force of 11 gram ( +1's/-;S ), and a stylus
radius of 0.0002" x 0.0007" elliptical.
Circle No.

73

on

Reader Service Card

PHILIPS ELECTRONIC TURNTABLE

Month American Philips Corp. has introduced a
servo -controlled electronic turntable ( Nlodel CA
212) supplied with a tonearm and a hinged

dust cover. The dc -powered manual 3331-/45 rpm turntable employs independent controls for
precise speed calibration regardless of oltage,
frequency variation, or tracking force. Capacity

switches are used for speed selection and stop;
automatic shut-off is accomplished with a photoelectric switch: and tonearm cueing is via a
rocker bar. The generator motor and belt drive
system filter or;t vibration and rumble, while
millisecond correction for drift. wow, and flutter is constantly compensated by a minicomputer electronic brain.
Circle No.

74 on

REALISTIC

3 -BAND

Reader Service Card
MONITOR RECEIVER

The new Realistic Patrolman PRO -3A vhf/uhf
3-1)and monitor receiver introduced by Radio
Shack is designed to tune the 30 -50 -MHz and
152 -174 -MHz vhf bands as well as the 450-470 MHz uhf band. It features an extra IC in the -f
stage for improved selectivity, full -wave bridge
rectification for better power regulation, an
i
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added stage in the uhf buffer amplifier for
greater clarity, and six added solid-state devices
for improved overall circuitry. A mounting
bracket is supplied for mobile use. The PRO -3A
operates on either 117 volts ac or 12 volts do
and will automatically switch to battery power
in the event of an ac power failure.

Circle No. 75 on Reader Service Card
SHERWOOD AM/STEREO FM RECEIVER

The Sherwood Electronic Labs., Inc., Model
7200 ADI/stereo FM receiver employs direct coupled amplifier output circuitry, field-effect
transistors, and ceramic FM i -f filters. It is rated
at 150 watt (IIIF) output, or 40 watts rms/
channel into 8 ohms with both channels driven.
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FM sensitivity is rated at 1.8 µV (IiiF). The
receiver features front -panel control of a 4 channel decoder ( doubles as a second tape
monitor), two auxilitary inputs, illuminated
selector indicators, and a large tuning meter.

come with the Norman Labs Acoustic Equalizer Model Five. The Model Five allows the
user to program the exact equalization curve
his particular speaker systems need to provide
flat bass out to the limits of audibility. Ten
specific bass equaliaztion curves, for ten of
the best selling bookshelf Ipeaker systems,
have been designed into the Model Five on
the basis of anechoic chamber analyses. Bass,
midrange, and treble controls of a flat, broad-

band design are provided.
Circle No. 78 on Reader Service Card
JENSEN

Designated the Model 23C750, the kit includes
virtually every alignment tool needed for work
on r -f circuits in mobile and marine communication, radar, TV, and ham radio equipment. Each tool provides the necessary isolation between the user's hand and the equipment being aligned. Included are a universal
aligner, long -reach core aligner, extra-thin
tuning wand, hone-fiber tuner, Delrin-tipped
i -f transformer aligner, oscillator aligners, and
special aligners for \lotorola. Stewart -\Varner,
Belmont, Zenith, RCA, and SVestinghouse TV
receivers.
Circle No. 79 on Reader Service Card

Circle No. 76 on Reader Service Card
IRC PACKAGED

SWITCHES AND

KANDU ELECTRONIC

RELAYS

The most complete line of packaged switches and relays available through commercial
distributors has been introduced by International Rectifier Corp. for use by hobbyists,
technicians, and designers. The switch line
consists of eight subminiature toggle and two
subminiature pushbutton types. The 11 new
relays are subminiature types intended for
printed circuit board and other low -voltage applications.
Circle No.

77

lems.
Circle No. 80 on Reader Service Card
KURZKASCH JUNCTION VERIFIER

EQUALIZER

NORMAN LABS ACOUSTIC

The bass response limitations of even the best
bookshelf speaker systems can he be over-

FREE Wtlnlosb

DRAFTING TEMPLATE

The Quad -Template is one of five new products recently introduced by Kandu. It is the
most complete drafting aid ever offered to the
engineer and hobbyist, containing all the svinbols necessary for drawing schematic diagrams, logic diagrams, and PC etching guides.
Many PC pad configurations are provided in
various sizes to permit the user to select the
size needed to solve his particular design prob-

Reader Service Card

on

ALIGNMENT TOOL SET

An outstanding kit of 25 tools for the technician is available from Jensen Tools & Alloys.

The Kurz-Kasch Model TV -1505 junction Verifier will check the operating condition of almost any solid-state junction device currently

CATALOG and FM DIRECTORY

Get all the newest and latest information on the
new McIntosh Solid State equipment in the
McIntosh catalog. In addition you will receive an
FM station directory that covers all of North

SEND TODAY!

America.
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McIntosh Laboratory Inc.
Chambers St., Dept. PT -1072
Binghamton, N.Y. 13903
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ADDRESS
FM/FM STEREO TUNER
I
and STEREO PREAMPLIFIER
L
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MIME

The great new

It scans 360° in
milliseconds with
5.75 dB gain. Or beams
an 8.75 dB gain signal

where and when you
want it-instantaneously.
(Otherwise, it's just
another beautiful
base antenna.)

r
.

MODEL MS -119

SuperSF nnet electronic beam,

incl. conlol.console

g.

rice,

19995

available, including bipolar transistors, diodes,
rectifier assemblies, LED's, FET's, etc.
It
termines junction open/short conditions, decurrent conduction, and the direction of
current
flow. The tester uses a unique
digital technique that samples both forward and reverse
current. A new circuit pulse svncs current
in
both directions, samples, compares,
and then
displays the results on the diode
symbol
screen on the front panel.
Circle No.

Division of THE ALLEN GROUP INC.

12435 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44106
Export: 2200 Shames Or., Westbury, 11., New York 11590
Canada: A. C. Simmonds 8 Sons. Ltd.

CIRCLE NO.

2

ON READER SERVICE CARD

ABOUT YOUR
SUBSCRIPTION
Your subscription to POPULAR ELECTRONICS iS
maintained on one of the world's most modern,
efficient computer systems, and if you're like 99%
of our subscribers, you'll never have any reason
to complain about your subscription service.
We have found that when complaints do arise,
the majority of them occur because people have
written their names or addresses differently at
different times. For example, if your subscription
were listed under "William Jones, Cedar Lane,
Middletown, Arizona," and you were to renew it
as "Bill Jones, Cedar Lane, Middletown, Arizona,"
our computer would think that two separate subscriptions were involved, and it would start sending you two copies Of POPULAR ELECTRONICS each
month. Other examples of combinations of names
that would confuse the computer would include:
John Henry Smith and Henry Smith; and Mrs.
Joseph Jones and Mary Jones. Minor differences in
addresses can also lead to difficulties. For example, to the computer, 100 Second St. is not the
same as 100 2nd St.
So, please, when you write us about your sub-

scription, be sure to enclose the mailing label
from the cover of the magazine-or else copy your
name and address exactly as they appear on the
mailing label. This will greatly reduce any chance
of error, and we will be able to service your
request much more quickly.
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EDMUND STROBOSCOPE/TACHOMETER
A stroboscope and tachometer
have

been ingeniously combined into one compact unit
Edmund Scientific Co. for troubleshooting by
and
maintenance use. As a strobe, it optically stops
or slows the motion of any moving
object; as a
tach, it measures the speed or rate of
motion of
any rotating or moving object. A xenon
tube in the unit is continuously flashed Hash at
variable rate between 200 and 600(1 pulses pera
minute, thus yielding readings of between 200
and (1000 rpm with 3% or better accuracy.
Circle No.

the-anténna specialists co.

81

82

on

Reader Service Card

DYTECH PULSE GENERATOR KIT

The professional Model 701 pulse generator
(kit) available from Dgtech Corp. has an all -IC
design, sockets for all IC's, protected outputs,
and is short-circuit proof. Other features
include rugged chassis design, simple assembly
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( aided by an assembly manual ),
and an operations and maintenance manual. The Nlodel 701
never needs calibration once assembled. Pulse
repetition rate is 10 Hz to 10 MI Iz; output
pulse amplitude is 0-10 volts nnterminated; rise
and fall times are less than 5 ns, and pulse
width is 50 ns to 100 ms. An oscilloscope trigger
output is provided.

Circle No. 83 on Reader Service Card
PACE MOBILE CB.TRANSCEIVER

Pace Communications is marketing their Model
22:3 two-way CB radio which is made in the
U.S.A. and competitively priced with low-cost
imports. The Model 223 provides all 23 channels of operations through a unique crystal synthesizing technique that compensates for drifts
in crystal tolerance due to changes in temperature. Performance features include squelch con POPULAR ELECTRONICS Including Electronics

World

"Failsafe" line has been announced
by Eico. Each product is designed to operate in conjunction with the Model EC-100 Security Control Center. They include the Model
SD -12 leaf contact switches, SD -14 multipurpose contact switches, SA -17 steel bell cabinet,
A-115 chain -lock door alarm, A125 foil protector/adhesive, SD -60 smoke/power failure
sensor, and SD -70 water sensor. Details of the
Eico security system are available in the
"1lonic Security I Iandbook," Model A-95.
to their

trol with 0.3 uV threshold, a volume control
with an age circuit which holds essentially constant volume from 0.5 to 100,000 µV signals,
and 5 watts of input power.
Circle No.

84

on

Reader Service Card
4 -CHANNEL

METROTEC UNIVERSAL

DECODER

The \lodel SD\V-Q universal 4 -channel decoder
made by Aletrotec Electronics, Inc., decodes
CBS, SQ, and EV encoded records as well as
synthesizes 4 -channel sound from any two channel source. The SD\V-Q is the first syn-

f

Circle No. 87 on Reader Service Card
ELAC/MIRACORD TURNTABLE

Metfotec

thesizer to retain full bass response in the rear
channels by utilizing a special 300-l-Iz Pullover
in the matrix/phase shift circuitry. Features include a front -rear balance control, plaster volume control, tape monitor switch, source switch
and matrix mode switches.
Circle No. 85 on Reader Service Card
MARANTZ HEADPHONES

The entry of Jlarrniiz into the stereo headphone line was recently announced by the introduction of the Model SD-1 low-impedance
dynaniic headphone. The 8-olun SD -I is
equipped with a 10 -ft coiled cord and a standard stereo phone plug. It features padded vinyl
earpieces that assure isolation .from external
noise and extended bass response. Newly designed uuetallized \lylar driver diaphragms
provide a smooth frequency respose from 20
to 20,000 I Iz.
Circle No. 86 on Reader Service Card
EICO EXPANDS

"FAILSAFE" LINE

The addition of seven new security pmducts
___

TÍ

UAL°YBA V -D-
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FR -2526
FR 2528

VHF/UHF
LF/VHF

88

on

Reader Service Card

HEATH 100MHZ FREQUENCY COUNTER KIT
Heath has introduced their Model 113-I101 frequency counter which has a range from 1 Hz
to beyond 100 \IHz and a list of features unheard of before in "low cost" counters. "I he

IB-1101 has an exclusive input circuit which
accepts signal levels from less than 50 mV to
greater than 200 V, depending on frequency,
without damaging the instrument. The full 5 digit readout can be expanded to 8 digits by
using the overrange circuitry. And to make
accurate readout even easier, the decimal point
is aultonsatically placed with range selection.
A 1-mnegohun input impedance and low input
capacitance reduce the chance of circuit loading.
Circle No. 89 on Reader Service Card

10, CHAN N
DualChannel

FM

EL. ECEIVE SR

non-restrictive programming of channels allows

any combination of preselected channels to tit your needs

'

monitor with the
onal
sophisticated
most reliable circuitry ever conceived. Has more power, more audio
provides
New
ceramic,filter
and more features than other monitors.
excellent adjacent channel operation in urban areas. All solid state.
purin
Dual
plug
crystals.
2 watts of "Voice Fidelity," easy access
pose power supply for 117VAC and 12VDC,negative ground only.
A

18995
¡¡95

Dept. 535

Name

FR-2525-UHF only $179.95
Comes with AC and DC power
cables, mounting bracket, less
crystals.
Crystals $5.00 ea.

.

SONAR RADIO CORP., 73 Wortman Ave., Bklyn, N.Y. 11207
Please send Information on SONARSCAN FM Monitor Receivers.

VSMV
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Circle No.

may hear mobile callbacks
* Carrier Delay-Yoprofessiu
automatic scarning

.a...

Police, Fire and
Municipal Depts.
County, State &
Federal agencies
Commercial & Industrial applications
Other unlimited uses

users.

channel -locks out all other signals
** Priority
Any channel may be switched out of scanning sequence
I

designed for:

u
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The Elac/\liracord 5011 Mark II automatic
turntable which has all the features of the
famous Miracord 5011 as well as the most
advanced tone arm mechanisms ever made is
being introduced by Benjamin Electronic
Sound. Said to base the "softest touch in
America," its unique tone arm mechanism offers the greatest stylus and record protection
available in any turntable. The tone arm falls
gently in the automatic as well as the manual
modes. Additionally, pushbutton controls slake
the 5011 Mark I1 easy to operate. A built-in
strobe speed indicator' and variable pitch control are professional touches for demanding

' Address_

38 ON

City

State

Zip
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New kits for every Interest in
Kit

AR -1214

(A1-1214 Tuner

ing unit provides 2 uV sensitivity and a 2 dB capture ratio. The phono preamp section also uses
integrated circuitry and has its own level controls so turntable volume can be set to coincide
with tuner levels. All this in a money -saving kit
project that's a pleasure from start to finish.
Most circuitry mounts neatly on just three printed boards. The FM tuner is preassembled. Three
evenings and just four simple alignment adjustments will have it all together. And the cabinet
is included in the low price. Other features are:
Black Magic panel lighting to hide the dial face
when the receiver is off; flywheel tuning; stereo
indicator light; headphone jack; speaker on/off
button; built-1n AM antenna. And there are complete tape monitor facilities so you can hear
recorded material as ít is committed to tape,
make use of the many add-on components that
use these jacks, or combine your AR -1214 with
the matching AA -1214 Amp for a great sounding
4 -channel system at a nice price. Stereo
"separate" versions of the AR -1214 are also available:
the AJ-1214 AM/FM Stereo Tuner at 89.95*; and
the AA -1214 Stereo Amp at 89.95*. Both prices
include cabinets. For a bold new sound in your
listening room, order your Heathkit AR -1214, to-

16995.

& AA -1214

Amp, 89.95* each)

New Heathkit
50 -watt Stereo Receiver
The new Heathkit AR -1214 AM/FM Stereo Receiver comes on with a great new look that's as
practical as it is beautiful and the AR -1214 is a
work of Heath audio excellence throughout. The
amplifier section produces a clean 25 watts IHF,
15 watts RMS, per channel into 8 ohms. Two integrated circuits and two ceramic filters in the
IF give this receiver a selectivity greater than
60 dB and superior amplifying/limiting characteristics. The phase lock multiplex demodulator
gives 40 dB typical channel separation at less
than 0.5% distortion. The preassembled FM tun-

day.

16

lbs.

1cl
Kit

Heathkit Stereo
Cassette Deck

AD -110

12995*

The AD -110 Stereo Cassette Deck
offers a typical frequency response of 30-12 kHz for full fidelity reproduction of all mono and
stereo cassettes, including chro-

mium-dioxide.The built-in record
bias adjustment requires no external equipment, utilizes the
front-panel meter and a built-in
reference. Features include precision counter, automatic motor
shutoff, preassembled and aligned
transport mechanism. Compatible
with any quality mono or stereo
system.

12 lbs.

See them all at

Kit SB-313

New Heathkit
SB-313 SWL Receiver
Covers 9 switch -selected bands
between 3.5 & 21.8 MHz; receives
SSB, CW, and AM with professional quality. 5 kHz AM crystal
filter supplied, separate SSB & CW
crystal filters optional. Solid-state

circuit including

your local Heathkit
Electronic Center...or
send for FREE catalog
110

4 MOSFETs. IC

crystal calibrator provides markers every 100 kHz or 25 kHz. Plugin boards & wiring harness sim-

plify assembly.

Kit HW-7

33995*

22 lbs.

6995*

New Heathkit
HW-7 CW QRP Transceiver
Work the globe on "flea-power"
with this 3 -band QRP CW transceiver featuring VFO & provision
for xtal transmit operation. Covers CW portion of 40, 20, & 15
meters. Solid-state circuit. Sensitive Synchrodyne detector. Builtin sidetone & relative power meter.
Operates from optional AC power
supply (14.95*) or 12V batteries.
6

lbs.

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS-ARIZ.: Phoenix,
2727 W. Indian School Rd.; CALIF.: Anaheim, 330 E. Ball
Rd.; El Cerrito, 6000 Potrero Ave.; Los Angeles, 2309 S.
Flower St.; Pomona, 1555 Orange Grove Ave.
Redwood City, 2001 Middlefield Rd.; San Diego (LaN.;Mesa),
8363 Center Dr.; Woodland Hills, 22504 Ventura Blvd.;
COLO.: Denver, 5940 W 38th Ave.; CONN.: Hartford
(Avon), 395 W. Main St. (Rte. 44); FLA.: Miami (Hialeah),
4705 W. 16th Ave.; GA.: Atlanta, 5285 Roswell Rd.; ILL.:
Chicago, 3462-66 W. Devon Ave.; Downers Grove, 224
Ogden Ave.; IND.: Indianapolis, 2112 E. 62nd Ave.;
KANSAS: Kansas City (Mission), 5960 Lamar Ave.; MD.:
Baltimore, 1713 E. Joppa Rd.; Rockville, 5542 Nicholson
POPULAR ELECTRONICS Including Electronics World

the new free Heathkít catalog
Heathkit GR-900 25V TV...the most
exciting set we've ever offered!
UHF/VHF detent power tuning heads up an impressive list of GR-900 deluxe features. Push a
button and you scan either UHF or VHF channels,
in either direction, with detent action locking in
on the 12 VHF and any 12 preselected UHF channels. New voltage -controlled varactor UHF tuner
and a newly designed VHF tuner with MOSFET
contribute to better fringe -area reception and
increased sensitivity. A new angular tint control
for "normal" or "wide angle" color demodulation
minimizes tint and flesh tone change when you
switch channels or when programs change.
Other features include "instant on" with override; automatic fine tuning; adjustable tone control; stereo -hi-fi audio output; automatic chroma
control; adjustable video peaking; adjustable
noise limiting; gated AGC; illuminated channel
identification. For total armchair control, there's
even an optional wireless remote control. The
exclusive Heath MTX-5 ultra -rectangular bright
tube measures a full 25 inches diagonal, 315 sq.
in. viewing area has a specially etched face
plate to cut glare, with each color dot projected
against solid black background for extra crisp -

-

ness. The built-in dot generator and tilt -out convergence panel are periodic adjustment aids
you'll find only on Heathkit sets. And a built-in
volt -ohm meter and simplified troubleshooting
section in the manual permit self -servicing
should the need ever arise. The new Heathkit
catalog lists four beautiful cabinets for the
GR-900, plus the exciting new custom wall mount
that allows you to build the set into a wall.
Brighten ycur life with the Heathkit GR-900...

now! 125 lbs.
-
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Kit GD-348

Kit IT -121 /4

}

995*

New Heathkit
IT -121 FET Tester
Tests transistors, diodes, FETs,
SCRs, triacs, unijunction transistors in or out of circuit. 5 current

ranges measure leakage as low as
1 uA and collector currents as
high as 1A. Gain (DC Beta), transconductance (GM) and leakage
values read directly on large
meter face. Special battery testing circuit gives meter indication
of self-contained power supply.
6 lbs.

Kit C1.1040

2995*

New Heathkit CI -1040

Inductive Timing Light
Features extra bright daylight use flash and all new triggering
method. Special low-voltage inductive trigger pickup coil lets
you connect light while engine is
running, eliminates direct connections to spark plug, prevents
interference with other test instruments connected to engine.
High -impact, shock -proof plastic
case. 4 lbs.

8995*
New Heathkit
Deluxe Metal Locator
Spots metal objects as small as
a dime underground, searches
under water up to 2 ft. deep. Unit
sounds off only when metal is

neared, tone gets louder as you
approach. Convenient grip-mounted controls. Handle telescopes,
head swivels to fold into neat flat
package for carrying in optional

leathercarryingcasewith shoulder
strap (6.95*). Headphones (4.50*)
and battery (1.50*) are optional.
Order your GD-348 today.

6

lbs.

HEATHKIT

I

:, Schlumberger
Lane; MASS.: Boston (Wellesley), 165 Worcester St.;
HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 10-10
MICH.; Detroit, 18645 W. Eight Mile Rd. & 18149 E. Eight
49022
Michigan
Harbor,
Benton
Oak
Shady
Mile Rd.; MINN.: Minneapolis (Hopkins), 101
Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog.
Rd.; MO.: St. Louis, 9296 Gravois Ave.; N.J.: Fair Lawn,
plus shipping
[] Enclosed is $
35-07 Broadway (Rte. 4); N.Y.: Buffalo (Amherst), 3476
Please send model(s)
Sheridan Dr.; New York City, 35 W. 45th St.; Jericho,
L.I., 15 Jericho Turnpike; Rochester, Long Ridge Plaza;
Name
OHIO: Cincinnati (Woodlawn), 10133 Springfield Pike;
Address
Cleveland, 5444 Pearl Rd.; PA.: Philadelphia, 6318 Roose7ip
State
City
velt Blvd.; Pittsburgh, 3482 Wm. Penn Hwy.; TEXAS:
Prices & specifications subject to change without notice.
Dallas, 2715 Ross Ave.; Houston, 3705 Westheimer;
CL -439
F.O.B.
factory.
prices;
order
*Mail
5215
WASH.: Seattle, 221 Third Ave.; WIS.: Milwaukee,
Fond du Lac.
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Electronics Library,
INSTRUMENTS AND MEASUREMENTS
FOR ELECTRONICS
by Clyde N. Herrick

This book presents a survey of basic test instruments and related measurement techniques. It covers the theory of measurement
and applications and operating theory for
each equipment item. Discussed in six categories are electrical indicating instruments,
generators, bridge devices, electronic display
instruments, tube and transistor checkers,
and electronic counters and frequency
meters. Special features include material on
probability and error analysis, and information on the applications and limitations of
each instrument. Selecting the correct instrument for each type of measurement and
proper care and maintenance are stressed.
Published by McGraw-Hill Book Co., :330
West 42 St., New ) nrk, NY 10036. Hard
cover. 560 pages. $13.95.

trol systems.

Published by Prentice -/fall, Inc., Englewood
Cliffs, NJ 076.32. Hard cover. 222 pages.
5/2.00.
USING ELECTRONIC TESTERS
FOR AUTOMOTIVE TUNE-UP

by Albert Wanninger

Complete information and operating instructions for all commonly -available electronic devices used for auto dune -up are
provided in this new book. Early chapters
show how to isolate faulty components
by circuit tracing. Emphasis is placed on the
proper coordination of the ignition system.
Full coverage is given to tune-up kits, individual instruments, and console analyzers.
Published by Tab Books, Blue Ridge Summit,
PA 17214. 2.56 pages. $7.9.5 hard cover; $4.95

soft cover.

COMMERCIAL RADIO OPERATOR THEORY
COURSE

HOME SECURITY & SAFETY
INSTALLATION HANDBOOK

by Martin Schwartz

In general, this handbook discusses home
security and safety and advises readers on
how to plan the installation of home security
systems. The text uses as an example the

new alarm and detection system manufactured by the publishers, but the guidance
offered is applicable to most other home
security systems and products. Covered in
instructions and illustrations are descriptions
of various components, wiring and installation of sensors and switches, use of window
toil and connectors, and several related
topics.
Published by Automated Alarms Corp., 116
South Ave., Garwood, NJ 07027. Soft cocer,
32 pages. $1.00.
AUTOMATIC CONTROL SYSTEMS
by Ben Zeines

This textbook discusses the various principles and mathematical techniques used in
114

analyzing automatic control systems. Emphasis is placed on the classical topics and
procedures which have already demonstrated their usefulness. Among the topics
covered are the Laplace transform; servomechanisms; motors and generators; amplifiers,
modulators and demodulators; and frequencv-response, time -response, and root locus analyses. The mathematical prerequisites are trigonometry, algebra, and
complex number theory. Additional math
techniques are pros idea to enable the student to understand the operation and performance characteristics of automatic con-

This course has been written for the purpose of preparing prospective radio operators for the FCC Radiotelephone First Class
and Second Class licensing examinations.
The subject matter covers the examination
requirements for FCC Elements 3 and 4.
Included in the text are numerous FCC type multiple-choice questions.
Published by Ameco Publishing Corp., 314
Hillside Ave., Williston Park, NY 11.596. Soft
cover. 448 pages. $5.95.
RADIO AMATEUR

OPERATING

HANDBOOK
by Marshall Lincoln

Amateur radio is composed of two basic
functions-experimenting and communicating. This book deals primarily with the
latter function. It is not a technical hook
on electronics but a practical working guide
to all facets of on -the -air operating
activities.
Published by Editors And Engineers, Div. of
]toward \V. ,Sams & Co., Inc., 4300 West 62 St.,
POPULAR ELECTRONICS Including Electronics World

$4.95.

and thorough discussion of television installation is provided.

RADIOTELEPHONE EXAMINATION KEY

Published by Reston Publishing Co., Reston,
VA 22070. ¡lard cover. 468 pages. $15.00.

Indianapolis, IN 46268. Soft cover. 160 pages.

AND ANSWERS

by Alexander A. McKenzie

NEW TITLES FROM THE

This book is intended as a complete aid and
review for those about to take the FCC exam for Radiote ephone Third Class operator permit. For this purpose, no other test book is needed, All the information necessary to pass the endorsement test for
limited broadcast station operation is also
presented.

PUBLISHERS

From Tab Books, Blue Ridge Sununii, PA
17214:

199 Electronic Test & Alignment Techniques by Art Margolis. 224 pages. $7.95

hard cover; $4.95 soft cover.
Solid -State Projects For the Experimenter
by Wayne Green. Hard cover. 224 pages.
$6,.9.5.

IITTY Handbook by Way re Green. 320
pages. 88.95 hard cover; $5.95 soft cover.
Basic Color Television Course by Stan Prentiss. 420 pages. $9.95 hard cover; $6.95
soft cover.

Published hr1 )McGraw -11111 Book Co., 330 West
42 St., New York, NY 10036. Soft cover. 336
pages. $5.95.
THE RADIO AMATEUR'S V.H.F. MANUAL

Third Edition

Though the new edition of this popular
Manual retains the basic form and content
of its predecessors, it has been completely
revised for vhf and uhf conditions of the
1970's. Three new chapters on FM and repeater principles and practices have been
added. Some 70 pages on antennas offer the
most complete information in this field
available to the amateur reader. Also, the
Manual contains construction project; for
the home builder of vhf gear.

From Howard W. Solos & Co.. Inc., 4300
West 62 St., Indianapolis, IN 46268:

Transistor Specifications Manual, Fifth Edition. Soft cover. 160 pages. $4.50.
Solid -State Servicing, by William Sloot. 160
pages. Soft cover. $4.95.
Questions & Answers About CB Operations,
Second Edition, by Leo G. Sands. Soft
cover. 112 pages. $2.95.
ABC's of Electronics, Second Edition, by
Far¡ j. Waters. Soft cover. 160 pages.
$3.95.
Front McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 West
42 St., New York, NY 10036:
Solid -State Device Theory by Phillip Cutler. Soft cover. 232 pages. 85.95.
Industrial Electronics: A Text -Lab Manual,
Second Edition, by Paul 11. Zhar. Soft

Publisher¡ bt1 7'he American Radio Relay League,
Inc., Newington, CT. 06111. Soft cover. 3.52
pages. $2.50.
TELEVISION THEORY AND SERVICING
by Clyde N. Herrick

While emphasizing solid-state technology,
this book gives devices, circuits, and systems used in TV a balanced treatment. It
covers theoretical concepts and servicing
and includes discussions on closed circuit and
cable T\ equipment. Troubleshooting and
test equipment are stressed. Also, a lengthy

cover. 264 pages. $8.50.

Transistor and Integrated Electronics,
Fourth Editon, by Milton S. Kiver. Hard
cover. 675 pages. 812.50.
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replacement components for home entertainment and industrial electronic equipment to
components for hobbyists. The catalog contains
photos of the products, case diagrams of the
devices, and price information. Address: International Rectifier Corp., Semiconductor Div.,
233 Kansas St., El Segundo, CA 90245.
B&K TEST INSTRUMENT CATALOG

New Literature
JERROLD TV/FM ANTENNA GUIDE

A 10 -page

guide entitled "flow To Put Up A
is available from Jerrold
Electronics Corp. It discusses antenna selection,
masts, lead-in cable, lightning protection, multi set systems, and how to install TV/FM antennas.
The guide gives step-by-step instructions on
various types of home antenna installations
and includes hints on how to get maximum signal to the receiver as well as how to avoid
interference. Address: Jerrold Electronics Corp.,
401 \Valnut St., Philadelphia, PA 19105.

TV/Fri Antenna"

"HOW-TO" BOOKLET

ON

Dynascan Corp. recently announced the release of their latest B&K test instruments catalog, No. BK-7:3. Its listings include eight new
items: a single- and a dual -trace scope, both
with triggered sweep; a FET and a digital
VOM; a VOM with resettable electronic overload protection; a transistor curve tracer for
use with an auxiliary scope; and a high -voltage
(30 kV) probe. Other items include a sine/
square wave generator, tube testers, sweep/
marker generator, CRT tester rejuvenator, the
Model 1077E Television Analyst, etc. Address:
Dynascan Corp., 1801 \V. Belle Plaine Ave.,
Chicago, IL 60613.
MOUNTAIN WEST ALARM BOOKLET

A new alarm

PC BOARDS

"How To Make Printed Circuit Boards," a
comprehensive instruction hook for the engineer
who makes prototypes and the low -volume
producer has just been published by Development Design Technology, Inc. It covers the
PC hoard process from artwork to etching and
drilling. Cost breakdowns are given so that
the various methods of production can he
evaluated for any given requirement. Included
in the booklet is a catalog of supplies and
equipment needed to produce PC boards. Address: Development Design Technology, Inc.,
Dept. PE, 5901 N. Cicero Ave., Chicago, IL
60646.
IRC PRODUCTS CATALOG

The 1972-7:3 Commercial Products Catalog ís
now available from the Semiconductor Division of International Rectifier Corp. It contains
details on a wide range of products from

equipment booklet called "Space

Age Security" has been announced by Mountain West Alarm Supply Co. It lists and describes over 350 intrusion and fire alarms.
Products are described in detail regarding applications, operating principles, and specifications to allow skilled technicians to make the
right choices. Address: Mountain \Vest Alarm
Supply Co., 4215 North 16 St., Phoenix, AZ
85016.
AVANTI CB EQUIPMENT CATALOG

Avanti IV:D's new Citizens Band Comnnrications Catalog describes the company's complete line of base station, mobile, and marine
antennas; trunk -lid and deck mounts; co -phasing harness kit; and other mobile accessories
including two switch boxes and a transmitter to -antenna matching box. Address: Avanti Research & Development, Inc., 3337 \V. Fullerton
Ave., Addison, IL 60101.
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STEREO HI -F1 COMPONENTS

D BRANDS!
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED

Write Today for Our FREE 28 -page
Wholesale Audio Catalog

Exclusive!Master

Charge/
Master

CHECK THE FACTS: 1. Dixie's Reputation-Over 12 aitO ero
'.,years of great savings & reliable service; 2. Only top MHonorcrtla
brands-Choose the Stereo components & accessories
you want; 4. Everything shipped brand new and
a.rrwrAcrRo
factory sealed; 5. Quotes answered by return mail;
6. No Membership Fee Required-Write today for
FREE Wholesale Catalog.
s.n

ElDIXiE HI-FI WHOLESALERS
Dept.

`
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P E-.10

10128/30 Bacon Drive
Beltsville, Md. 20705
NI Phone: 1-301-937-3090
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Surplus Scene
By Alexander W. Burawa, Assoeraate Editor

GET TO KNOW YOUR DEALERS
experimenters never get to see the
of the dealers on the Surplus
Scene, much less the dealers themselves. In
general, surplus purchases are made through
the impersonal (and sometimes rather slow)
mails. The buyer, therefore, has little or no
opportunity to become acquainted with the
dealers.
Beginning with this month's column, and
continuing periodially, we will present profiles of Surplus Scene dealers so that you can
familiarize yourself with some of the dealers. To start the ball rolling, Profile No. 1
focuses on a company which has not been
mentioned before in this column. Actually,
it is two affiliated companies. Solid State
Sales (325 Elm St., Cambridge, MA 02139)
stock and sell all types of solid-state components, including transistors, diodes. and
linear and digital integrated circuits.
The parent company of Solid State Sales
is Eli Heffron & Sons (same address) which
should ring some bells for people familiar
with the test equipment end of the surplus
market. This company deals exclusively in
professional and laboratory -type surplus test
and measurement equipment made by such
big names as Tektronix, Hewlett Packard,
etc.
Eli Heffron & Sons began selling surplus
military gear during \\'orld \Var II. Since
then, they have painstaking y built up quite
a reputation as a leading supplier of used
OEM (original equipment manufacturer)
equipment. Solid State Sales, obviously, is
newer to the scene; but their reputation is
no less enviable.
As is true of all suppliers of used equipment, Eli Heffron & Sons obtain their
merchandise from various sources-research
and development labs, companies relocating
or going out of bus'uess. the military, and
the space agencies. Solid State Sales, on the

MOST
/Y
premises

OCTOBER 1972

other hand, get most of their items from
production overruns and dealer overstocks.
Eli Heffron & Sons have no standard
catalog since their inventory depends solely
on what is available to them at any given
time. However, if you need a specific type
or model of instrument, you can ask the
company in writing or call 617-547-4005.
Solid State Sales does have a catalog (in
addition to their monthly ads in this magazine). However, if you don't see what you
want or need, you can write or call the
company at the same address and telephone
number.
Of prime importance to the mail-order
customer is the dealer's policy on filling
orders. Both Eli Heffron & Sons and Solid
State Sales say that all orders, without exception. are processed and shipped on the
day received. For items no longer in stock,
substitutes that are similar or identical in
performance to the ones ordered (except
for test 'equipment, unless the customer says
a substitute is acceptable) will be shipped.
If substitutes are not available. the companies refund the balance of payment instead of holding it for back order. O

A

NOTE TO SURPLUS DEALERS

It is our policy, in the Surplus Scene,
not to be partial to any given dealer. To
do so, we must be made aware of the
various dealers on the scene. So, we
solicit your help in putting together a
complete file of dealers and catalogs.
If your company has not been mentioned in this column, please send your
most recent catalog or flyer to: Surplus Scene Editor, POPULAR ELECTRONICS Including Electronics World,
One Park Ave., New York, NY 10016.
117

ELECTRONICS MARKET PLACE
NON -DISPLAY CLASSIFIED:

COMMERCIAL RATE: For firms or individuals offering commercial products or services, $1.50 per word
(including name and address). Minimum order $15.00. Payment
must accompany copy except when ads are placed by accredited
advertising agencies. Frequency discount: 5% for 6 months;
10% for 12 months paid in advance. READER RATE: For individuals with a personal item to buy or sell, 51.00 per word (including name and address.) No minimum! payment must accompany
COPY. DISPLAY CLASSIFIED: 1" by 1 column (rya" wide), $185.00.
2" by 1 column, $370.00. 3" by 1 column, $555.00. Advertiser to
supply cuts. For frequency rates, please inquire.

FOR SALE
Fiber optics, LED's, transistors, diodes,
Box 942, Lynnfield,

rectifiers, SCR's, triacs, parts. Poly Paks,
Mass. 01940.

GOVERNMENT Surplus

Receivers, Transmitters, Snooperscopes,
Radios, Parts, Picture Catalog 250. Meshna, Nahant, Mass. 01908.

miniature transmitter tests. New illustrated

catalog. 250. Single and multistage kits, cones, engines, launchers. trackers, rocket aerial cameras. technical information. Fast
service. Estes Industries, Dept. 18-K, Penrose, Colorado 81240.
LOWEST Prices Electronic Parts. Confidential
KNAPP, 3174 8TH Ave. S.W., Largo, Fla. 33540.

Catalog

Free.

REGULATED
1

POWER SUPPLY

This supply has five
regulated voltages. 24 vdc @1.6 amps,26.5 vdc @
3.25 amps, 18 vdc @6.6 amps.,14 vdc @2.9 amps,
12 vdc @ 1 amp. Highly regulated and filtered,all
voltages fused, Rack or bench mount. Designed
for leading computer mfg. Original cost over $250.
Complete with data sheets, circuit diagram etc.
STOCK NO.F5025
49.50 ea.
TRANSISTOR/HEAT SINK ASSEMBLY
sPOWER
Westinghouse 1561-0404 (similar to 2N3055,

mounted on double ribbed heat sink, with
TO -3 socket and .2 ohm emitter resistor.
75 watts. A pair makes an entire amplifier

output

stage.

STOCK NO. F5022 1.35

ea.

anodes. Flying leads, mounts on PC
board. or TO -5 IC socket. All digits and
right hand decimal point. .375" dia. x
1%". 10 pages of applications & data.
Stock No. F5026
1.95 ea.
6'11.00

RADIO-T.V. Tubes-360 each. Send for free catalog. Cornell,
4213 University, San Diego, Calif. 92105.
television to sensitive, big -screen oscilloscope.
Only minor changes required. No electronic experience necessary. Illustrated plans. $2.00. Reico-A33, Box 10563, Houston,
Texas 77018.
MECHANICAL, ELECTRONIC devices catalog 100. Greatest Values
Prices. Fertik's, 5249 "0", Philadelphia, Pa. 19120.

-Lowest

SENCORE, B&K Test Equipment Unbelievable Prices. Free
Catalog

and Price Sheet. Fordham Radio, 265 East 149th Street, Bronx,
N.Y. 10451.

Ignition. Various Types. Information 100. Anderson
Engineering, Epsom, N.H. 03239.

ELECTRONIC

METERS -Surplus, new, used, panel or portable. Send
Hanchett, Box 5577, Riverside, CA 92507.

for list.

PYROTECHNICAL chemicals, casings, tools, supplies, fuse,

liter-

ature. Giant, illustrated catalogue/handbook includes formulas,
instructions -50C, with samples -$1.00. Westech, Box 593,
Logan, Utah 84321.

BUILD YOUR OWN SPACE-AGE TV CAMERA
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DELTA ELECTRONICS CO.

BOX 1, LYNN, MASSACHUSETTS 01903
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(6,y o6.r kin,

%Z-.
1301 BROADWAY

COMPUTER GRADE CAPACITORS (BRAND NEW)
40,00(1 mfrl. 10 volts 1.25 ea. 6,7,00 Stk. No. F2026
70,1(00 rat!. 10 volts 1.75 ea. 6/9.00 Stk. No. F2118
6000 mfd. 55 volts 1.50 ea. 7, 9.00 Stk. No. F2117
3,750 mfd. 75 volts 1.75 ea. 6/9.00 Stk. No. F2116
Many other items -send for new 48 page catalog
All merchandise guaranteed. Please include
postage. Excess will be refunded.

12

Answering Machine,
Speakerphone, Carphone, Phonevision. Auto Dialer, Touch Button
Dialer, Central Dial System. TELEVISION: $35.00 Color Converter,
Video Tape Recorder. $25.00 Camera. HOBBYIST:
Electron Microscope, 96 Hour Tape Music System, Ultrasonic Dishwasher,
Radar -Oven. Plans $4.95 each. NEW ITEM: S75.
Electronic
Pocket Calculator, $7.50. COURSES: Telephone Engineering
$39.50. Detective Electronics $22.50, Integrated Circuit Engineering, $49.50. NEW SUPER HOBBY CATALOG plus
year's subscription to Electronic New Letter AIRMAILED $1.00. Don Britton
Enterprises, 6200 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90048.

2/2.50 8/9.00

G.E. FLUORESCENT READOUT TUBE
G.E. Y4075 7 segment fluorescent
vacuum tube. Operates with 1.2 volts
AC or DC on filament, 25 to 55 volts on

CIRCLE NO.

New York 10016.

CONVERT any

ELECTRONIC PARTS, semiconductors, kits. FREE FLYER. Large catalog $1.00 deposit. BIGELOW ELECTRONICS, Bluffton, Ohio 45817,

--/1",

publisher's approval. All
advertisers using Post Office Boxes in their addresses MUST
supply publisher with permanent address and telephone number
before ad can be run. Closing Date: 1st of the 2nd month preceding cover date (for example, March issue closes
January 1st).
Send order and remittance to Hal Cymes. POPULAR
ELECTRONICS
Including ELECTRONICS WORLD, One Park Avenue, New York,

WE SELL CONSTRUCTION PLANS. TELEPHONE:

FREE! bargain catalog.

ROCKETS: Ideal for

GENERAL INFORMATION: First word in all ads set in
bold caps at
no extra charge. All copy subject to

pane and

pians.wil.kle including storm, kin, looas, odia wkmi.r kit. .rc.

All. mil; WA.m p1.., met. dm

'

ATV Research

DAKOTA CITY NEBR. 68731

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS -Distributor prices, Free catalog. Box

2581, El Cajon, California 92021.
ANTIGRAVITY, experiment and theory, Rushed -$2.00. U.S. Inquiries. Intertech 7A1, Box 5373, Station -F, Ottawa, Canada.
JAPAN

HONG KORG DIRECTORY. World products information.
$1.00 today. Sekai Shogyo Annai, Hillyard, Washington 99207.

EUROPEAN and Japanese bargains catalogs. $1 each. Dee, P.O.
Box 9308, North Hollywood, Calif. 91609.
BURGLAR Alarm Systems

equipment, dealers and private. Write:
United Security, Box 2428, Dublin, Calif. 94566.
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O Complete counter
kit. 7490
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board, led readout
.
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LATEST II.\RD.TO-GET SEMICONDUCTORS
a MUS 4988 silicon unilateral switch. Useful for vol.

... 51.00

lage sensitive switch. sweep generators, etc.
O MIS A64 PNP high current Darlington
Super'high gain in small package
O MPS A14. same as above, NPN

LEDs,

SCR

HIGH POWER

!SCR'. - invaluable for high power
applicdioru. motor speed controls,

status Indicators, balm low Cost counters
panel liter. Rated at 10.40 Ma @2V.010

Imeh fin/,

$3.00
525.00
$200.00

100 LEO,.

LEDs

O 1000

circuits, welding controls,

etc. Never before al this low price.
Brand new packaged d
plrte with data sheer and 21 page
'

consumer applications'sonual.

LOUDSPEAKER SI STEM COMPONENT
SPECIAL!!

Rani. 1000

n255062
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2 lb, magnet,
The midrange is a 5" unit

of the dome type, for best high Ire.
queney drsperuon. Crossover between woofer and mid
ange is by an RL.0 network, while high frequency
crossover s by an. RC network. Balance controls are
Plans for a
ovided for both mid -range and tweeter.
suitable en0Mure are PrOvmded.
0 Speaker System
529.00 ea./2 for 555.00
and the tweeter Is

o 251846/C20B
0 255169

2001V/12 amp stud
20x10/20 amp stud
500V/20 amp stud
7090/20 amp Mud
1000/25 amp stud
2000/25 amp stud
5000/25 amp stud

.255170

o 255171
o 2N3896/C30A

709

550

Iligp perfomancr OpAmp

Dual Comparator
0 723 Ref I.lor
0 7'11 Compensated Op.Amp,
0 558 Dual 741
o L51309 5 Volt I amp Regulator,
O 711

5.50

o2N3897/C30B
o 2N3899/C30E

These hybrid regulators are easy to

external
teal

amplil r

'

/

0 513120E

12

/)

...

.. $.50
91 00

10.3

3

supplies.

logic

supplies

rim

models

far exceeding this

specifiolion.
0 513150E 15

Volts.
Volts,

I

0 S13240E 24 Volt,
a 513050E 3 bolls I
0 51355 421 5 Volts. 3

I
1

Ampere
Ampere
Ampere
Ampere
Amperes

9225
$2.25

ín,25
£2,25
5-.110

ALI. ITEMS WHERE WEIGHT NOT SPECIFIED
POSTAGE PAID IN

Tne

U. S. A.
Phone "rib charges to (ía37)531.5771 or (617) 532.2323.
Ala.eeroharge. $10.00 minimum. No
II nkAmrrirard

r.

-

GO,D.',

please.

strophe.. very compact

mat/ter charge

92.25

Fairchild 80117805 5 Volt I amp
fvoltage regulator. Perfect for logic
.

Po

Excellentfor
sm operas onal

other high performance applications. All regulators have leas
than 50 millivolts ripple and better
than Ii. line and load regulation.
and

......51.25

FAIRCHILD VOLTAGE REGULATOR

transisror.
2/51.00
2/51.00

amp stud

SANKEN HIGH P08 Fit, IIIGII PERFORM.
ANCE II YBRIU VOLT \CE REGULATORS

B and F

LINEAR DEVICES, OP AMPS, REGULATORS

1.95
.95
1,75
1.95
2.50
1,75
1.95
3.75
4.75
6.75
2.95
3.95
4.95

1000/12 amp stud

r

..

.10

1.45
1.65

100V/8 amp stud
200V/8 amp stud

40I0/8

CHIP SPECIAL

"A-

$.35

press fit

4000/3 amp

0 2N 1777/C 15D
0 251844/C20A

CALCULATOR

he purchased aquantity of BIOS large scale
integration chips for calculators. We am not allowed
to menlis Ihe manufacturers name. however, the
Sirs should remake then) ,cif-evideol.
o Set
Four 2.1 pill LC..'e. BCD o t n. IS digit,
fixed a
latic decimal point. possible meson,
...pawn, constant
929.00
a Sol "1 o Siugle 40 pin, T segment output. 12 digit,
fixed automatic dermal, no constant
, 515,10
Pr Set "Z"
Siltoir 40 pin I.C. 7 segment ottput,
A dial, 110411% point, constant
019.50

amp

I

Rodio 200V I amp
100V/8 amp loud
200V/8 amp stud
400V/8 amp stud

0 2N4169
o 254170
o 254172
o 253525
02N1772/CI5A
0251774/C15B

/ enrs.

CIRCLE NO.
OCTOBER 1972

s

Three keyboards are
available: 20 key cal
coloro, keyboard, 40
key alphanumeric
and 12 key touch

LIGHT E.!IITTI VG DIODE aVI71ERIC DISPLAY

I

as

dned

$1.25

.

live
ogic circuits
or use

ttubes

Price

O Touch Tone Keyboard
O Calculator Keyboard

o MV 50 or equivalent LED's. Now less expen.
than filamentary bulbs. At this price wire them into

Mont

provide
integrated

.

'.1 7"'
ara-.

.....

LIGHT EMITTING DIODES

We have

and a
re
complete power super. 0;00100 to s
anyone
frontnice pane
with polar
offer this k for His a 5100.00 before, Includes BCD outputs
lor
May be w red for 12 or 24 hour
as +nth lane,
display. Indicates houesominutem second
55750
0 Clock Kit, complete less outside corer
S 4 50
D Aluminum blue or black anodized corer Seemly(
O 5HRINK TUBING SPECIAL. Assortment of 200 piece! of
shrink tubing, diameters 1/8" ro 1/2", length 1/2" to 251.25

***An. Ogle

'016.00
Op Amp supply, 15 Voris, and .15
Volts at 0.5 Amperes, Mtg. by Analog Devices. aimiliar
o their model 902. Snort circuit proof, ulna high per.
formenee
$29.00
O Figure 8, 5 Volt I Amp supply, regulated by Fairchild
9305. short circuit protected
59.75
0 Same as above, in kit loom
57.75
O Mating connector for above
S1,00
O 5 Volt 5 Amp regulated supply, by Blulyne, (not
shown).
529 00

0 Figure A, potted

purchase we

display
plated circuit

Figure A, potted logic Supply. 5 Volts at 1 Ampere,
MOO Circuit peOol, ultra high regulation, ultra low ripple
O

eono,

usual

ae

riser

a

DIGITAL CLOCK KIT WITH NIXIE DISPLAY

Revolutionary!, was the reaction of our customers
when they sawour latest kit. Measuring only 2.1/2"
s 1, and arrinale to 10 seconds a month.
t2.1/2"
his chronometer proniims to entirely replace mean
aniral clucks in eara boats and airplanes.
File into a standard 2.1/I- instrument panel enloul.
The displays are bright L.E.D. displays that should
last a lifeline. Selling controls are recessed and operate from a pointed object such 3s a pencil point or
paper ehp, in order to keep nomauthorised hands off.
The elork should only base to be reset al very great
of poster Ines (i.e. replacing
intervals, orin the r
). The clock is wired so that the liming
battery ire
circuits are airw ays running. but the displays am only
in negftgable
lit when the ignition
power drain. The low prier is only pooible because
of a new one chip 4105 clock circuit. developed for
0lhlarlt crystal wristwatches.
Operates foram 1011 Volts D.C. An accessory unit
which n0uels on the lark adapts the unit to 20.28
Voles for twin engine aircraft and larger boats using
24 boll ignition. Know how disgusted you are with
the usual car clock? Older Ibis fine unit now for rah
king. sports event, navigation. or just to have a fine
ehronomrler that will give yon a lifetime of .superbly
accurate time.
$59.50
o Quartz (hmcomeler. Kit Form
$99.50
o Quart:l hronometer, Wired
$10.00
0 24 Volt :Adapter

issultiog

T+ -14

roO$ integral. Wegin

ny

digit entry ands

917.50

LOGIC AND OPEIIATIONAI. AMP' SUPPLIES

lob

as

.

...1`á

a4rY

a

RECHARGEABLE BATTER 1 /CHARGER KIT

O

5

rate,

who would like last

bome. office or school. Sim,
pie enough fora child to
W
m of the features
build.
Some

of the calculator are

y`I

Ilr!al large
Asawindstudent, engineer, salesmen,

tM

Indiopensmble M

case,

AIRCRAFT/AUTO/BOAT QUARTZ
CRYSTAL CIIRONOMETER

This Is the kit you have been wain
So compact it actually fits
Inge for,
in a shirt pocket 1311/16 x 4.5/8
a 11/41. It performs every function
you would expect in a desk calcula.
tor, including constant and chain
operation, and lull floating decimal.
Tab^ unit is Iaoweed bi uit c
rid u
ed splaysies,
8 dare
LED displays. The calculations air:
pealed coed by a single 40 pin
e

new item.
of

Here

ID

POCKET CALCULATOR KIT

510.00

Minimum
Charge

BARKAMERIfdRD

B.& F. ENTERPRISES
532.2323

$1.95

Phone 16171

I.O. Box 44.

Hnh01,

Masaschutetn 01937

ON READER SERVICE CARD
119

"Music Only" FM Programs. SCA Adaptor fits any FM tuner
or receiver. Free list of stations with order. Kit $14.50 (with
Squelch $19.50) Wired and Tested $25.00 (with Squelch $29.95).
All plus postage and insurance. Thousands Sold. SWTPC, Box
E32040, San Antonio, Tex. 78284.
GET

Kit Catalog: Shortproof powersupply $39.50. Ultrasonic
Alarm $37.25. SWTPC, Box B32040, San Antonio, Tex. 78284.
FREE

Catalog. Parts, circuit boards for Popular Electronics projects. PAIA Electronics, Box C14359, Oklahoma City, OK 73114.
FREE

FIRE & BURGLAR ALARMS
1972 Handbook & Catalog

plater-plans $5.00-plus

many morel-ask for FREE catalogcreative products, 1551 east loop 820, Dept. E-1072, fort worth,

texas 76112.
RESISTORS: Carbon Composition brand new. All standard values
stocked. 1/2 Watt 10% 50/$1.00; 1/4 Watt 10% 40/$1.00. 10
resistors per value please. Minimum order $5.00. Postpaid. PACE
ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, Box 161-P, Ontario Center, New York

14520.

DIAGRAMS-TV, Radio,
Berkeley, Ca. 94701.

etc.

$2.00.

Techservas,

Radios in quantity direct from Japan at fraction of U.S.
prices. Send $2.00 for information on 30 Japanese companies.
K. Englert, 1263 Warner Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 90024.
BRAINWAVE FEEDBACK-$25, fully assembled, sensitive, selective, easy to use. Inner Space Electronics, Box 308, Berkeley,
Ca. 94701.

..,'

.rxt.,t

of Dollars

Learn the cost of Professional Alarm
Equipment. Know how it is installed.
Discover how you can save Hundreds Of-Dollars by installing your own system. See the latest in technology such
as LASER BEAMS, INFRARED BODY
HEAT DETECTORS and ELECTRONIC
SIRENS. 1972 "Handbook & Catalog",
84 pages, lust $1.00 postage and handling. $1.00 is credited

INVESTIGATOR'S-SECURITY-BUSINESSMEN-Learn the secrets of
the experts. Protect against industrial espionage and snooping
by illegal wiretaps and eavesdropping devices. For your booklet,
"The Walls May Have Ears" send $2.00 to East Coast Research
and Development, 1408 Concord Pl., Elizabeth, New Jersey
07208.

to first order.

INFORMATIVE auto, boats compass booklet.
Maple, Redwood City, Calif. 94063.

ALARM COMPONENT DISTRIBUTORS
New Haven Ave., Dept. P.E., Milford, Conn. 06460

Kit Catalog: Color Organs $11.00. Psychedelic Strobe
$17.50. Professional quality -lowest prices. SWTPC, Box F32040
San Antonio, Tex. 78284.
your
catalog cateand advanced
Calif. 90213.
Request

AMATEUR SCIENTISTS,

Electronics Experimenters, Science Fair
Students
.
Construction Plans-Complete, including drawings, schematics, parts list with prices and sources
Robot
Man
Psychedelic shows
Lasers
Emotion/Lie Detector
Touch -Tone Dial-Quadrasonic Adapter-Transistorized Ignition
-Burglar Alarm-Sound Meter
over 60 items. Send 250 coin
(no stamps) for complete catalog. Technical Writers Group, Box
5594, State College Station, Raleigh, N.C. 27607.

-

...

-

-

...

SURPLUS electronics for everyone. Free
ETCO, 464 McGill, Montreal, Canada.

catalog. U.S. inquiries.

WRITE for our free 32 page catalog. It lists resistors (14 different types, in kits and singly), 1542 tube types, 3024 different
transistor types, many transistor kits, rectifiers in kits and

singly, condensers of various types, tools, wire, antennae, phonograph cartridges and needles, speakers, CRT boosters, controls,
switches, T.V. tuners, yokes, fly -backs, etc. Hytron Hudson,
Dept. PE, 2201 Bergenline Ave., Union City, N. J. 07087.
ELECTROENCEPHALOPHONE: brainwave monitor. Professional biofeedback instruments. J&J, 8102-E, Bainbridge, Wash. 98110.

DIGITAL

and analog computer modules. LED numeric display
kits. FREE LITERATURE. Scientific Measurements, 2945 Central,
Wilmette, Illinois 60091.
ELECTRONIC ORGAN KITS, KEYBOARDS for music synthesizers
and organs- Every component for organ circuitry. 250 for
catalog. Devtronix Organ Products, 5872 Amapola Drive,
San Jose, Calif. 95129.

AUTOMOBILE
HOT WIRING
MFG. &

with system connected even
will not start motor $7.95 complete. VANSONS
SALES, 10175 Breidt, Tujunga, Calif. 91042.
BURGLAR

SYSTEM

OSCILLOSCOPE improvement. Add

to any scope using

trigger sweep and dual trace

low cost kits. HTP,

Box

901, Cupertino,

Calif. 95014.

catalog of electronic bargain parts. Send
Electronics, 3236 N. Elston, Chicago, III. 60618.

1036X, Anderson, Indiana 46015.

120

526

Manual $10.00. Negeye, Box

to:

Kness

continuously adjust-

able to flat response. Lossless transistorized filter plugs into
headphone jack. $17.95. Send for brochure. Autek Research,
Box 1494C, Canoga Park, Calif. 91304.
CROSSOVER coils and parts. Build your own crossovers. Design guide 250, catalog free. SPEAKERLAB, Dept. P,
5500 35th NE, Seattle, Wash. 98105.
SPEAKER

WATT I.C. AUDIO AMP. Latest dip chip from T.I. SN76005.
Same as GE PA246. 30 HZ to 100 KHZ. Very low distortion. Factory new with data sheet. $2.00 ea. PPD. Bargain Listing with
order. Vikon, Inc., P. 0. Box 2442, Garland, Texas 75041.
5

FREE antenna info, catalog of insulators, wire, coax,
balun. Palomar Engineers, Box 455, Escondido, Calif. 92025.
PCB's etched and drilled. Single boards to small production
runs. Dan Rodman, Rt. 2, Box 92, Brandon, Wisconsin 53919.
SEMICONDUCTOR SUPERMART-FREE CATALOG listing Motorola,
RCA, Fairchild, National, HEP transistors and integrated circuits. Other components for building Popular Electronics projects.
Circuit Specialists Co., Box 3047, Scottsdale, AZ. 85257.
ELECTRONIC Ignitions (3 models), VHF/UHF monitors, crystals.
Southland, Box 3591, Baytown, Texas 77520.
COMPUTER ELECTRONICS-Complete course teaches basic of
Logic Design, Handy devices you can build! Free details. DYNASIGN, Box 60-A2, Wayland, Mass. 01778.
BURGLAR -FIRE alarm supplies and information. Free catalog.
Protecto Alarm Sales, Box 357-G, Birch Run, Michigan 48415.
Q.T.-Quick Tinplate solution is all that is necessary to put a
professional, protective finish on p.c. boards and small metal
parts. Sample Pint-$3.50. C.D.C., Box 82475, Oklahoma City,

SWL's

Oklahoma 73108.
ELECTRONIC IGNITION: Boosts Voltage. Only $19.95. Box 2002,
Huntington Beach, Calif. 92647.

New Automatic Multi -Tester
etc..

Tests all make cars, trucks, tractor engines
automatically. Operates without batteries or any
outside power. Solid state circuitry. No complicated controls. It.P. M. scales 0-:3000. 0-4000,
0-6000. Dwell scales 0-45 degrees, 0-00 degrees,
0-90 degrees. Voltmeter scales 0-25 volts. Tests
generators. alternators, voltage regut ach-dwell,
lators. batteries, electrical leaks etc. Designed
for professional use. quick tune-ups. Uncondi-

guaranteed.14.

ionxlly
Only $"--7.50 postpatpaid. Not sold in stores.
ORDER TODAY.
Colette Electronics, 15024 Harper Ave.,
t

LATEST snooping countermeasures:

Cazin,

FREE

SWLS, HAMS. 30 HZ RECEIVER SELECTIVITY

EQUIPMENT, Aerospace -Laboratory Grade.
needs; will mail appropriate catalogs (we have 24
gories). Only for Engineers, Businesses, Schools
Technicians. Goodheart, Box 1220PE, Beverly Hills,
TEST

100.

BURGLAR ALARM tape police dialer, $24.95. Free literature. S&S
Supply, Box 12375, North Kansas City, Missouri 64116.

FREE

-

1167,

Box

CB

Save Hundreds

33

SELL CONSTRUCTION
PLANS-gold recovery unit!-silver
recovery unit-infra-red scope-x-ray fluoroscope-alternator
adapter-200 watt inverter-electronic insect trap-burglar
alarm system-chemical formulary (home products)-electroWE

POPULAR ELECTRONICS

i

°

Detroit,

I
I

-

MI

1,

48224

Including Electronics World
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All IC's are marked with manufacturers date code & identification. Your guarantee of first run, brand new, fully tested
IC's.
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110. 1100

990

74160
71161

1.119

1.79
13,9 1.79

1.101

1.511

7101

1,68

1.511

7102

7/116

1.118

1.70.

1.95
1.16
1.31

71110

703

71177

1.90 1.53 1.1$
1.02 1.53 1,15

.11

711,01

1.220

.42
.42

.39
.39

711111
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1.511

71182

1.291

1.13

1.117

.26
.26

.21
,21

71192
71193

1,911

1.98

.20

71196
71107
71108
74199

1.08 1.117
1.97 1.0 7

71171.

71,01

7105

7
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PON
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7110
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.30
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7116
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.41
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.27
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.49
.11

.47
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.00
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.15

.31
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. 56

.75
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.60

.43
.29

.40
.27
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2
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.71

.71
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,118

3.67

1.87 1.76
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1.51
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1.0.5
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71415
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1.01
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IN -PIANO

expensive
Asheville,

humidity control system. Safe, fully automatic. Stops
piano problems. Hughes Electronics, Box 6487,
N. C.

28806.

COMPONENTS -Prices?
You Bet! FREE FLYER,
ENTERPRISES, P.O. Box 3883, Cocoa, Florida 32922.

AUDIO

PLANS AND KITS

PAL

McGEE RADIO COMPANY

Kit Catalog: Why does every major College, University,
Technical School, Research & Development Center buy from us?
Because we have the highest quality and lowest prices. Free
catalog. SWTPC. Box H32040, San Antonio, Tex. 78284.

World's Best Selection of Speakers
Almost Every Size From 1% to 18"
WOOFERS -.TWEETERS
CROSSOVERS
MANY HIGH FIDELITY KITS.

Kit Catalog: Amazing new Universal Digital Instruments
with plugins as featured in Popular Electronics. Unbeatable

°McGee's Speaker Catalog
Sent Fee Upon Request

FREE

-

FREE

prices. SWTPC, Box 032040, San Antonio, Tex. 78284.

Kit Catalog: Digital Microlab $29.95. Also Segmented and
Nixie Readouts, Timebases, Scaler, Electronic Digital Clocks (all
featured in Popular Electronics) SWTPC, Box C32040, San
Antonin, Tex. 78284.
FREE

ANTIGRAVITY DEVICE. Brochure 350. ADD, Box 3062-ZD, Bartlesville, Oklahoma 74003.

Crystal Set Construction" Handbook -500. "Coil
Winding" -500. Catalog 250, refundable. Laboratories, 1477-L,
Garden Grove, Calif. 92642.

I

NORELcO HI -FI -SPEAKERS
An AddediFull Line of Norelco Hi-Fi Speakers
For The System Builder
McGEE RADIO COMPANY,1901 McGee Street PE,
Kansas Ctity, Missouri 64108

"DISTANCE

-40,,

SPARKS! plans $7.50. Information
Huntington Electronics, Box 9-P, Huntington, Conn. 06484.

TESLA

COIL

HIGH FIDELITY

QUICKSILVER, Platinum, Silver, Gold, Ores Analyzed. Free Circular. Mercury Terminal, Norwood, Mass. 02062.
.
for Electronic Tubes, Semi -Conductors, Equipment (Receivers, Transmitters, Scopes, Vacuum Variables etc.)
Send Lists now! Write: Barry Electronics, 512 Broadway, New
York, NY 10012. (212) 925-7000.

QUICK CASH

DIAMOND NEEDLES and Stereo Cartridges at Discount prices for
Shure, Pickering, Stanton, Empire, Grado and ADC. Send for free

catalog. All merchandise brand new and factory sealed. LYLE
CARTRIDGES, Dept. P, Box 69, Kensington Station, Brooklyn,
New York 11218.
STEREO

WANTED

750.

Components at lowest prices.

Send

Carlton, Box 1094-A, Danbury, Conn. 06810.

for free catalog.

Kit Catalog. Amplifiers: Lil Tiger $11.10, Universal Tiger
$30.00. Preamp $44.50 (Featured in Popular Electronics) Mixer -6
Input $13.75. SWTPC, Box A32040, San Antonio, Tex. 78284.

.

.

CROSLEy Coca-Cola 1930 Bottle Radios.
5902 Eastview, Indianapolis, Ind. 46250.

Must operate. Dean,

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
AND EQUIPMENT

FREE

TAKE SOUND OFF your Cassette or

Cartridge with "ERASETTE".
electronic wash (-65db 0 -VU) gives you a like new
Cassette or Cartridge in an instant. Less than 1-lb: self contained, 4 -"AA" battery powered. $12.50 postpaid. Calif. residents add sales tax. Magnesonics Corp., Box 127, Northridge,
California 91324.
Our exclusive

cartridges, headphones, components, blank and prerecorded tapes. Wholesale prices in any quantity. Request
quotes: SOUNDSCAPE, Box 265, Fairhaven Station, New Haven,
Connecticut 06513.
STEREO

PLATING

Equipment, Portable Platers, Supplies and "Know How." Build your own tanks for nickel, chrome, etc. Easy-to install PVC liners. Rectifier components
sizes. Schematics,
parts lists, formulas, operating instructions for all plating.
Guaranteed to save you 25%-75%. Some good units for sale.
Write for details. Platers Service Company, 1511 -PE Esperanza,
Los Angeles. Calif. 90023.

-all

TUBES
RADIO & T.V. Tubes -36C each. Send for free Catalog. Cornell,
4213 University, San Diego, Calif. 92105.

ELECTRONIC

GUA'R'D
PROTECTS SPEAKER AND AMPLIFIER

RECEIVING

amplifier output activates circuit breaker
and prevents damage.
Reset circuit breaker

SAVE money on parts and transmitting -receiving tubes, foreign domestic. Send 250 for giant catalog. Refunded first order.
United Radio Company, 56-P Ferro Street, Newark, N.J. 07105.

and make sure you use

correct values of
Speaker Guard.

AWORKMAN
DIFFERENT VALUES

ASK FOR CAT.

-

& INDUSTRIAL TUBES, TRANSISTORS. All Brands
Biggest Discounts. Technicians. Hobbyists, Experimenters -Request FREE Giant Catalog and SAVE! ZALYTRON, 469 Jericho Turnpike, Mineola, N.Y. 11501.

An overload in wattage

of

18

TUBES, Semiconductors, Equipment, Telephones,
Public Address. Intercoms, CB, Walkie -Talkies. etc. Quality Merchandise Only! Serving Engineers, Purchasing Agents, TV/Hi-Fi
Servicemen and Hams for 28 years. Domestic and Export. Write
for Catalog or call (212) 925-7000. BARRY ELECTRONICS, 512
Broadway, New York, N. Y. 10012.

A

145C

TUBES

"Oldies", latest. Lists free. Steinmetz, 7519 Maplewood,

MÁNUFÁCIURED 8Y

Hammond, Indiana 46324.

s,e., ó,.r,. a ti« recevu.cr tK
a..3eie 50A05010
335,9

TUBES

receiving, factory boxed, low prices, free price list.
Transleteronic, Inc., 1306 40th Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11218A,
Telephone: 212-633-2800.

122

POPULAR ELECTRONICS

Including Electronics World

LEDS

253584 NPN
PNP
25965
251605 NPN
255324 POP
252360 PNP
2510150 NPN
2N2015 NPN

5 .65
FLV 100 VIS LED'S
.65
GaAs IR LED'S
.65
MRD 140 Photo darlingtons

VARIABLE CAPACITANCE
DIODES

(Similar to 155463A)
tune VHF, color
broadcast sets
7400
7401
7402

7404

7413
7420
7430
7440
7441
7447
7450
7460
7472
7473
7474

..

....
....
....
....
....
....
...
,

.

.25
.25
.25
.28

.75
.25
.25
.25

....1.30
....1.15

....
....
....
....
....

.25
.25
.50
.50
.50

TV,

used to
&

.... 1.00
.80
....
.... .75
....1.25
.... .25
.... .57
.... .79
.... .80

NE 565 PHASE LOCK

segment 5V. 8 MA. 16 Pin
DIP readout. 250,000 hrs. life-

$3.25.

TRIACS

PRV

7ANTULUM CAPACITORS

253584 250

100
200
300
400
500

5/51.00
4/$1.00
.50
.75

$
5

IA
.40
.70
.90

1.10

1.10
1.50
Press Fit

1.60
2.00

1.35

1.50
1.90
2.70
3.20

60

3/51.00

30

$1.25

GO

50c
55

60

5E903

300

500

1000

518.95

$26.95

$22.95

$34.95

IS

1.20
1.60
2.00
2.40
2.80

5

5

100
200
400
600

IA

.06

.07

.09
.11
.15

800

.20

1000

3A
.Ó9

50A

12A

.85

--.30
.35

1.25

.20
.30

.45
.70
.85

1.50
1.30
2.30
2.75

1.10

Silicon Control Rectifiers
70A
20A
lOA
6A
3.50
.30
.45
1.00
100
6.50
1.25
200 .50
.75
PRV

300
400

50
0

60
.70
.80
90

.90
1.10
1.25

1

-Nixie

1-7490

tube & socket (8754)

$4.75

1-7441

.16
.40
.55

DECADE COUNTER KIT

Consisting of:
1-749705

Silicon Power Rectifiers
PRV

TEST EQUIPMENT SPECIALS

(Used in good condition)
TEKTRONIX 545A with CA
$800.00
plug -,n
KODAK 14.28 14" Optical
$2695.00
Comparator
POWER DESIGN 3240, 1-32V
$95.00
at 44 power supplies
POWER DESIGN 1210. 1-12V at
595.00
10A power supplies
Dumont 3044 scopes ...$95.00
with
B
or
Tektronix 531
$475.
K plug-in
$125.
HP 521C counter
HP 4000 voltmeter
595.
Ballantine 314 voltmeter 595.

5E905

5E902

204

154

104

-770-1.00

30A .2
4A .8
4A .8

60V
40V
40V

±15_

MINIATURE TRIM POTS
500 OHM, 10K, 20K. 25K,
5 .75
50K
or 3 for $2.00
400 PRV 5A Full Wave
Bridge
$1.25
200 PRV 15A Full Wave
5 .95
Rectifier

....1.50
....1.50

I.A 250

30V

50

5E904

53.50

LOOPS

7

4.7 MFD AT 20V
10 MFD AT 20V
4.7 MFD AT 100V
11 MFD AT 100V

50VlOq
7.5A7025-10-51.45

REGULATED POWER
SUPPLIES
MODEL
(VDC)
Output Voltage
Output Current
(MA)
Line (105 -125 -VAC)

1

.. .75
74107 ... .85
74121 ..
.55
74192 ...1.95

time

TRANSISTOR SPECIALS
2A
250V
10MHz100H/c 51.50
/$1.00
7V .1A .300
00
T0-18 .15W
5/51.00
10-5
.15W 24V .1A 14MHz125
20
51.50
35
1.0.3
60W
32
5 .50
10-33 .06W 20V .05A 980
T0-82 150W 200V
26
51.45
1011
.012
10.36 150W 50V
TO -66_35W

.8W
NPN
70-5
253772 NPN 5, TO -3 150W
256109e PNP Si TO -220 36,+'
:N5296. NPN S. T0-220 361$
OMatch pair pusl, pu II amplifier

7495

8570
8590

GE
GE
GE
Si
Si
Si

2-(7,13724

FM

$ .95

7475
7476
7480
7481
7483
7486
7490
7492

Si
GE

1.50
1.75
2.00

9.505

709C OPER. AMP
741 OPER. AMP.
748 Adjust 741
Pual 709
723
fVR-2002 high
power 723

5

.50
.95
51.39
5

5 .75

51,00

NIXIE TUBES
Similar to Raytheon
8754 with socket 6,
data

sheet

Terms:

.50

5

51.85

Cambridge.

Mass.
Send check or Money Order. InFOB

postage. Average Wt. per
package tp. Ib. No C.O.D.'S.

clude

1.40 2.25 11.00
600
IN4886 POWER VARIACTORS

Minimum Order $3.00
NPN 2A Silicon Trans. 51.70
Rated companies 30 days net
2N3819 N Channel FETs.. .45
2N3055 7 amp NPN
54.95
75
013T PROG. UJTs
Silicon Transistor ....51.00
Send $ .20 for our Fall catalog featuring Transistors and Rectifiers: 325 Elm St., Cambridge, Mass.
Vice0

e

e

SOLID STATE
CIRCLE NO.
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for particular people. Free catalog. Gold
Coast Tape Library, Box 2262, Palm Village Station, Hialeah, Fla.
33012.
Programs on cassettes or reels. High quality, low
prices, thousands to choose from, professional equipment,
catalog 50C. Remember Radio Inc., Box 2513, Norman, Okla.
73069.
OLD Radio

-all major labels -3,000 different
brochure. Stereo-Parti, 55 St. James Drive, Santa Rosa,
Ca. 95401.
RENT 4 -Track open reel tapes

-free

MEMOREX recording tape, audio & video lowest prices, write for
free information. Bergetz Systems Co., Box 1181, Melrose Park,

III. 60161.

.

.

$6. Deems,

...

...

Suspense
13114, Weddington,

tape. 6 hours of Comedy
.

Time Radio tapes-reels -cassettes. Free catalog. Garant,
Box 331, Greeneville, Tennessee 37743.

OLD

SCOTCH MAGNETIC TAPE (USED)
#150, 1 mil polyester, 3600 ft. on 101/2 in.
fiberglass reels, used once, $1.99; 1800 ft.,
7 in. reels, 99C -guaranteed to perform as
good as new or money refunded. (Bulk, no
box). Used 101/2 in. fiberglass reels (small
hole) 50C. New hinged'boxes: 101/2 in., 39f,
7 in., 90 (All plus postage by weight & zone)

SAXITONE TAPE SALES

.

Tuners rebuilt and aligned orr manufacturers specification.
Only $9.50. Any make UHF or VHF Ninety day written guarantee.
Ship complete with tubes or write for free mailing kit and dealer
TV

brochure.1W Electronics, Box 51C. Bloomington, Indiana 47401.

KITS assembled, most under $25.00. Any electronic device
built from Schematic or designed from scratch. Grounded Grid

Amplifiers

10

thru

6

meters, from $50. Kits, equip., work,
1, Bronson, Texas 75930.

uncond. guar. Clark's, Rt.

INSTRUCTION
includkit -trouble -shooting. Accredited
NHSC, Free Booklet. NILES BRYANT SCHOOL, 3631 Stockton,
Dept. A, Sacramento, Calif. 95820.
LEARN ELECTRONIC ORGAN SERVICING at home all makes

ing

transistor. Experimental

LEARN WHILE ASLEEP, Hypnotize! Strange catalog
suggestion, Box 24-ZD, Olympia. Washington 98501.

free. Auto-

HIGHLY effective home study courses in Electronics Engineering
Technology and Electronics Engineering Mathematics. Earn your
Degree. Write for Free Descriptine Literature. Cook's Institute of
Electronics Engineering, (Dept. 15), P.O. Box 10634, Jackson,

Miss. 39209. (Established 1945).
DEGREE IN ELECTRONICS through correspondence
instruction. G.I. Bill approved. Free catalog. Grantham, 1509 N.
Western, Hollywood, California 90027.

ASSOCIATE

First and Second Tests. $8.95.
24190, Cleveland, Ohio 44124.
FCC

;t

1776 Columbia Rd., N.W. Washington, D.C. 20009
OCTOBER 1972

L E.S-

Tel. (617)'547-4005

REPAIRS AND SERVICES

STEREO TAPE RENTAL

and Priceless Memories
Van Nuys, Calif. 91401.

A
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TAPE AND RECORDERS

OLD Radio Shows on

,S

Somerville, Mass. 02143

Post Office Box 74A

LOGIC

trainers catalogs 50C. UTI,

Electronic Tutoring, Box
POB

252,

Waldwick, N.J.

07463.
11'3

EARN College Degrees at home. Many
Subjects. Florida State
Christian College, Post Office Box 1674, Fort
Lauderdale, Fla.
33302.

POCKETn

ELECTRONIC

CALCULATOR

-

BATTF:R1' d Inrnr
reedy to sisal Not a Mt -hours F Yed1
Most eConornical and advanced battery operated
i ,iket
under 31110. Stakes
of the
idles[
single
chip LSI (Large Scale Integration,. 1.Kit
display technology and
unique
pan :,eo
keln
eair
1.
The 9V battery
be thrown away after use or
recharged will, the n Al' power risers., (included I.
Performs Addition. Subtraction. Multiplication, Diet.
1

Co,wpttly wired.

LED Display
HIGHLY Effective, Profitable Short
Courses. (75 Choices). Study
Diploma Awarded. Our 27th Year. Free
Literature.
CIEE-D, Box 10634, Jackson, Miss. 39209.

calcula[

At Home.

-sin

functions. Including l'hain or Mixed Stultinlirol
ndn Division.
well , true
balance,tlit
10 duffle. For
u
ad,b.,l
and
nVdityl the
decimal point
to too Aires In the eight digit
.Iispl,. Add iti,,nalfileddinpli,y
nd,,.,tors denote , erlinw

AVIATION

sir

I

be

the right

nd

lnrluden

digits and
mpl,iir,l
Sir,.

s

sult

rtton , bor,kl t. Earto1rt
s 5t

,

guarantee, Gift tacked.

1

ELECTRONICS
TECHNICIAN-Prepare for exciting
career in new field of "Avionics". Train at nation's
largest aeronautical school. Indicate if eligible for G.I.
Benefits. Spartan
Airschool, International Airport, MM, Tulsa,
Oklahoma 74151.

:116

-

Buy ' 3

-

Take 100. 'Discount

HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA for adults. Earn
State Diploma. Accepted
by Civil Service, business, colleges. Low
cost. No tedious study.

1973 ELECTRONIC

¡`4a`'
1

CALCULATOR
COMPLETELY WIRED

W

Only

d
a

9

-

Discount
In lots of

3

Home,
Office,
Shop,

Serer before offered at this price! Your
n them at
317, 51.19
but nos- at
ers
price , Io,l,.
alor,l. ED:IIT-IIIC,IT fluorescent
display has unlli.
digit e,,pae,te. Adds! Subtracts! Multiplies!
,uul Div.
files: in chain . r mixed calculations. Includes MINUS
sago showing hlegative credit balance,
OVEItYLOW
INIIICAT(III 10 to the eight power, CONSTANT
IIC)
',EMMORY switch. Floating derin,:,l 6r 2. 3..1. B .i,-eimal
Points as required. IC'E,
key clears caleulato, of
last entry error.
a
Automatic loading and trailing
suppression.
(Large Scale Integration)
to
tlmn M,111111 transistors. ('al cola, equivalent
speed
add.
subtract. 10.000th of
pnd, Keyboard i
REED SWITCH assemble for .5,r.Ids'«
tronhle-free
operation. SeparatePu'
oer
switch.
Removable
VAC line cad. Power 110-120 VA(' 50-110 m ole,. 115
Wt.
Ian.
Handsome black rnolded «,!,!net ,e'th silver
trim, size: 91'_" a ST,s.
IISS". Complete with
easy -to -understand
booklet. a TIIE ONLY
GUARANTEE!, C,11-('1'LATOR ill' A MAil. FACTtRY
ORDEI!
ADvl;ll'I'ISER. Aft Parked!

Money-back guarantee. Details: H -S Program,
Suite 2504, 1221
Avenue of Americas, New York, N.Y.
10020.

THE AIR announcer training at
R.E.I. features individual
realistic preparation for your Radio/TV career.
R.E.I.'s engineering course features intensive training for the
FCC First Phone!
Complete either course in lust five (5) weeks! Call
1-800-237-2251
loll free for brochure. Write: R.E.I., 1336 Main Street,
ON

Uses single Texas Instrument "Chip"
Features found in more expensive units

1

$11

1°

°f

F.C.C. TYPE Exams Guaranteed to prepare
you for F.C.C., 3rd.,
($7.00), 2nd., ($12.00), 1st., ($16.00), phone exams;
Complete
package, $25.00. Research Company, Dept. A, Rt. 2,
Box 448,
Calera, Alabama 35040.

:

Student,
School

:t

NEW

Y:C.0

$57
WITH

CASE

-n gment

-

5 40

70W pwr delver amo

sso

Amps
lOa

566

O

567
595
702C
703C
709C
710C
711C
723C

uSec to 1 -hr
055
119

0

FACTORY TESTED
FACTORY GUARANTEED
Buy 100

cto
a r

.

t[
1

-

597406

1

9N740í

I
'

597411
511741]
597416

,27
,27
.45 '1 5117443
.45
.
I 5N1«5
,29
5117446
.21
5117447
5197448

']

0

5117417

.48 [

557421

.21
,21
.32

n

5147426

n
,1 557437

.50

n
n

5/1T430

.21
51

°l1'1i
5117440

C

557442

(RCS!

/á f111':

for

years

3.25

3.10
1.00
1.00

-

1.21
1.21

1.50
1.40
1.10
1.25
,21

NOII
5117476
5117480

.21
.39
32
.44
.39
.71

¡'t
(

[iri
II
'

']
¡1

5117481
5197482

597453
597486
5197489
557490
557491
597492
597493
597494

5117495
5117496

5074107
5974121
5974122

.49

3.50
.69
1.10
,71
,71
1.10
95
1.10

19
.67
.99
1,45
51974145 1.25

n 5974123
.44
51174141
.65

,10

I JIB
1.25

25
44

MAKE

-

il

r

5N74162 1.79

n

29

FRIENDS

51174180 1.10

WORLDWIDE

through international correspon-

friends for travel, matrimony, fishing, etc. Send age and
$1 for bulletin "Introductions." Amity,
P.O. Box 2471, Detroit,
Michigan 48231.
MAKE

Electronic Detector locates hidden transmitters.
Literature 25v. Security Devices, Box 671, Westwood, New Jersey
,

.

07675.

telephone conversations privately-automatically. Leave
recorder unattended. Robert's, Box 49PE, Parkridge, Illinois
RECORD

60068.

FIND YOUR LIFEMATE! Nationwide Computerized Datematching.
Send $1.00 -ELITE, Box 64, New York City 10019.

51.174163 1.79

swioi9i

1:1ó
5974193 1,;5

51174192 1.75

[` 51174195

INVENTIONS WANTED

,

Mims,ref

POLY. PAKS

35

dence. Illustrated brochure free. Hermes, Berlin 11, Germany.

BUGGED???
A

i1

`

PROFESSIONAL ELECTRONIC PROJECTS-$1.00 up. Catalog
cents. PARKS, 7544 23rd Ave., N.E., Seattle, Wash. 98115.

PERSONALS

1

(1'

'

41

1] 51174150 1.25
rl 5974151 1.13
51474153 1.25
5974154 1.95
51974155 .39
'1 5974156 1.39
51974157
25
51174158 1.
5974160 1.79
9974161 1.79
1

Free Litera-

DO-IT-YOURSELF

,

39
39
39
95

Undersold!

Terms: add postage. rod's 25 ^r. Rated: net an
Phone Orders: Wakefield, Maas. t62.1a-31429
Retail: 211 Albion St.. Wakefield, 1í)
C.O.D.'S MAY BE PHONED IN'

CIRCLE NO.
124

25
3.25

GUARANTEE,

21
21
21

[l

t

597436

,

.21

I

P 5117420

..

94126'

3

10% DI .....í
Gimmicks
Priona, Delieniu
Ouaiity' We'reOnThe
or
with MONEY RACK Only IC Meer/leer"

9.

21

,i8

.

1

100

LOWEST PRICES
ON TTL
Bur 3
Take

IC'S

i.z
.21

8
SN]4029
5197409

5197410
1

9

Mark,.

5117404
5117405

'

Take 20

..

rkearF

49.95 Postpaid

LEARN TAPE RECORDING FROM STUDIO ENGINEERS.
ture. Write: NNA, Box 721F, Rye, New York 10580.

1.17

709-709 Dual709C (DIP)
1 00
739.739 Dual stereo preamp
741-741 Dual 741C (mini DIP) ... 11 98
00
749.749 Dual channel amp
(Al TO -5 or IIIP dual in line 1.98
oak
Poly Paks Will Never
Be

G,.

sM)<o0
557401

SN7402
Sn)a0]

RF-IF, amp, 14 ckts, TO.5
Operational amp (A)
Differential any (A)
Dual dill. comp (A)
Voltage regulator (Al
Frequency compensator 709
Dual 741C, TO -5
Freq. adj. 741C (A)

748C

rucoono MAnc(O

2 04

.

..2for

1:1747C

2
e

Four 4uandranl multiplier
Ni -gala, DC amp, TO -5

741c

Timer

O

Precision 103 voltaee reg.
Dual 741 (mini DIP)
Phase lock loops (A,
Function generator (Al
Tone decoder tOt

Includes Up -

P.O. BOX 26348-P
IIU10,(ItlN(ItlN6 tItl$ltI 5,4$ FRANCISCO,
CALIF.

I

565

SOLO:

COMMAND PRODUCTIONS

fluorescent

Includes ire,! outputs for
with timer
options, m v he ,red for 12 ,r 24as, hour display.
Indicates HOURS, MtIN(TES, SECONDS. 115 YA( fi11
cy. sift packed. Wt, 3 lbs,
Buy 3
Take 10%
linearType
/exertl!li on
Sal..
531
NI slew rate op -amp
3 5B
533
Micro power 709
3 58
530
FET input Op amp
4 50

sso

class licenses.

Ability Test." --

'blue-green"
glow for the latest ease -viewing. FEATURES: 6 poi/,,,,
di.splA)
tubes. completely
mnletely etched and t,ru Plated circuit M,nid,
all IC',:
T

.

Dated mil tiple choice tests and key
Schematic diagrams. PLIES - "Self -Study

By Sclentiiie Devices
DIGITALCLOCK

G.E.

EXAM' .>
MANUALF,r¡

Original Test -Answers eaan manual
that prepares you at hone for FCC First

Smaller more compact 8" x 5 h' x 3" ease
not lamina!
ed tapered fro m cabinet.
lam
gold -line front- Tapered leg» for easy viewing. Large

Only

,

The

and Second

KIT

Tekr

Sarasota,

Florida 33577.

INVENTIONS wanted. Patented; unpatented.
Service, 2420-P 77th, Oakland, Calif. 94605.

Global

Marketing

3(

lYnnf°a MsSE. 01840

ON READER SERVICE CARD

INVENTORS! Don't sell your invention, patented or unpatented,
until you receive our offer. Eagle Development Company, Dept.
9, 79 Wall Street, N.Y., N.Y. 10005.

POPULAR ELECTRONICS

Including Electronics World

PATENT Searches including Maximum speed, full airmail report
and closest patent copies. Quality searches expertly administered. Complete secrecy guaranteed. Free Invention Protection
forms and "Patent Information," Write Dept. 9, Washington

Patent

Office Search

Bureau,

P.O. Box 7167, Washington,

GREGORY .ELECTRONICS;é.',a=b::
°8 Used'
°°°'

Reconditioned
FM

Benjamin Franklin Substation,

"Directory of 500 Corporations Seeking New Products."
For information regarding development, sale, licensing of your
patented/unpatented invention. Write: Raymond lee Organization,
230-GR Park Avenue, New York City 10017.

e

FREE

ELECTRIC

Voice Commander III

FULLY SOLID STATE FM

1/2

'

°

High

completely self -conFM radio. Compact. lighteasily operated and hand-carrleo.

performance.

tamed two-way
Housed

BOOKS

WATT OUTPUT

MICRO -VOLT SENSITIVITY
Size: 9.5" x 5.3" x 1.7"

weight.

in

high

-

hardware polished
stainless steel.

catalog aviation/electronic/space books. Aero Publishers,
92028.

Proper

FREE book

r

RECORDS
°

Club -Free catalog. 1000-B

Richmond,

China

Lake, Calif. 93555.

charges

available separately. $15. each.

329PE Aviation Road, Fallbrook, California

CHAPEL Records

$148.

impact 2 -section
case. All external

prophet Elijah coming before Christ. Wonderful bible
evidence. Megiddo Mission, Dept. 64, 481 Thurston Rd., Rochester, N.Y. 14619.

-

132 to 174 MHz
1

FREE PAMPHLET:

FREE

I

Transmitter -Receiver

Protect your ideas! Free "Recommended Procedure". Washington Inventors Service, 422T Washington Building,
Washington, D.C. 20005.
INVENTORS:

"Tips on Safeguarding Your Invention." Write:
United States Inventors Service Company, 708-1 Carry Building,
Washington, D.C. 20005.

2-WAY.RADIO-1AVINGS';

Partial List -Sand for.Nevc9.

D.C. 20044.

Lots
less
Lots
less

of 5
10% ..$133.20
of 10
$125.00
15%
.

Includes rechargeable
iekel eadmlun, battery paek and eharn(Crystals

eng. add

$50.)

&

tun-

PROGRESS LINE STRIPS
These strips are physically complete. bat me sold on an as-Is
b.,sls only.
MA/E13 MA/E16 MA/533 MA/E36 M
Power supply-. 30
c
watts. less vibrator ...$20.
520.
520.
Power supply. 80
watts. less vibrator
..
525.
525.
TX narrow band
less final tubes
Mote: MA/E42
wide band
518. ...525. ...525. ...530. ...512,
le
wide ban.l
less ovens
518. ...518. ...518. ... 518. ... 512.
14" Progress Line Case. consisting of front basket and front plate
with lock
510.
Low band dual front end. 2 freq. RX strip
520.

GREGORY ELECTRONICS CORP.
349-P Rt. 46, Saddle Break, N.J. 07662
Phone; 12011 489.9000 .,

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS
CIRCLE NO.
GOVERNMENT Surplus. How and Where to Buy in Your Area. Send
$1.00. Surplus Information, Headquarters Bldg., Box 30177 -PE,
Washington, D.C. 20014.
ELECTRONIC Equipment and Parts. Big 36 page Free Catalog.
Send for your copy today! Fair Radio Sales, Box 1105-P, Lima,

Ohio 45802.

Typically from $53.90
Trucks from $78.43 .
.
Typewriters, Knives, Airplanes, Clothing, Multimeters,
Oscilloscopes, Transceivers, Photographic, Electronics Equipment. Wide -variety, condition. 100,000 Bid Bargains direct
from government nationwide. Complete sales directory and
surplus categories catalog $1.00 (Deductible on orders from
separate included catalog). Surplus Service, Box 820-1, Holland,
Michigan 49423.
JEEPS

Boats,

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS. Complete sales directory $1.00. Surplus
Publications, Box 26062Z, Los Angeles, Calif. 90026.
MANUALS for gov't surplus radios, test sets, scopes, teletype.
List 25C. Books, 4905 Roanne Drive, Washington, D.C. 20021.

18

ON READER SERVICE CARD

MAILORDER MILLIONAIRE helps beginners make $500 weekly.
Free report reveals secret plan! Executive (1K10), 333 North

Michigan, Chicago 60601.
BOOK "999 Successful, Little -Known Businesses." Work
home! Plymouth BGK, Brooklyn, New York 11218.
FREE

$1.00 per sale selling engraved metal Social Security
plates. FREE SALES KIT. Engravaplates, Box 10460-200,
Jacksonville, Florida 32207.
MAKE

400,000 BARGAINS Below Wholesale! Many free! Liquidations
Closeouts . . . Job lots
Single Samples. Free details.
Bargainhunters Opportunities, Box 730-1, Holland, Michigan
49423.
.

DISTRIBUTORS WANTED -Reliable CB units can

build your
Corporation company, is in the
for
distribution
nation
network
process of expanding its
wide
Citizen -Band equipment. If you have aggressive dealers eager to
sell quality products in this lucrative market, contact Bob Miller
for details of our profit building plan. Call (714) 757-8860, today.
CB

profits. SILTRONIX,

a

Cubic

SILTRONIX, 221 Via El Centro, Oceanside, Calif. 92054.

"2042 Unique, Proven Enterprises." Largest successful, moneymaking Collection in world'. Fabulous ways to beat insparetime! Haylings-B2, Carlsbad, Calif.
flation! Work home
FREE BOOK

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
I MADE $40,000.00 Year by Mailorder! Helped others make
money! Start with $10.00 -Free Proof. Torrey, Box 31&N, Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197.

$200.00 DAILY In Your Mailbox! Your opportunity to do what
mail-order experts do. Free details. Associates, Box 136-1, Holland, Michigan 49423.
small, highly profitable electronic production in your
basement. Investment, knowledge unnecessary. Postcard brings
facts. Barta-PEB, Box 248, Walnut Creek, California 94597.
START

...

92008.
MAILORDER-How to prepare your own catalog for pennies. Free
catalog! Obie-BGK, Brooklyn, New York 11219.
a Charm and Modeling business by mail. Everything
furnished. Royce, 14603 Dorchester, EWM-102, Dolton, Illinois
60419.

OPERATE

LIST moneymaking opportunities. Write, Simpson (4E9),
10014 South Paxton, Chicago 60617.
FREE

MAKE $2,000 per month! Sell information by mail.
Box 349 -EL, Flushing, New York 11355.

Hamilton,

FREE CATALOGS.

quickly at home. Tremendous field! Musical knowledge unnecessary. GI Approved. Information Free.
Empire School, Box 327, Miami, Florida 33145.

OCTOBER 1972
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PIANO TUNING learned

Repair air conditioning, refrigeration. Tools, supplies, full instructions. Poplin, 2016 Canton, Dallas, Texas 75201.

INTERVAL TIMER KIT

ACCURATE

TREASURE FINDERS

Kit includes: IC 741(A)

1

mini -dip

FISHER DETECTORS. You deserve the best.
Free
PE -10, P.O. Box 490, Belmont,
CA 94002.

Resistors
(4 for Timing)

6
2

Rectifiers

1

Capacitor

1

Power

Dept.

Hunters! Prospectors! Rockhounds! Hobbyists! Find
gold, silver, relics with world famous Detectron Metal
Detectors.
Free information. Delivery immediate. Detectron,
Dept. 10 -PE,
Box 243, San Gabriel, Calif. 91778.
TREASURE

transistor

I Micro -Switch, push

This circuit can be relied on for
accurate repetition of pre-deter , mined time intervals.
Wide time; range; From 100 microseconds to
over five minutes. Without a heat:
sink, the power transistor will
*,,,100 carry a half ampere continuous-

-t.
4,

,

I'mlay
ly.

41

KI7

For long time intervals a re may replace the lamp
when

' driving heavy loads; but at faster
intervals a reed relay or direct
driving is necessary for instan-

#C70

taneous response.

TONE GENERATOR PROBE
a

KIT

KIT #KC37A

all components,including the Fairchild uL 914
Probe holds

$2,45

(IC) and perforated board.
Enough room for two mercury

batteries(Not supplied).

Instruction booklet included.
GE READOUT
Sharp.

$1.95 BURROUGHS

bluish -green

fluorescent digital
display; 7/16" numeric characters in 3/e"
glass envelope. Filament: 1.5 volts at 45

mA.

Plate: 25 volts at

1.5" leads.

No socket

about

5

mA. Long.

B-7971
.-r_

extra charge).

detectors-$19.95 to $79.95. Family fun and
write: Treasureprobe

FREE --Valuable

Find

Coins,

PE

26,

Tennent,

N.J.

Treasure Finder catalog sent by return mail.
Gold, Silver, Metals, Relics. Write today.

Rings,

JETCO, Dept. CPE, Box 26669, El Paso, Texas
79926.

TREASURE FINDER locates buried gold,
silver, coins, treasures.
5 powerful models. $19.95 up. Instant
financing available. Free
catalog. Relco, Dept. A-33, Box 10839, Houston, Texas
77018.
DISCOVER AMERICA'S FASTEST GROWING
HOBBY. White's Electronics, Inc., would like to send you-absolutely FREE,
their 42
page, fact -filled catalog on Mineral and Metal
Locating Equipment. Amateurs or Professionals select from
the world's largest
line of metal detectors, priced as low as $79.50,
up. Detect
Gold, Silver, Copper-Nuggets, Coins, Jewelry,
etc.

Budget terms
available. For your convenience we have three major
factory
locations in the U.S. and Canada, as well as over 1,000
authorized
dealers to serve you. See your local Yellow Pages,
under "Metal
Locating Equipment", or write: White's Electronics
Inc., Room
No. 391, 1101 Pleasant Valley Road, Sweet
Home, Oregon 97386
Elk Air Industrial Park, Dexter Drive, East, Elkhart,
Indiana
46514-or White's Electronics Ltd., 33784 Hazel Street, Abbotsford, British Columbia, Canada.
BUILD your own treasure finder. Build

a $129.00 treasure finder
for under $20.00. Easy to follow plans. Parts list $3.00.
Century
Radio, P.O. Box 1712, Sanford, Florida 32771.

RUBBER Address Stamps $2.00. Signature $3.50. Free
Catalog.
Jackson's, Box 443-G, Franklin Park, Illinois 60131.

$1.95 EACH

V. At least 40 are OKtif not, we will replace,
FREE, any you wish to return. Price KIT S ZENERS--$1.95

HYPNOTISM

to 48

FAIRCHILD RTL
501 EACH asst'd
25 FOR

San

50

fortune. Catalog
07763.

RUBBER STAMPS

Here is a simple test kit for ch ckingg zeners.
ZENERS Plus 50
assorted,unmarked zeners400mW) from
v.

TRANSISTORIZED

required.

As used on stock -market quotation
boards. All alpha and digital characters
are 2'/" high. Overall height is 45/2".
The fifteen -segment neon tube operates
at 170 volts dc. Instead of sockets, we
supply contacts that fit on the pins (no

1

literature, FRI,

FOR

$20,00

C'SAII
FuL
FuL
FuL
FuL

new,

original packing

900 Buffer (epoxy TO -5)
914 Dual 2 -input gate (epoxy TO-5)
915 Dual 3 -input gate (metal To-5)
923 JK Flip -Flop (epoxy TO -51

VIBRATION/DISTURBANCE/NOISE DETECTOR

learning. Hypnotic method. 92% effective. Details free.
Foundation, Box 7566EG, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33304.

SLEEP
ASR

Hypnotism. Self -Hypnosis. Sleep Learning Catalog! Drawer
H400, Ruidoso, New Mexico 88345.
FREE

This ready -to -use unitonly requires three wire
connections. Its SCR is triggered when an unusually loud noise or vibration is detected by
its crystal microphone. A bell,relay,alarm-system or motor can be activated. Uses batteries,
4 to 6 VDC (or pwr. sply). Solid state, only
1"x 1"x 3"long. Includes wiring diagram and suggested uses.We were lucky-we got a bargainwhich we would like to share with you and get
you on our mailing list. Just two to a customer

PRINTING
PRINTED Envelopes. Samples, Price List. Anderson
Co., P. 0. Box 6064, Anderson, Indiana 46015.

Price, I{$C

please.

"MALE -FEMALE Hypnotism" Exposed, Explained! "Secret Method"
Never Know! $2, Rushed. Guaranteed! Isabella Hall, Silver Springs, Florida 32688.

-They

for our FREE CATALOG, Includes
Circuit diagrams,illustrationsof

1,000 ADDRESS Labels,
Lennon, Mich. 48449.

75C

Postpaid.

Bacsco, Box

Envelope
149-PJ,

Send

25 KITS.

Include postage with order.

CORTLANDT ELECTRONICS INC.
16

Hudson

CIRCLE NO.
126

St.
10

New

York.

N.Y.

10013

ON READER SERVICE CARD

EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION
EXCITING Overseas jobs. Directory $1.00. Research Associates,
Box 889-E, Belmont, California 94002.

ELECTRONICS/AVIONICS Employment Opportunities. Report on
jobs now open. FREE details. Aviation Employment Information
Service, Dept. EW, Box 240, Northport, N.Y. 11768.
POPULAR ELECTRONICS Including Electronics World

REMAILING SERVICE

POPULAR ELECTRONICS

FAST confidential remailing and forwarding. P.O. Box 12263,
Houston, Texas 77017.

Including Electronics World

OCTOBER

1972

REAL ESTATE

...

Describes and pictures
hundreds of farms, ranches, town and country homes, businesses
coast to coast! Specify type property and location preferred.
UNITED FARM AGENCY, 612-EP West 47th St., Kansas City, Mo.
64112.
FREE

READER
SERVICE NO.

MUSICAL

81

Information

Action Radio

I

2

Antenna Specialists Co.. The ..

3

B.

& F.

4

B&

K

6

BSR

INSTRUMENTS

Bell

PAGE NO.

ADVERTISER

NEW 280 -page FALL CATALOG!

108

Enterprises
Division. Dynascan Corporation
(USA) Ltd
Howell

&

119
9

99

99

56. 57. 58. 59

Schools

24

8 Bose

30% DISCOUNT name brand musical instruments. Free Catalog.
Freeport Music, 455N, Route 110, Melville, N.Y. 11746.
WHOLESALE! Professional Guitars, PA Systems, Altec Speakers,
240W RMS Amplifiers. Free Catalog. Carvin, Escondido, Calif.

El, A Division of the McGraw-Hill Continuing
38, 39, 40.
Education Company
19. 20.
18.
Cleveland Institute of Electronics
CR

7

MOVIE FILMS
8MM-SUPER 8-16MM MOVIES! Biggest Selection! Lowest Prices!
Free Catalog! Cinema Eight, Box 245 -PE, N.Y.C. 10028.

°

Hard -to -Find TOOLS
Expanded 1973 Catalog coninlna
Unique collection 111 tools rarely round
In stores orother Catalogs! Hundreds

of Items to make projects easier. All
finest quality. aloney-back goa,amee.
Send SOc for 1 year soh. (4 i.nucsl
Brookstone Co. 10265 Brookstone Bldg.
Peterborough, N.H. 03458

Delta Electronics Co

13

Delta Products Inc

83

Dixie

HiFi

116

14

Edmund

15

El Instruments, Inc

17

16

Electra Company, Div. of Masao Corp

98

EXTRA INCOME
Packed with fresh ideas, expert
advice and valuable details on
money -making ideas-full and
for both men and
part-time
women. Provides in depth coverage in many important areas of
income opportunities . . . mail

-

--

- -

vending
franchising
order
direct selling
machines
plus many
house parties

special features on seasonal
business opportunities and

'

money -saving ideas. 1972 Oct./
Nov. issue now available. Only 75c.

York,
Order from the Ziff -Davis Service Division, 595 Broadway, New
New York 10012. Enclose an additional 25c for postage and handling.

OCTOBER 1972

128

Co

FOURTH

Electro -Voice, Inc

Electronics and Control Engineers' Book Club

18

Gregory Electronics Corp

19

Heath

COVER
7

125

110,

Company

III,

112. 113
16

20 Jerinyn

14

21

Johnson

22

Lafayette Radio Electronics

23

McIntosh Laboratory Inc

89
107
12

Maeitran Company, The
25 MITS Micro Instrumentation & Telemetry
24

Systems.

15

Inc

NRI Training
National Technical Schools

SECOND COVER, I, 2.

..-

74. 75. 76.

3

77
11

Electronics
Inc

12

28

Pickering & Co.. Inc

10

29

Poly

S

8

124

Paks

92, 93, 94. 95

Institutes

30 RCA

115

E

32 Sams & Co., Inc.. Howard W

13

& Co.. Inc.. Howard W
Schober Organ Corp., The

97

33 Sams

Guide to Earning

;_xa'0.1

Scientific

17

31

ZIFF-DAVIS PUBLICATION

Wholesalers

27 PTS Electronics.

WINEMAKERS: Free illustrated catalog yeasts, equipment. Semplex, Box 12276P, Minneapolis, Minn. 55412.

118

44

26 Olson

MISCELLANEOUS

A

126

87

12

5

HARD TO FIND TOOLS

21
81

9 Cook's Institute of Electronics Engineering
lO Corttandt Electronics Inc

II Crystek

92028.

41

34

36
37

79

Solid State Sales
Solid State Systems. Inc

123

38 Sonar

39 TO I(
40

85

Brothers Inc

35 Shure

121

109

Radio Corp

91

Electronics Corp

85

Tri-Star Corp.

Trigger Electronics
U.S. Air Force Recruiting Service
U.S. Army
42 United Audio Products, Inc

41

43

98
27

22, 23
73
16

Wine -Art

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
118, 120.

122. 123. 12n. 125. 126. 127

127

UVE'IN THE WORLD

'°

OF -TOMORROW

::'TODAY! 'NEWIPRODÚCTS;

_r°UNIQUEHARDJO-FIND BARGAINS FOR :FUN;<STUDYOR PROF 1
VISUAL EFFECTS PROJECTOR SET

SPECIAL

Dazzling,
visual effects,
Fantastic v riety. Incredibly
Special package offer eontarns all nec:try apparatus. Create heating.
'Symp. fiery bursts of color like
Symphony of Spheres"
"Colorant is
C0scat Starburst". Fealures 35mm 500
fan cook,'at
st
oduces big Image at snort
distance. Accepts two
dlapt, wheels
(Dry Kaleidoscope y Hexidoseopel,
2
avantc-garde

beautiful.

IrStnrbursts",
k--!-.
.
J-

3f`

rs

i,,',7,,..

//',

FF77

1

-

/f

Ica'

iceensaries

Clotld
d 5" Dexldoscopr ter ix Colored
min.' d
walls.. Perfect for internal
entertaining.

ml

1

71,2ansv Complete(instructions.

pa't'es. n.

Stock No..t 71,212ÁV

"FISH" WITH

treasure

hunting on the bottom!
I'nscinatbrg
profitable:
fie a line tofortour& sometimes
31 --lb. Idagnet-drop
it overboard in hay, river. lake or ocean.
Troll it along
"treasured"
haul can be our board motors.
anchors.
other Metal valuables.
1r
Ib. Mourner
Is
surplus -Alnico V Tape-Gov't.
cost 8511, Lifts
I.í0
lbs.
on land
much :eater weights under water.
i

, ..?f-i

..

.

`^'

.:-

Stock Bo. 70.571)ÁV
Stock No. 85.152AV

-

r

3'

'

e

1

No.
No.

70.571AV..51/z Ibs...514.00
60.215AV. .11z lbs.. .55.75

...... 153'4
..3t/z lbs. (40 lbs.)
Iba. 1350 Ibs.i

58.95 ELECTRONIC STROBE

.

Ppd.
Ppd.

1

NEW ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR -599.50
'Terrific American-made value v/big
machine capabilities. Add. subtract.
multiply, divide. do mixed calculations
-silent anslvers
in milli -seconds. 8
digit entry dr readout
w/16 -digit cap.
Auto. precise to the decimal.
Also features fixed decimal,
constant key atnflerflow. zee suppression.
tnlnus signal
or true credit aance, error
correction.
keyboard roll Over memory. Solid staler
ocular constr.. only 3-1b. Year guarantee normal Use).
No, 78,000AV
(61/.%9x2^ Hi)
599.50 Ppd.
PHOTOCELL RELAY SYSTEM BUY!
AVAILABLE AGAIN! SURPLUS PRICED!
Self contained unit adapted easily to
burglar alarms: people, car,
operate
package counters: annunciators:

t

garage door openers:
warning
emhlyllne controls. etc.
'pensive copying machines. Incls cadmium sulphide photocell,
ingle-1'nle double -throw relay.
silicon= rectifier, capacitor. resistor.
6.5v lam', 751,' 125v socket. Uses
110v AC. Metal cased (1
x!assSa"i.
113 ox. Inxtrn.

rig. builta for
Oterns,
.

1

t/

Stock No. 60,662AV

10" a x 13.4'.30
Stock No. 70,007AV

56.95 Ppd,

MÁIL COUPON' FOR.

^ st
v

'-"-'

164 PAGES
MORE THAN
4000 UNUSUAL BARGAINS!
CoorplelelY new Catalog. Packed with huge
e legion Of teleceopen.
Itticroscopea, binOcmtars. magnets. magnifier.. prisms. photo compunt'nts. .colony :did Unique Lighting Items.
parts. kits. accessoges-many hid'd-lo-per sur.
¡rt'uns narnatns.
IOOti or charts. Ill. cudtl Ons.
Ir r l olrbyists, expvrnlenler's. r
o la. industry.
r

EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO.

300 Edscorp Building, Barrington, N.J. 08007
Please rush Free Giant Catalog "AV"
Name

State

Zip

,

-

,

46 lbs, 572.50 FOB

3" ASTRONOMICAL

shots. orbits, stars, phases
pl:rtrvls close up. GO to ISO
pourer. Aluminized. over-coated 3"-diam,

TELESCOPE

f! 10 primary minor. ventilated cell.
Equatorial mount with
on
locks

axes.
tena,

tripod.

both

and mounted Bar.
,eyepiece
final,.- lerleseon, helurnri

"Star Chart." "flour to
Une Poor Telescope."
Stock
FRI-:C:

..532,95

Ppd.

.559.50
t ..5239.50
..594.50

Ppd.
FOB
FOB

No. 85.05001.1
:1" TEI.F.SCOPE
Stock No. 80,162ÁV

DELUXE

No.

85,105AV..,.11
85.086AV

ti

LOW PRESSURE SENSOR

Ue LTRA
Big surplus
bargain -tiny e1
cical
pressure switch activated by only 0.02
aswitchn
or less water pressure.
Single pole. normally °Pen, 1Omo DC
contact ratio^. 30v AC/DC (mural loads
require sensitive relay or solid state
control'. Use
sensor. switch.
counter. edge guide, instrument.ontmol.
alarm.
Long life II.000.O00 operations,.
Impervious to extreme shock. vibration.
I ^ sq. pnlyc rrhomde case. :t f Ii" diam

CIRCLE NO.

R...."Y

barbed pressure Ports. Wt-l0
rants. ORIGINAL
COST $11.50.
Stock No.
I

eter

41.623AV

53.95 Ppd.

W ! ELECTRONIC DIGITAL COMPUTER KIT!
Solve problems. play garners. predict
of
gran electronic brains.vAtl axing net.
fun tray to learn all about computer.
progranrming
logic, decimal, bi- f.
nary systems. Laws of Sets
-even do
your oven programming after
completing
simplified 110 page Instructive
booklet.
Includes step-by-st`n assembly Ilaeasily changed.
fmrasilCircuits asild rol panel. Readout
`eq. 2
'!D" bait. (nOt incl.,. Rest modelwe've
seen -for Ironic. school. Industry,
Stock No. 71.434AV
(11"8121. z^X4")
531.50 Ppd.
N

E

,

1

AMAZING NEW Wankel Engine KIT

Thrill

to the fun of building your own
vo
rights
GM recently paid 550
lion! Only engine experts
think economically modifiable to meet new
den standards. Replaces piston. polio
cylinder, Crank assemblies
semblies with rotating
discs (sections
for firing chum hers', Smaller than conventional:
fewer
Parts. greater reliability. Fame speed
w/less horsepower. Feat: flashing plugs.
rRrubber fan belt, stick -shift nn-olf switch.
eq. 2-1.50 halt. (not incl.).
No, 71.424AV (41/ "xS^x9")
56.75 Ppd.
519 Page Wankel Engine Ronk
e -through
motorized model of
lutionary picto nless type engine.

re-

for which

NO.

9,439AV

.

--

.

®:

515.25 Ppd.

Amateur
gists rise to measure cloudmeteoroloheights.
wind
d an< te mp . \ade of heavy
duty neoprene.
Inflate
vacuum
Or
air
ocall
available helium for high rise.
Stock No. 60,568AV (8' size)
$2.00 Ppd.
Stock

e
neaIntheito

I

No. 60,632AV (16' size)

57.00 Ppd.

-

BLACK -LIGHT MIGHTY MITES
Relatively small (I2") fixtures give cur.
priningly blight black -light. Mirrorfinished reflector makes instant slogY
inc 8-uratt. hieh.lnten.sily bulb look
like 40 -batter. Up to 8.000 horn's of
-_,,,.y
safe, long -wave (:0100Á4 hlacklio.ff to
really turn on parties, light S. Uteatrleat
shows. P 5
le
holiday deroho bas. Shockproof
iellc
mad -caps remove
for cafe. easy replacement of bulb and
.tarter. Stands upright or horizontal.
Aluminum case.
Stock No. 71.274AV
..514.95 Ppd.
DELUXE OUTD004'INDOOR MODEL
".
Stock No. 71.299AV
519.95 Pod.
e

PD
M
SCIENTIFIC:'° C
128

FOB

12%2" día. x 21,n".

l/

Address

City

ywI ,..,., ±f 1")
p

GIANT WEATHER BALLOONS
"Balls of fun" for kids, traffic stoppers
for stores. terrific for amateur metrologists, Creole 1 neighborhood sensation. Great backyard fun. Exciting
beach attraction.

G1ANT`FREE'CATALOG!

1m

Ibs.944.50

See moon
Of Venus.

Stock

<º

'remtnIbriet

510.75 Ppd.
516.95 Ppd.
524.50 Ppd.

r

ua ldxie.ed solid state electronic strobe
at fantastically loin price.
Iuce% bright Psychedelic effects Prolike
<larger. fa.
more
Xenon
strobes. yet It's 1u t expcnarve
'ra.r X 4 Á la's.
thick. Adjustable flash
pproxt,
lately ;1.10 fliranes per 'ate.
second. Make
stop Motion etiects. posters
come alive.
Great to take with you to parties.
<Janees. Outing. etc. Requires_ 2 0v
transistor bait. (not Incl.). Instructions.
Stock No. 41.443AV .....58.95 Ppd.
4 REPLACEMENT LAMPS
P-41.44400
1 00 Ppd.

li_l

Q

41/4" día. x 3
Stock No. 70,004AV
6^ dia. x 1"
Stock Na. 70.005AV
8" dra. x 13/4"
Stock No. 70,006AV

No.

53351.571.01

..

r

11

579 95 Ppd.

r_

ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE KITS

Grind y'Omr own mirror for powerful
telescmmr. 1.31 contains line annealed
pyrex
blank, tool. abrasives. dllal amirror. and eyepiece'
lenses, Ins lrmmums
you I Atilt range In value
form v 75.. i tu hundreds
of dollars.
Stock No. 70.003AV

A MAGNET
Go

-

,,a
QkiII8t%'tIiCE B{14 ,...,,,,,
o

QNUSUMè

Ifrf

EW MATERIALS, NEW IDEAS!

7m OBOEI BY

StOCINYMBEI

SENO'CNECR O1e1.101IE7 OBOEI
iMONEY-BaCaoGOaIANIEE'l

EDSCORP;BLD'G.

BARRINGTON, NEW MERSEY 08007.
14
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POPULAR ELECTRONICS Including Electronics World
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-Popular: Electronics
INCLUDING

Electronics World'

t

FREE
INDO

1'I

Here's an easy and convenient way
for you to get additional information about products advertised or
mentioned editorially (if it has a
reader service number) in this issue.
Just follow the directions below...
and the material will be sent to you
promptly and free of charge.
MAY

1972 FIF'V CENTS

\

Popular Electronics

1111 On the attached postage free
card, print or type your
"G Electronics World
name and address on the lines

'"

-NIRSQI-M^UCK LABS TESTS

4 -CHANNEL CARTRIDGE
TAPE

PLATERS

oaths

mmiumai

8

d

IBULD:

INDUSTRIAL
Jk

Electronic Steam Whistle
4 -Channel Synthesizer

ROBOTS

TEST REPORTS:

Listen

to

PUBLIC
.

WEATHER
SERVICE
BROADCASTS

indicated.

2e

Circle the number (s)
that corresponds to the key
number (s) at the bottom or
next to the advertisement or
editorial mention that is of
interest to you. (Hey numbers
for advertised products also
appear in the Advertisers' Index.)

3

Simply cut out the card
and mail. No postage required.

ii>

.I`!

Eithetwm.yoolget
thëwórld'sfirst universal
four-channel decoder.
,t

-`,
\,``
'.

+I

/

I

+k,

íYlc ryc
EVR-=X4 =ou-Cnanrel

AM/FUI Receive- $249_95
-

EN..;K4 Universa
Fa r-Dh3nnel Debocar $93 95

r

-

Now Electro -Voice offers our new
universal decoder circuit built into both a
stereo receiver and a 4. -channel decoder.
The EVR-4X4 Receiver has every
needed feature for 2- and 4 -channel
sound. Yet it costs no more than many
2 -channel units that offer half thé plea,
sure.. And it will properly decode any
matrix 4 -channel input without switching.,
Ideal for Playing SCE`, Stereo -4t or any
other matrixed recordstape, or FM
sources.
The EVX-44 Universal Decoder creates
á 4 -channel control center for existing
.

stereo equipment. Just add a second
stereo amp and two more speakers.
Unique separation enhancement circuit
automatically adjusts front -back separation as required by program material.
Both the receiver. and the decoder are
also designed to accommodate,'discrete'
inputs like 8 -track tape if you wish. Hear
the finest in four- channel sound at your
Electro -Voice showroom. Where the
excitement is!
products are produced under'
U.S. Peterrt No. 3,632,586
*T.M. CBS, Inc. tT.M, E/ectro-Voice; Inc.
E -V 4 -channel

-

áGulton
C n
PA NY
M

ELECTRO -VOICE, !NC., Dept. 1024R, 630 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Michigan 49107
In Europe: Electro -voice,

S.A., Rdmerstrasse

49, 2560 Nidau,

CIRCLE NO.

5 ON

Switzerland

In Ca-wda: EV of Canada, Ltd., 6enanoque, Ontario

I4EADER SERVICE CARD

